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INTRODUCTION 
The general goal of this paper is to gain an insight into Anton Webern 's 
1
 attitude toward form, arid in par t icular to investigate how and to what 
extent his compositions remain within tradit ional formal categories while 
employing non-tradi t ional , 1. e . , twelve-tone, techniques. 
One analyt ical approach to twelve-tone music emphasizes the role of 
design in art iculat ing formal s t r u c t u r e s . Motives a r e delineated and their 
r eappearances , s t r ic t or varied, a r e t raced throughout a movement. The 
resu l t s indicate that pieces writ ten m row-technique may often be descr ibed 
by tradi t ional formal t e r m s . 
In tonal music , however, formal pat terns a r e a lso art iculated by 
harmony through such a device a s cadences indicating the es tabl ishments 
of, depa r tu res from, and r e t u r n s to tonal c e n t e r s . This device performs 
both a separat ive and, through the action of a cen t ra l key center , an integrat ive 
function. In view of this, the problem a r i s e s as to what counterparts to 
tradit ional harmonic techniques would appear in twelve-tone mus ic . 
An important aspect of twelve-tone procedures concerns the actual 
composit ional layout of row forms, 1. e . , both the choices made from the 
forty-eight possible forms of a row (the set, i ts r e t rog rade , inversion, and 
re t rograde- invers ion , each at twelve t ransposi t ional levels) and the a r r a n g e -
ment of these selected * r m s . It would seem that if a twelve-tone composition 
were to be based on a t radit ional formal pattern such a pat tern might find 
a paral le l in the layout of row fo rms . Thus, for example, a group of row 
forms might r ecur coincident with a recapitulat ion. Since a recapi tu la t ion may 
be l i t e ra l , a s the recapitulation of a minuet in a minuet and t r io , or com-
plementary, as in the sonata form, so likewise might a recapitulation of a 
1 
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group of row forms be l i te ra l or in some sense complementary . 
In tonal music the question of whether a l i t e ra l or complementary 
recapitulat ion is called for is usually determined by the s t ructure of the 
exposition which, in the f irs t case, is re la t ively complete in itself, i . e . , 
it does not modulate, and, in the second case , is incomplete in itself, i . e . , 
it does modulate . Although it is not obvious on what bas is an initial grouping 
of row forms could be termed complete or incomplete, never theless if _ 
the row arrangement i s to function in a manner analogous to that served by 
tonal functions, this is an important considerat ion. 
An answer to this question may lie m the possibili ty of placing a certain 
row form strategical ly . A specific form, for example, appearing both at the 
beginning and end of a group of row forms might be considered a "tonic" 
row, thus suggesting that the group itself is re lat ively complete. 
Yet the fact is that a pat tern shaped by a par t icular ar rangement of row 
forms must be considered abs t rac t in the sense that by itself it does not 
r evea l what concrete pitch relat ionships emerge from a molding of the row 
mater ia l into thematic mot ives , accompaniments , ph rases , e tc . Thus the 
use of rhythm and the choice of octave r eg i s t e r for pitches would seem to be 
important elements m the shaping of these concrete re la t ionships . It is 
possible, for example, to emphasize ver t ical sonori t ies that may suggest pitch 
groupings of formal significance, to repea t the same pitch occurring in different 
row forms in the same octave to make phrase ar t iculat ions or to bind sections 
together, and to a r range the highest and lowest notes of successive phrases to 
This idea, as well as o thers in the above paragraphs , has been variously 
suggested. Cf., for instance, George P e r l e , Ser ia l Composition and Atonality; 
An Introduction to the Music of Schoenberg, Berg, and Webern. (Berkeley: 
University of California P r e s s , 1962), Chap, VI, and especially pp. 126 and 129. 
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form smal l - and l a rge - sca l e stepwise progress ions or neighbor tone motions 
implying "tonal" movement or lack thereof. Such concrete relat ionships as 
these may or may not reinforce the formal implications of an abs t r ac t row 
ar rangement . Therefore, in determining how far twelve-tone procedures 
a re able to provide a paral le l to traditional harmonic techniques it i s neces sa ry 
to examine both abs t r ac t row ar rangements and the over -a l l shape of concrete 
pitch re la t ionships . 
In order to d iscuss in some detail within the scope of this paper Webern 's 
use of twelve-tone procedures in constructing movements apparently organized 
along tradit ional formal lines it seemed appropriate to l imit the analysis 
to cer ta in movements of Webern*s compositions in which the formal design is 
obvious, clear cut, and relat ively simple. Guided by this considerat ion, the 
ABA form wherein after a contrasting middle section a re turn to the beginning 
approximates a lateral recapitulation did seem to offer a valid bas i s for the 
selection of movements . 
Therefore, the movements that have been selected for analysis a r e the 
f irs t movements of the Quartet, Opus 22 (1930), and the Piano Variat ions, 
Opus 27 (1936), and the second movement of the String Quartet, Opus 28 
(1938), these being the outstanding representat ives of the chosen form amongst 
the tone row compositions of Webern. 
In the f irs t chapter of this paper the abs t rac t row organizations of the 
— chosen movements will be examined and compared, and it will be shown how 
row presentations in themselves are organized with specific r ega rd to the forms 
of the movements . Succeeding chapters will be devoted to the individual 
movements , analyzing both their individual designs (the rhythmic, m e t r i c , 
melodic, and ins t rumental art iculation of the phrases) and over -a l l pitch shapes . 
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These chapters will show that both the formal implications of the row a r r a n g e -
ments and the designs of the movements a r e supported by concrete pitch 
re la t ionships . In addition, attention will be given to problems concerning 
the actual forms of the movements , such a s , for example, to the problem 
of combining a t r ipar t i te form with variat ion procedure in the first movement 
of Opus 27. Analogues from traditional l i t e ra tu re will be cited. A conclusion 
will consider the relat ion of row manipulation, thematic design, and pitch 
shape to the t r ipar t i te forms of these examples and to what extent traditional 
formal analogues a re relevant to the twelve-tone procedures exhibited in these 
composit ions. 
v 
CHAPTER I 
THE ORGANIZATION OF ROWS 
This chapter will be devoted to the row organizat ions of the three move-
ments under considerat ion. Both the internal s t ruc tu res of the rows them-
se lves and the a r rangements of their forms wil l be examined. Manifest 
formal implicat ions will be determined. These implications will then be 
compared brief ly to the general designs of the movements in o rder to judge 
whether these implications broadly para l le l the actual forms of the mus ic . 
A comparat ive summary will conclude this chapter . 
F i r s t Movement, Quartet for Violin, Clarinet , Tenor Saxophone, and Piano, 
Opus 22 
The row 
The row (SQ) of Opus 22 is i l lus t ra ted in Example 1. It may be divided 
ExMtfU I . 
into two hexachords , of which the f i rs t may be subdivided two ways, i. e . , 
into three segments , each containing a third, or into two segments , each 
spanning a major third and containing a minor second. The second hexachord 
m a y b e subdivided into two segments , the f i r s t containing minor seconds and 
the second containing a tritone and a perfect fourth. The two hexachords a r e 
contrasted in inter vallic content and together contain al l in te rva l s . The f i r s t 
and last notes of the row, i ts f rame, form a t r i tone . 
5 
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Layout of row forms 
The ar rangement of the forms of this row used in the f irs t movement 
is laid out in Example 2 in the following manner: (1) each form is place'd 
within a single "bar" or box; (2) a whole-note indicates the f irs t note of the 
row (or the last note of a re t rograde) and a filled-in note-head indicates the 
last note of the row (or the first note of a re t rograde) ; (3) the original form 
of the row (S) is shown by an ascending interval , the re t rograde (R) by a 
descending interval , and, correspondingly, the inversion (I) is shown by a 
descending interval, the re t rograde of the inversion (RI) by an ascending 
in terval . (Cf. boxes 6 and 7. ) Since regular ly more forms than one appear 
together, the row form that appears f irst in the music is placed on the top 
staff, the row form that appears next is placed below on the second staff, e tc . 
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The over -a l l formal schema of the movement 
In Example 2 it can be seen that in two places, namely, near the beginning 
(boxes 2-3) and near the end of the movement (boxes 9-10), three row forms . 
a re presented together, and that in both cases the same row forms a re -used. 
The first instance is preceded by a box containing two row forms (box 1), 
and the second instance is followed by a box containing the re t rograde of these 
same two row forms (box 11). The middle se r i e s of boxes present two row 
forms together (boxes 4-8) . These pre l iminary observations suggest an ABA 
form with an introduction and coda. 
The "canon" and theme 
In those boxes where only two forms a re presented together the original 
form (or re t rograde) is always accompanied by an inversion (or r e t rog rade -
inversion) . The transposit ional level of the inversion is chosen so that when 
the number represent ing i ts f i rs t pitch is added to the number represent ing 
the first pitch of the accompanying row the sum will always be ten (or ten plus 
twelve). In those boxes where three rows a r e presented together this coupling 
applies to the pai rs on the second and third s taves . These facts clarify how 
Webern was able to wri te a continuous quasi-canon by inversion about a pitch 
ax is , in this case F , as will be explained in Chapter two. The third row 
forms superimposed on this "cannn" in boxes 2 and 3 and again in boxes 9 and 
10 turn out to be the pitches of an independent theme that does not direct ly 
re la te to the "canon. " 
The nature of this introduction will be examined in Chapter, two wher.ei. it 
will be found that the ma te r i a l involved here se rves for more than a mere 
introduction, that it functions al l through the movement as a r i to rne l lo . 
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Introduction and section A, boxes 1-3 
The a r rangement of t ransposi t ions can be seen by examining the 
original form of the row as it appears throughout the "canon . " SQ IS followed 
by S^ (box 2, second staff). This is a t r i tone t ransposi t ion; and, because 
the t r i tone f rames the row, there i s a common tone, G, between SQ and S&. 
This t ransposi t ional scheme continues. The next row of the same form i s 
another tr i tone t ransposi t ion with a common tone connection, i . e . , SQ again 
(box 3, second staff). This i s a closed or c i rcular scheme of t ranspos i t ions 
charac te r ized by (1) a specific pat tern of selection of row forms or an order 
of forms (in this case a l l S forms) , (2) a repeated t ransposi t ional in te rva l 
(in this case the tr i tone) , (3) common tone connections, and (4) a r e tu rn to 
the init ial row. This c i r cu la r scheme is m i r r o r e d by the inverted forms in 
box 1, second staff, and boxes 2 and 3, third staff. 
The third row pair which is super imposed on the "canon" in boxes 2 
and 3, top staff, i s a t ransposi t ion of the inverted pair in boxes 2 and 3, bottom 
staff, and uses the s tar t ing pitches of the pair of S forms in boxes 2 and 3 , 
middle staff, in the r e v e r s e o rde r . In this manner it is indirect ly re la ted to 
the "canon" and l ikewise adheres to a closed t ransposi t ional scheme (including 
the repea t ) . 
If one of the two rows of the "canon, " S~ or S , , were to be designated 
as the " tonic" row, the choice would fall upon SQ (combined with IJQ) not only 
because it begins the movement but because it is the second of the succeeding 
pa i r s (including the repea t ) . Thus, the a r r angemen t of row forms of the "canon" 
suggests that the first A section (boxes 2 and 3) can be expected to be a re la t ive ly 
complete or closed section, that it does not "modu la t e . " 
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Section B, boxes 4-8 __ 
"In order to introduce new t ransposi t ions of the row, the circular 
scheme of the transposit ions in Section A mus t be broken. This is achieved 
by beginning the middle section with the row midway between S^ and SQ 
(SQ =Si2)i i . e*, with Sg. S forms continue with systematic transposit ions up 
minor seconds through SJQ and SJJ to the or ig inal form, SQ, The inverted 
forms begin with Ij , midway between ^ a n d I JQ (boxes 2 and 3 , bottom staff), 
and continue with transposi t ions down minor seconds through IQ and IJJ to 
IJQ. In box 5 the transposit ion of the invers ion turns out to be IQ, the same 
row used by the independent theme in the top staff of box 2. This row leads 
the "canon" at this point. In boxes 6 and 7 the basic row forms used (SJJ and 
IJJ) end with the axis. tone of the canon, F * . These rows a r e presented f i r s t in 
re t rograde and then in their original o r d e r . The "tonic" rows in box 8 a r e 
presented in r e t rog rade . 
The scheme of the row a r rangement in the middle section may be 
termed "sequent ia l , " It is charac ter ized by (1) beginning with fresh t r a n s -
positions re la ted to the previous rows (in this case s tar t ing pitches located 
midway between the start ing pitches of the ea r l i e r t ransposi t ional levels), 
(2) the consistent adherence to an order of forms (in this case all S forms 
m i r r o r e d by I forms), and (3) a repeated t ransposi t ional interval (in this case 
minor seconds upward m i r r o r e d by minor seconds downward) without "common 
tone connections (except those natura l ly occurr ing between R I J J and SJJ and 
Rj jand IJJ in boxes 6 and 7) which (4) if continued would have included al l 
-As used he re the term "sequence" is meant to imply the movement 
from one point to another through sys temat ica l ly t ransposed repetitions with 
typically three presentat ions of the m a t e r i a l . 
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possible t ransposi t ions before returning to i ts s tart ing point but instead 
(5) a r r i v e s in three steps at the " tonic" rows . 
The row ar rangement of the middle section is different from and in 
contras t to that of the beginning section but has the appearance of leading back 
to a recapi tulat ion. It also emphasizes a charac ter i s t ic of the "canon, " i ts 
construction about an axis , when the axis tone takes a prominent position in 
two forms of the row. 
Section A"" and coda, boxes 9-11 
Because the "tonic" rows ending the middle section a r e in r e t rograde 
(box 8), the only common tone connection between the middle section and the 
recapitulat ion is the C* of Ro and Io. The recapitulation in boxes 9 and 10 
has l i tera l ly the same row content as boxes 2 and 3. In the final box the "tonic" 
rows appear in r e t rog rade . Were the rows in box 11 a tritone transposit ion 
of those in the lower two staves of box 10, continuing the c i rcular scheme, the 
movement would end with SQ and I4, That it does not, but ra ther repeats in 
r e t rog rade the SQ and I JQ forms of the lower two staves of box 10, emphasizes 
the " tonic" implications of these rows and charac ter izes this ending as a 
coda balancing the introduction. 
The row ar rangement in relation to the music 
It can be seen in the score that the formal implications of the row 
organization a re rea l ized in the m u s i c . Measures 1-5, correspnnding to box 1, 
appear to be a canonic introduction. In measu re s 6-15, corresponding to 
boxes 2 -3 , a canon continues in al l ins t ruments but the tenor saxophone which 
ca r r i e s IQand 1^ as a separate melodic l ine . Measures 29-37, corresponding 
to boxes 9-10, constitute a recapitulation with the tenor saxophone melody now 
divided among all ins t ruments but the piano which ca r r i e s the canon alone. 
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Measures 37b-41, corresponding to box 11, constitute a coda. To what extent 
sections A and A1 can actually be considered complete and "non-modulatory" 
in themselves will be discussed in Chapter two. 
The middle or B section begins in measu re 16 and continues the canon. 
Measures 19-21 (corresponding to box 5) a r e a transposed (sequential) free 
repeat of m e a s u r e s 16-18 (corresponding to box 4), In m e a s u r e s 24-27 the 
ma te r i a l of the introduction appears in re t rograde coincident with the re tu rn 
of the " tonic" rows (box 8). How this section actually leads into the r e -
capitulation will be discussed in Chapter two. 
F i r s t Movement, Piano Variat ions, Opus 27 
The row 
The row (SQ) of Opus 27 is presented in Example 3 . The first hexachord 
m a y b e subdivided m two ways, l. e . , into three segments, each containing a 
second, or into two segments , each containing and spanned by a third, A 
tritone links the first hexachord to the second hexachord which m a y b e sub-
divided into two segments , the first containing minor seconds, the second 
spanned by a perfect fourth. The row contains all intervals but the perfect 
fourth which occurs between the f irs t and las t notes as the row's frame. The 
two hexachords a r e contrasted in interval l ic content. 
Layout of row forms 
The ar rangement of the row forms in the first movement is shown m 
12 
Example 4 . They a r e diagrammed in a manner s imi l a r to that of Example 2. 
A dotted line indicates the presence of a common tone between successive 
forms of the row. In the music one pitch takes the place of two tones; in 
Example 4 the suppressed note i s in pa ren thes i s . P laces where two notes 
a r e suppressed will be specially discussed in the text. 
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Section A, boxes 1-4 
It can be seen that each S and I form is always accompanied by i ts 
respect ive r e t r o g r a d e . The f i rs t row (SQ) IS followed by i ts inversion t r a n s -
posed up a major second (1£, box 2). A common tone connection exists between 
SQ and R j 2 . The pair S Q - ^ is immediate ly repeated (box 3, bottom staff, and 
box 4, top staff). The transposi t ional in terval between the second row of the 
f i rs t pair (I2) and the first row of the second pair (SQ) is a major second down-
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ward and a common tone connection appears between I 2 a n d R Q . BOX 5 
introduces both a new transposi t ional interval (a perfect fourth from I 2 to 
Iy) and a new row form (Iy), facts which suggest that the f i rs t four boxes in 
themselves do constitute a sect ion. 
The row arrangement of the first four boxes fulfills three of the four 
charac te r i s t ics of a c i rcular scheme as listed above: (1) a consistent 
adherence to an order of forms (in this case an alternation of S and I forms), 
(2) common tone connections (in this case between an S form and the following 
RI form and between an I form and the following R form), and (3) a re turn to 
the initial row, A problem a r i s e s , however, with respec t to the choice of 
transposit ional intervals which between boxes 1 and 2 is up_ a major second 
while between boxes 2 and 3 is down a major second. The question is whether 
this change of direction is to be regarded as part of a scheme of alternation 
paral lel to the al ternation of S and I forms and thus confirming an implied 
c i r cu la r scheme, or whether this change of direction is mere ly the resul t of 
the repetition of the rows of boxes 1 and 2 in boxes 3 and 4 and thus suggesting 
another type of scheme. Although the lat ter al ternative is the most simple 
and obvious interpretat ion, final determination of the question must await 
examination of the recapitulat ion. 
Another problem allied to the question of the type of row scheme here 
employed concerns the relat ion between the two row forms used. Is the 
second of each pair a "tonic" row, so that S Q - L = V — ^ 1 , or a "dominant" 
row, so that as S Q - I 2 = ( I ) — ^ V? Fur the r discussion of this problem must 
also be deferred. 
Section B, boxes 5-10 
The next section r e v e r s e s the alternation between S and I fo rms , an I 
14 
form initiating each pair , and introduces a fresh t ransposed form, Iy 
(box 5). A common tone between I 2 and I7 joins the f irs t two sect ions . It is 
the same note that served as the common tone within the first section, but 
this time it occurs between two forward forms of the row ra ther than between 
a forward and a re t rograde (and vice versa ) form. I7 is followed by S^, a 
transposition down a minor second. The last two notes of RI7 a r e the same as 
the first two notes of S^. Thus the common tone bond within pa i r s is main-
tained. In the music the notes a r e not repeated; one group is suppressed. 
The next pair, IQ and S,, (boxes 7 and 8), r ep resen t s a t ransposi t ion up a 
perfect fourth of the preceding pair , and no common tone or tones exist 
between the end of the first and the beginning of the second pai r . The third 
pa i r of this section, I5 and S4 (boxes 9-and 10) resu l t s from a transposit ion up 
a perfect fourth of the second pa i r . The next box (11) does not contain an I 
form of the row, as would be expected, but ra ther repeats the S form of box 10 
(S4, lower staff). This change from the preceding t ransposi t ional scheme 
and alternation of I and S forms of the row suggests that box 11 rep resen t s the 
beginning of a third section. 
The scheme of t ransposi t ions in the second section (boxes 5-10) shows 
the same general charac te r i s t ics as those found in section B of the first move-
ment of Opus 22 which were designated as "sequential": (1) a beginning with 
fresh transposit ions related to what has preceded by a common tone connection, 
(2) the consistent adherence to an order of forms (in this case an al ternation 
of I and S forms accompanied by their respect ive re t rogrades ) , and (3) a 
repeated transposit ional interval (in this case perfect fourths upward without 
a common tone connection (between pai rs ) which (4) if continued would have 
included all possible t ransposi t ions before returning to i ts s tar t ing point but 
15 
instead (5) a r r ives in three steps at the row that will be repeated to initiate 
the next section. 
Section A*, boxes 11-14 
The third section begins with S4 (box 11) and is followed by an inversion 
t ransposed up a major second. This is the same scheme used in boxes 1 
and 2 but at a different t ransposi t ional level. The next pair follows the same 
scheme at yet another t ransposi t ional level and in r eve r s e ; 1. e. , the inverted 
form ( I JJ ) , beginning on E , this time precedes the original form (So) which 
s t a r t s on D . These final two pa i rs a r e joined by a common tone between 
the I forms (boxes 12 and 13) as was the middle section joined to the first 
section (boxes 4 and 5). The r e v e r s a l of S and I forms in the last pair 
also suggests the influence of the middle section. Moreover, just as the 
f irs t section is connected to the second section by a transposition of the I 
form up a perfect fourth (boxes 4 and 5), so the two pairs of the last section 
a re connected by transposing 1^ (box 12) up a perfect fourth to IJJ (box 13). 
Comparison of sections A and A* 
The first and las t sections a r e related as A to A* by two resemblances : 
(1) both sections contain two pai rs ; (2) the general organization within each 
of the four pa i r s is the same, i. e . , each pair consists of an S and I form of 
the row with the t ransposi t ional level of the I form a major second above that 
of the S form. 
The connection between, the two pairs of each section is not the same and 
there is no recapitulation of a transposit ional level of any form. These 
differences between the two sections suggest that the first section is in itself 
incomplete, that i t s row scheme is open, requiring later completion. The 
row that begins the las t section, S4 (box 11), is a transposition upward by a 
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major second of the row that ended the first section, L> (box 4) . This is a 
continuation of the or iginal t ra ins positional scheme which is then completed 
in the final pair of the last section by the changes here in noted. 
Summary of the row ar rangement 
Example 5 summar izes the row scheme of this movement . 
&*«ftvfl« "3 
Sw^Vw A S*U>3 S«fc* M 
i{, ^ ^ ' v ^ v ? fr-5 >• m 
The second row of the repeated pair in section A begins with a pitch a major 
second above the beginning note of the first row. This scheme is interrupted 
by the perfect fourth transposit ion into section B which follows with a 
"sequential" scheme ending on S , , The rows within each pair in section B a re 
related by a minor second between their start ing pi tches, S4 is repeated at 
the outset of section A ' . Its beginning pitch is a major second above the 
beginning pitch of the row that ended section A, and it is followed by a row 
whose beginning pitch is up yet another major second. This row scheme is 
again interrupted by a perfect fourth t ransposi t ion. The movement is 
completed in the final row whose first note is a step below the first note of the 
preceding row. The significance of this last pair is suggested by the r e v e r s a l 
of S and I forms and the new transposi t ional level of the pa i r . If any row of 
the movement were to be designated as a "tonic" row, it would probably be 
the las t row of this pai r . In any case , it is c lear that section A" completes a 
t ransposi t ional scheme initiated in section A. 
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The importance of the interval of a perfect fourth 
The importance of the perfect fourth, the interval that f rames the row, 
in the transposit ional scheme of the whole movement has already been 
suggested. It re lated the ending and beginning rows of the row pai rs between 
sections A and B (Example 4, boxes 4 and 5) and within section A1 (boxes 
12 and 13), and the beginning rows of the row pairs within section B (boxes 
5, 7, and 9). In addition, it may be found relating rows within the pairs 
that appear in sections A and A ' , For example, the las t note of SQ (box 1) 
is a perfect fourth from the first note of I2 (box 2). Indeed, the only places 
where the perfect fourth does not re la te rows in some manner a re within the 
pa i r s of section B which are connected by two common tones. 
The row arrangement in relation to the music 
The music itself m i r r o r s the ABA formal implications of the row 
arrangement . Measures 1-18 compr ise section A, measures 19-36, section 
B, and measures 37-54 comprise a recapitulation of section A, varied but 
not in phrase s t ructure or basic mot ives . 
In section A measures 11-15 are a variation of measures 1-7 (correspond-
ing to boxes 3 and 1 of Example 4), and measures 16-18 are a repetit ion of 
m e a s u r e s 8-10 (corresponding to boxes 4 and 2). A similar phrase organization 
holds with respect to section A" in spite of the changes brought about as a 
r e su l t of row changes. How these changes affect the tonal movement will be 
discussed in Chapter th ree . 
In keeping with the row manipulation section B, corresponding to boxes 
5-10, contains a model and its twofold quasi-sequential elaboration (measures 
19-26, 26-32, and 32-36). 
4' 
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Second Movement, String Quartet, Opus 28 
The row 
The row (SQ) of Opus 28 3 (Example 6) consists of a se r ies of minor 
example it i — 
iij n r ~ • •' u" T 
seconds separated by either minor or major th i rds . The row may be divided 
into two hexachords or three t e t rachords . The hexachords a re re la ted . The 
second hexachord of the row is the re t rograde- invers ion of the f irs t hexachord 
transposed down a minor third. A resul t of this relationship is that the r e t r o -
grade of the row (RQ) is identical with a transposed inversion (In). In this 
analysis the "I" let tering will be used. The te t rachords of the row are also 
related to each other. The second tetrachord is either a t ransposed r e t r o -
grade or transposed inversion of the first; and the third, a simple transposit ion 
of the first. A resul t of the relationship between the first and las t te t rachords 
i s that the las t te t rachord of any S or I form is the same as the f i rs t te t rachord 
of the S or I form found respectively a major third below or a major third 
above the given form. The row itself is thus res t r i c ted in relat ionships with no 
contrast between its segments . The framing interval of the row is a minor 
th i rd . 
3 
The basic form of the row (SQ) is taken from the beginning of the first 
movement (measures 1-6), The transposit ional numbers of the forms appearing 
in the second movement a re calculated from the beginning pitch of the basic form. 
4 
To ascer ta in the identical R form in the case of other t ransposi t ions 
of the I form three is added to the transposition number of the I fo rm. 
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Layout of row forms 
The row ar rangement of the second movement of Opus'28 is laid out 
in Example 7 according to\the pattern of Example 2. 
example 7 
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The over-a l l formal schema of the movement 
As a pre l iminary r e m a r k it may be observed that the simultaneous 
presentation of row forms occurring in a one to one correspondence in boxes 
1-3 and again in boxes 6-8, and in a two to one correspondence in the middle 
boxes (4 and 5) suggest a th ree -pa r t design. 
Section A, boxes 1-3 
On the top staff of Example 7 L is followed by I . f f and I ,0 , by I_. A 
continuation of this scheme of transposing I forms upward by major thirds 
re turns to I^and the whole group is repeated. The last te trachord of any one 
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row is the same as the first tetrachord of the following row. In the music 
consistently one group of pitches represents both identical tetrachords, as 
shown by the following diagram: 
a x b^  y c z (a) : | \ 
I6 ^0 h 
Thus, for example, tetrachord "a" begins the group of rows, begins the 
repetition, and ends the group. This is a circular row arrangement ful-
filling all four characteristics noted with regard to the row arrangement of 
section A of Opus 22: (1) a consistent adherence to an order of forms (in this 
case all I forms), (2) a repeated transpositional interval (in this case a major 
third upward), (3) common tone connections (in this case common tetra-
chords), and (4) a return to the initial row. Further, tetrachord'(a'J maybe 
tentatively regarded as a "tonic" tetrachord since it both begins and ends 
the group, thus emphasizing the relative completeness of this arrangement. 
Another consequence of this row arrangement is that the middle tetra-
chords of the rows ("x", "y", and "z" in the above diagram) turn out to be 
retrograde forms of the outside tetrachords: 
a c ,b. a c b a. 
lb xio h 
The same row arrangement appears on the second staff, boxes 1-3, 
but the transpositional scheme descends with S forms of the row. Further, 
since the I forms of the row on the top staff and the S forms of the row on the 
second staff are related by the fact that 1^ =Rg, Ijo^ Ri» a n d *2 = R5» t h e 
same tetrachords recur in a retrograded order: b c a b c a b. 
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The rows on the third staff, boxes 1-3, a r e a transposit ion a major third 
higher of those on the second staff. Since the major third is also the t r a n s -
posit ional interval used on the second staff, the same rows reappear on the 
third staff in the same order but with different beginning and ending rows: 
Second staff: S 9 S 5 Sj 
Third staff: Sj Sg S 5 . 
In a s imi lar manner are the rows on the fourth staff, boxes 1-3, the same as 
those on the f irs t staff: 
F i r s t staff: 1^ , IJQ I 2 
Fourth staff: IJQ I 2 1^. 
The f i rs t three boxes of Example 7 r ep re sen t a completely closed section. 
Since the first te t rachords appearing on each staff a r e identical with the 
final t e t rachords of their respect ive s taves , their ver t ical combination m a y b e 
considered to function like a "tonic" emphasizing the closed row scheme. 
In summary, the row arrangement of the first section suggests the 
image of two concentric c i rcular bands of identical te t rachordal content, one 
moving clockwise (S forms) and the other moving counterclockwise (I forms) 
at the same ra te of speed. In the chosen polyphonic presentation of the two 
bands , two par ts partake of the clockwise band, but enter and exit at different 
points while t ravers ing the band twice, and the remaining two par ts partake 
of the counterclockwise band in a similar fashion but in the opposite direct ion. 
A diagram of this image follows this page. 
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Section A", boxes 6-8 
The last three boxes of Example 7 a re the same as the first three boxes 
except that the polyphonic s t rands enter in a different temporal o r d e r . The 
rows of the top staff, boxes 1-3, now appear on the third staff, boxes 6-8, 
the rows of the second staff, boxes 1-3, now appear on the fourth staff, boxes 
6-8, e tc . Thus, the order of entr ies is rotated: 
4 
A A» 
Order of Entry: 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 
Row Groups: A B C D C D A B 
Boxes 6-8 represen t a r a the r curious kind of recapitulation that in one 
sense is l i teral , and in another, var ied . One effect of this change is that the 
two "bands , " f irs t viewed from "above , " a re now viewed from "below." In 
other words, the first section is turned "upside down, " as will be evident in 
t 
the discussion of the chords of this movement in Chapter four. In summary, 
Sections A* and A contain s imi la r c i rcular row ar rangements . The same 
tetrachordal groupings occur at the beginning and end of both sect ions. 
Section B, boxes 4-5 
In the middle section of Example 7 (boxes 4-5) the six rows appearing 
in the first and las t sections a r e r ea r r anged . S, is coupled with an I form a 
minor second higher (I2), and S,- and Sn , moving at twice the speed of the 
former pair, a re coupled respect ive ly with 1^ and IJQ. Comparing the two S 
and I groupings now employed, S,, Sr, Sg and L , L , IJQ, it can be seen that 
the transposit ional scheme of the S grouping is opposite to what it was in the 
first section, major thirds up ra ther than down, whereas that of the I grouping 
is both the same as it was m the f i rs t section and parallel to the present S 
group, major thirds up. This suggests that the identity between the las t and 
f i rs t te t rachords within the groups is not used as a principle of t ransposi t ion. 
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L is so re la ted to L Q , but LQ is preceded by Sr (second staff) and I, is 
followed by Sg, i ts re t rograde (third staff). 
The middle section in the present composition is quite different from the 
other two examples of B sect ions. Rather than departing from the mate r ia l of 
section A, it "pene t ra tes" into and redis t r ibutes the ma te r i a l . This means 
that the section does not begin with a fresh t ransposed form, and, since it 
lacks the element of depar ture , it a lso lacks the elemai of r e tu rn . 
A vestige of a "sequential" ar rangement remains since both the S and 
I groupings display (1) the consistent adherence to an order of forms, (2) a 
repeated transposi t ional interval , and (3) three s teps: |S j Sg Sg 
U2 : 6 r 10/ 
That a sequential a r rangement is not intended is clear from the fact that the 
four-par t web of the outside sections is here separated into two pairings 
differentiated by a row rat io of 1:2: ISj b 
fs5 ho 
The mos t important charac ter i s t ic that all three middle sections share 
seems to be the avoidance of using common tone connections as the bas is of 
t ransposi t ional in te rva ls . A corol lary to this i s that all middle sections employ 
a row ar rangement that in some sense is different from that employed in the 
outside sec t ions . Thus, some contrast is present in the middle section of the 
second movement of Opus 28 even though the same row forms r e c u r . 
The row ar rangement in relation to the music 
The ove r -a l l row ar rangement just discussed corresponds to the musical 
form of the movement. Section A (measures 1-18) corresponds to boxes 1-3 
and is unified by being writ ten in the style of a four-par t (or double) canon. 
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In section B (measures 19-36) the tempo changes and, corresponding to the 
1:2 ra t io of rows in boxes 4 and 5, the two violins move in slower note values 
than the cello and viola. After the middle of this section (from m e a s u r e s 27-
36) the two " ra tes of speed" a re no longer kept instrumental ly s e p a r a t e . The 
recapitulat ion, section A r (measures 37-53 and boxes 6-8), i s , in appearance , 
s imi lar to section A. The whole movement, while c lear ly th ree -pa r t , s eems , 
however , to differ from the th ree-par t movements of Opuses 22 and 27 . It 
will be the major task of Chapter four to examine the differences between 
the formal conceptions here involved. 
Review 
The main resul t of the foregoing comments seems to be that in the move-
ments considered there is a definite correlat ion between row a r rangement and 
the t r ipar t i te form. In all three movements s imilar t ransposit ional schemes 
were found m their respective corner (A) sections, while a different scheme 
was found in their respective middle (B) sect ions. 
The corner (A) sections 
The f i rs t movement of Opus 22 manifested the closest s imi la r i ty 
between the outside sections, the rows in both sections being the s a m e . In 
the second movement of Opus 28 the only difference between the two A sections 
was that in section A' the polyphonic order of entry of row groupings was 
ro ta ted . 
In both of these movements the row scheme of the first A sect ions was 
c i r cu l a r , 1. e. , a self-repeating ar rangement of a l imited number of t r a n s -
positional forms. There were two important aspects to this a r rangement : 
(1) the transposit ional interval and (2) the "tonic" groupings. In the move-
ment from Opus 22 successive S (and I) forms were connected by one common 
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tone through using the tritone (the framing in terval of the row) as the t r a n s -
positional in terval with the resu l t that section A had two S (and I) forms 
presented horizontally. In the movement from Opus 28 successive S (and I) 
forms were connected by four common tones (a te t rachord) through using the 
major third (not the framing interval of the row but the transposi t ional interval 
between the f i r s t and third te t rachords of the row) as the t ransposi t ional 
in terval with the resu l t that section A had three S (and I) forms presented 
horizontal ly. In the movement from Opus 22 the "tonic" charac ter of cer ta in 
row forms resu l ted from placing these forms f i rs t in the introduction and 
then again at the end of section A. In the movement from Opus 28 the 
appearance of the same group of te t rachords both at the beginning and end of 
section A suggested that this group functioned as a " ton ic . " This closed 
ar rangement suggested that the A sections of these movements were relat ively 
complete, and this suggestion found corroborat ion in their respect ive A" 
sections where the same rows reappeared . In the first movement of Opus 22 
the "tonic" rows f irst reappeared at the end of section B, then at the end of 
section A", and finally in the coda. In the following diagram of Opuses 22 and 
28 the "tonic" groupings a r e represen ted by "x": 
Opus 22 Introduction A B A« Cod 
F i r s t movement x^ |f: - - - j x : | | : x | xjH 
Opus 28 A B A' ' 
Second movement | | : x — x : | | ty: x x :|| 
The l eas t l i t e ra l s imilar i ty between A sections occurred in the first 
movement of Opus 27. Common tone relat ions were utilized consistently in 
section A but the resu l t was the repetit ion of an S-I row pair and their 
respect ive r e t r o g r a d e s . It was suggested that this is an open ar rangement 
requiring completion la ter in the movement . This completion seemed to occur 
in section A* which began with i ts f i rs t pair continuing the transposi t ional 
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scheme initiated in section A and ended with i ts second pair breaking the 
transposit ional scheme and revers ing the S-I o rde r occurr ing in the other 
p a i r s in both A sect ions. 
The B sections 
The middle (B) sections of the movements were found to use different 
row ar rangements than their respective A sect ions . In the movements from 
Opuses 22 and 27 new forms were introduced and followed by forms governed 
by a new transposit ional interval . In both cases had the transposi t ion scheme 
been continued the starting rows would have reappeared after the row succession 
had passed through all possible t ransposi t ional leve ls . Only two t ransposi t ional 
intervals would give this resul t , the minor second and the perfect fourth. In 
Opus 22 the minor second was used; in Opus 27, the perfect fourth (the framing 
interval of the row). In neither case was a common tone connection used. 
In the movement from Opus 22 this a r rangement led in three steps to the 
"tonic" rows that reappeared before section A ' . In the movement from Opus 27 
the las t row of the third pair was found to be the same as the f i rs t row appear -
ing m the recapitulat ion. 
The B section of Opus 28 did not follow this pattern but ra ther redeployed 
the same rows found in the A sect ions. They naturally tie in with the r e -
capitulation. 
Final summary 
It does seem, therefore, that tradit ional tonal movement has a kind of 
analogue in the row arrangements of these composit ions. The row a r r a n g e -
ments in their own right were found to point unmistakably toward t r ipar t i te f o r m s . 
In two cases the A sections were deemed to be relat ively complete, whereas in 
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one case the f irs t A section was deemed to be incomplete. All B sections 
showed some kind of a cont ras t with the init ial A sections and in turn 
connected with the recapi tu la t ions . In two of these movements the t r a n s -
positional schemes of the B sections suggested sequential t rea tment . The 
formal implications of the row a r rangements found corroboration in a 
genera l survey of the music of these movements . In the following chapters 
the organization of the individual movements will be examined in detai l . 
CHAPTER II 
FIRST MOVEMENT, QUARTET FOR VIOLIN, CLARINET, 
TENOR SAXOPHONE, AND PIANO, OPUS 22 
In this chapter each par t of the f i rs t movement of Opus 22 will be 
examined in turn . The analysis of the individual par ts will include, f i rs t , 
a descr ipt ion of their respect ive phrase organizations in such t e r m s as rhythm, 
melodic contour, instrumentat ion, and formal function, and, second, a d i s -
cussion of their respect ive pitch shapes . Although the row forms will be 
mentioned when appropr ia te 1 to clarify a phrase or pitch organization, the 
chief emphasis in the discussion of the pitch shapes will lie with discerning 
such rela t ionships as exist, for examples , (1) among the pitches beginning 
and ending p h r a s e s , sections, e tc . , (2) among the high and low notes of 
successive ph rases , and (3)among pitches repeated in identical octave locations 
within and between p h r a s e s . The ove r - a l l resu l t s of the analysis will be 
d i scussed in a summary at the end of the chapter which will also include a 
compar i son of this movement with a tradit ional example of the t r ipar t i te form 
that seems based on a formal analogue. 
It may be reca l led that in Chapter one mention was made of two 
par t icu lar aspects of this movement, i t s possessing an introduction and being 
based on canonic writing, and that furthur clarification of these two aspects 
was promised . P r i o r to the detailed examination of the par ts of the composition, 
and by way of a survey of the movement's general outline, these two aspects 
will now receive special attention. 
The r eade r is reminded that the row ar rangement of this movement is 
d i scussed in Chapter one, pp. 5-11. 
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The Function of the Mater ial in Measures 1-5 
As suggested in the previous chapter , the ma te r i a l in the first five 
m e a s u r e s of this movement appears to function as an introduction. These 
m e a s u r e s are separated from the f i rs t main division of the movement (section 
A) by the repeat m a r k s which include only measu re s 6-15, and a re balanced 
by a coda which is separated by repea t m a r k s from the second main division 
of the movement (sections B and A", m e a s u r e s 16-37, a second ending provid-
ing an overlapping of section A* with the coda). In this sense, then, the 
m a t e r i a l in question functions as an introduction. However, the ma te r i a l in 
the first five measures lacks cer ta in cha rac te r i s t i c s usually associated with 
traditional introductions, such a s , for example, a slower tempo than the main 
movement and, more importantly, a " leading-toward" harmonic plan (i.e.", 
sequences or s imilar progress ions concluding on a chord preparing for the 
main tonality). Rather than acting as a prologue to the main mate r ia l of the 
movement, these measu re s seem to s tate , as a unit, the main ma te r i a l . This 
point will be elucidated during the detailed analysis that follows. Moreover, 
this mater ia l r e c u r s , more or l e s s varied, throughout the entire movement . 
In section A the main melodic line is c a r r i ed by the tenor saxophone. Toward 
the end of the section the ma te r i a l of the first five measures reappears a s a 
background to the tenor saxophone melody (measures 12-15), Section B is 
basical ly devoted to this m a t e r i a l . (See especial ly the transposed s tatements 
in measures 16-18 and 19-21; in m e a s u r e s 24-27 the original ma te r i a l appears 
in r e t rograde . ) The ma te r i a l r e tu rns again near the end of section A1 as a 
background to the melodic line that was in the saxophone in section A but i s now 
divided among all ins t ruments but the piano, this appearance of the mate r ia l 
corresponding to i ts appearance in section A (see the piano part , m e a s u r e s 34-
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37). Finally, the mate r ia l appears in the coda in re t rograde (measures 37b-
41). However, the mate r ia l undergoes continual change; in i ts final s t a t e -
ment, in the coda, only a minimum of i ts initial design r e m a i n s . In the 
following diagram of the movement "x" r ep resen t s this mate r ia l , and "y" 
represen t s the above mentioned melodic line occurr ing in sections A and A": 
Introduction Section A .Section B Section A" Coda 
Measures : 1-5 6-15 16-27 28-37a 37b-41 
II: y-"— :|1: a b - * :\\ • -
x 1| x II x -x X- - x I ) X 
Thus, the mater ia l of the first five b a r s of this movement is not only not 
typical of an introduction but contains the mam material of the piece and r e -
appea r s repeatedly at important points surrounding the main formal par ts as 
a frame and playing an important role within section B . Hence, it can be 
noted that this mater ia l behaves as a r i to rne l lo . 
It would probably be most accurate to say that the plan of this movement 
demonstra tes a combination of a t r ipar t i t e form with an introduction and coda, 
and r i tornel lo procedure . For terminological ease, the introduction and the 
r ecu r rences of its ma te r ia l will be called the "r i tornel lo , " and the melodic 
line appearing in the tenor saxophone in measu re s 6-14 and again among all 
instruments but the piano in measu re s 28-36, the " t h e m e , " 
The canon 
A second procedure seems to be used throughout the movement, that of 
a two-part canon by inversion. All the ma te r i a l of the movement except the 
theme par takes of this apparent canon. Thus the r i tornel lo is in canon; the 
2 
This procedure is called canonic by, among others , Rene Leibowitz. 
See his Schoenberg and His School; The Contemporary Stage of the Language 
of Music^ '..translated by Dika Newlin (New York: Philosophical L ibrary , Inc . , 
1949), p . 218. 
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canon continues in section A as an accompaniment to the theme and turns 
into the r i tornel lo that ends the section, continues throughout section B, 
throughout section A* as in section A, and concludes at the end of the coda. 
In some ways, however, the procedure is not s tr ict ly canonic. In describing 
the actual procedure four aspects will be examined: the pitch axis , segmental 
superimposit ion, voicing, and time in tervals . While most i l lustrat ions of 
the nature of this procedure will be drawn from the opening r i tornel lo, the 
points made apply to the whole "canon. " 
The pitch axis 
The r i tornel lo begins with a three-note group in the saxophone which 
i s followed by an> overlapping inverted imitation in the violin (measures 1-2), 
After a r e s t another three-note group occurs in the left hand of the piano 
which is followed by an overlapping inverted imitation in the right hand 
(measure 3). These two units will be called the first and second members of 
the r i torne l lo . 
An examination of the pitch relat ions between corresponding notes of 
the initial and imitating note-groups of these members reveals that the 
notes a r e re la ted through being equidistant from an axis on r " . Thus, while 
the first note of the initial group of the first member of the r i tornello in 
measure 1 is d ° u , a perfect fifth above the axis , the first note of the imitating-
3 
When, in the text, it i s desirable to identify a pitch not only by i ts 
let ter name but a lso by its octave location the designations given by Hindemith 
have been used. (Paul Hindemith, Elementary Training for Musicians [New 
York: Associated Music Publ i shers , Inc . , 19491, p. 3o et pas s im. ) Thus, 
for examples, pitches in the octave from middle C to the B above are indicated 
by small l e t t e r s followed by one "apostrophe" (c1 - b1), pitches in the next 
higher octave are indicated by small le t te rs followed by two "apostrophes" 
(c , r - b , r ) , and pitches in the octave directly below middle C a re indicated 
simply by smal l le t te rs (c - b ) . 
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group in measure 2 i s b, a perfect fifth below the ax is . The second notes of 
the initial and imitating groups of the f irs t member a r e , respect ively, major 
thirds above and below the axis . These relationships continue throughout the 
whole "canon" and r e su l t in a set of seven dyads such that when one note of a 
dyad occurs its cor re la te appears on the opposite side and at an equal distance 
from the axis . These dyads a r e shown in Example 8, The numbers above 
and below the dyads represen t the distance of their respect ive pitches from 
a i o w 
D , the first note of the original row form (SQ) . The fact that the sum of the 
numbers of each dyad equals ten (or ten plus twelve) shows why the sum of the 
number represent ing the initial note of a row of the "canon" plus the number 
represent ing the initial note of the accompanying transposed inversion l ike-
4 # 
wise equals ten (or ten plus twelve). In the "canon" pitch F always appears 
on the axis position except in measure 24. The c* - c11 dyad forms a secondary 
ax i s ; correspondingly pitch C occurs only in these two octave r eg i s t e r s except 
in measure 22 and again in measures 32-33 . The octave positions of the -
remaining dyads shift throughout the "canon, " 
Segmental superimposition 
An examination of the correlat ion of the row and the accompanying 
transposed inversion of the row with the initial pitch groups and their respect ive 
4 
This relationship between S and I forms of the row was mentioned in 
Chapter one, 
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answers in the f irs t two members of the r i tornel lo reveals that in the first 
member the initial pitch group is a segment of the row while the answering 
pitch group is the corresponding segment of the transposed inversion of the 
row, whereas in the second member the initial pitch group is a segment of 
the transposed inversion of the row while the answering pitch group is the 
corresponding segment of the row. This temporal shifting of segments of 
the S and I forms of the row, which continues throughout the "canon, " suggests 
that the basic procedure here involved is a quasi-simultaneous presentation 
of original and inverted forms of the row whereby either segments of the 
original form precede corresponding segments of the inverted form or vice 
ve r sa . 
Overlapping two- or three-note initial and answering row segments is 
the general "canonic" procedure throughout the movement. There are non-
overlapping segments (for example, at the beginning of measure 22), four-
not segments (for example, in m e a s u r e s 10-11), and two places where the 
row segmentation differs from the imitative pattern (measure 28: 
^ \ Qf 2 *»% , and likewise in measu re 31). 
% 
• 
S6 '•! © 
Voicing 
In addition to the temporal shifting of S and I segments the voicing is also 
shifted. For example, in the first two members of the ri tornello the higher 
pitch group - the "top voice" - is the answering pitch group, whereas in the 
third member of the r i tornel lo (end of measure 3 through measure 4) the 
higher pitch group is the initial pitch group. Thus, there are four possible 
ar rangements of two pitch groups related by inversion ("x" and "y"): (i 
CD E P - W I Bfej.e) E b - W E P -
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Time intervals 
That the type of segmental manipulation described above is not, 
s t r ic t ly speaking, canonic is disclosed when the time interval between initial 
and answering row segments is examined. Whereas , for example, the t ime 
interval between the initial and answering groups in the first member of the 
r i tornel lo is two eight-notes (two beats), that in the second member is one 
eight-note and that in the third member is one sixteenth-note. The variation 
in time interval that occurs throughout the movement suggests that the canon 
is only "apparent, " not " r e a l , " 
In summary, it may be said that what has been called a canon is 
actually an out-of-phase superimposition of kindred segments of S and I forms 
of the row identical in rhythm and related by m i r r o r inversion about a pitch 
ax is . 
The detailed analysis that follows will take, in order , the opening r i t o r -
nello, section A, section B, section A', and the coda, 
The Ritornello, Measures 1-5 
Phrase design . -
The r i tornel lo may be divided into four members (measures 1-2, 3, 4, 
and 5), each member containing an initial three-note pitch group (the dux) 
followed by an overlapping inverted answer (the comes) and separated from the 
5 
following member by a r e s t . The f irst two members form an antecedent 
^The reader may wonder whether the dux and comes a re to be regarded, as 
they seem to be, of equal melodic status or whether they a re related in some 
manner as " theme" and "accompaniment ." Actually, they are subordinate to a 
member as a whole which becomes an integrated unit chiefly, as will be shown in 
the text, through metr ic placement and the use of dynamics. Thus, the dux and 
comes do not function as melodic equals; ra ther , one initiates while the other 
ends a member . The melodic line of the first member , for example, follows 
the first two notes of the saxophone and the three notes of the violin. The claims 
of the unified members as against the imitative pat terns resul ts in a certain 
amount of aura l ambiguity, a type of ambiguity which, as will be shown, r ecu r s 
within each movement analyzed in this paper . 
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phrase (measures 1-3) while the third and fourth members form a consequent 
phrase (measures 4-5) . 
The rhythmic s t ructure of the dux of the first member of the r i tornel lo 
appears to be made up of two durational motives, motive (a), a sixteenth-
note followed by an eighth-note (*• ), and motive (b) which is s imi lar to motive 
(a) except for the substitution of a sixteenth-rest for the initial sixteenth-note 
( J ! becomes J* ). The second member of the r i tornello appears after a 
dotted e ighth-res t . The durational motive of the dux of the second member , (c), 
appears , like motive (b), to be a varient of motive (a) through subdividing 
the eighth-note of motive (a) into two sixteenth-notes ( f l becomes *T"1 ), 
Thus, the first phrase of the ritornello is made up of three durational 
motives, (a), (b), and (c), which, as suggested above, seem to be re la ted to 
one another . It may be further suggested that these motives a re generated 
from a dotted eighth durational unit and distinguished by the number of notes 
sounded within this unit. Motive (a) contains two notes, motive (b), one note, 
and motive (c), three notes. It had been noted that this unit, as si lence, 
separated the two members of the first phrase . As will be shown, this 
duration of silence is importantly used throughout the movement. 
The second phrase of the ritornello appears to be a motivic variation 
of the first phrase through changing the eighth-notes of durational motives (a) 
and (b) into sixteenth-notes plus s ix teenth-res ts . To show this the following 
diagram i s a r ranged so that the upward stems represent the dux, the downward 
s tems , the comes, and the " s l u r s " indicate where the s ix teenth-res t substitution 
has taken place. 
r-g—• r-3-1 t 
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The rhythmic design of the second phrase , compared to the f irst , has 
been compressed by decreas ing the time interval between a motive and i ts 
answer . Whereas in the first phrase the time intervals were two eighth-notes 
(in the first member) and one eighth-note (in the second member) , the time 
interval throughout the second phrase is one sixteenth-note. Thus, an over-
lapping occurs with motive (a), the two statements of which (a/a) combine to 
make a durational motive of three sixteenth-notes s imilar to motive (c). 
Likewise, the juxtaposition of the two statements of motive (b), (b/b), 
combines to make a two-note durational motive similar to motive (a). 
Considering the s ix teenth-res t that ends the second statement of motive 
(b) now as part of the following res t , a r e s t value of a dotted eighth separates 
the third and fourth members of the r i tornel lo . The fourth member of the 
r i tornel lo i s separated from section A by a dotted e ighth-res t . 
The dux and comes of the first member of the ri tornello move outward 
in opposite directions in the tenor saxophone and violin, their last notes 
forming the interval of an expanded tritone (the A-E"5 dyad; see Example 8). 
Metrically, this member is integrated through a weak beat - strong beat - -
weak beat a rch with the final weak beat, on the E (violin, measure 2) sus -
pended implicitly (by res t s ) into the following m e a s u r e . The first member 
is answered by the second member in the piano which continues the outward 
movement in opposite directions and then re turns to the expanded tr i tone. The 
repetit ion of this diad t ies the two members together, and, since no met r ic 
accent is art iculated in the second member , the suspense of the E of the f i rs t 
member i s , in effect, intensified. The beginning notes of the initial pitch 
groups of both members are art iculated by dynamic accents while the beginning 
notes of the answering pitch groups of both members a re not. This articulation 
unites the superimposed motives into single units and thus grants a dynamic 
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impulse to the integrated m e m b e r s . The general dynamic level of the f i rs t 
phrase is piano, while the middle portion of the phrase (measure 2) is high-
lighted by a " r e v e r s e " emphasis , pianissimo, instead of, say, forte. This 
dynamic art iculation confers to the phrase a single dynamic a rch . 
In the second phrase of the r i tornel lo the voicing is r eversed . The 
dux motives now appear in the violin and in the right hand of the piano where -
as in the first phrase they had appeared in the tenor saxophone and in the 
left hand of the piano. A similar but opposite exchange occurs in the comes . 
This change of voicing, in effect, connects aurally the last note of the first . 
b " phrase (e in the comes , measure 3) with the first note of the second phrase 
(aD in the dux, m e a s u r e 3). This connection together with the fact that the 
two phrases a re separated by only a s ixteenth-res t produces a strong 
continuity between the ph rases . 
The dux and comes of the third member of the ri tornello converge onto 
the f*1 axis which i s played twice by the clarinet , durational motive (b/b) . 
The entrance of the clarinet has been saved until this point. The third member 
of the r i tornel lo is answered by the fourth in the piano whose motives diverge 
outwardly in opposite directions in the piano. Near or at the beginning of 
both members of the second phrase me t r i c down-beats a re ar t iculated which 
resolve the met r ic suspense created in the f irs t ph ra se . The general dynamic 
level is piano, and the beginning notes of both members a re again ar t iculated 
by a dynamic accent which in the case of the final member coincides with the 
metr ic accent. The middle portion of the second phrase , the repeated F " ' s 
(measure 4), rece ives a " r eve r se" emphasis , pianissimo, and also a dynamic 
accent on the first note. 
In summary, the design of the r i tornel lo corresponds to a period form. 
The rhythmic pat tern, the dynamic cont ras ts , and the instrumentation combine 
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to a r t i c u l a t e two s i m i l a r ye t c o n t r a s t i n g p h r a s e s . The in tens i f ied s y n c o -
pat ion, the qu ick beg inn ing of the s e c o n d p h r a s e , the s t r o n g m e t r i c a c c e n t 
in m e a s u r e 5, and the de l ayed e n t r a n c e of the c l a r i n e t unite the two p h r a s e s 
into the l a r g e r unit c o m p r i s i n g the whole r i t o r n e l l o . 
P i t c h shape 
The p i tch shape of the r i t o r n e l l o i s shown in E x a m p l e 9" w h e r e the 
p i t ches a r e a r r a n g e d above (top staff) and below (bot tom staff) the p i tch a x i s . 
Example *) 
"Phw*el Throve ^ 
The f i r s t p h r a s e opens wi th the D b - B dyad, i t s p i t c h e s in pos i t ion a s upper and 
lower ne ighbor tones to the s e c o n d a r y (c 1 - c " ) ax i s ( s l u r s , E x a m p l e 9) . 
Th i s dyad r e a p p e a r s aga in t o w a r d the end of the p h r a s e w h e r e th rough a shift 
of oc tave r e g i s t e r s i t s p i t c h e s b e c o m e the h i g h e s t and lowes t no tes of the 
p h r a s e (dot ted l i n e s , E x a m p l e 9) . The D b ( C * ) - B d^ad thus both i n i t i a t e s and 
f r a m e s the p h r a s e . M o r e o v e r , a t the beg inn ing of the p h r a s e m i n o r t h i r d s 
a r e in e v i d e n c e . In t u r n , m i n o r t h i r d s a l s o f o r m a s u b o r d i n a t e s p a t i a l l ink of 
the f i r s t p h r a s e wi th the beg inn ing of the second p h r a s e . (See the b e a m s 
In th i s e x a m p l e and in s u b s e q u e n t e x a m p l e s in th i s paper p i tch r e l a t i o n -
sh ips and g r o u p i n g s d i s c u s s e d in the t ex t a r e shown b y s t r a i g h t l i n e s , c u r v e d 
l i n e s ( s l u r s and t i e s ) , do t ted l i n e s , do t ted s l u r s , b e a m s , a r r o w s , b r a c k e t s , 
and p a r e n t h e s e s . In add i t ion to showing c e r t a i n p i tch g roup ings , open n o t e -
heads a r e a l s o u s e d to i nd ica t e s ign i f i can t p i t c h e s . 
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connecting the phrases , Example 9. ) 
The pitches of the second phrase converge onto the f"1 axis through its 
neighbor tones, the pitches of the G-F dyad, and then diverge to conclude on 
an expanded G-F dyad. There is a strong stepwise melodic progress ion 
leading into this final dyad. (See the a r r o w s , Example 9. ) The fourth member 
of the ri tornello seems distinctly cadential, but it is not as final an ending 
as it would be if the motives converged toward ra the r than diverged away 
from the axis . 
As the foregoing indicates , the D -B and G-F dyads seem to be important 
elements in the pitch shape of the r i torne l lo . The D -B dyad begins the 
r i tornel lo and frames the pitch space of the r i to rne l lo . The G-F dyad f i rs t 
appears as actual neighbor tones to the axis and then reappears at the end of 
the r i tornel lo . The A b - E dyad, which seems to have somewhat l e s s importance, 
begins the second phrase of the r i tornello and is par t of the outward diverging 
movement of the fourth member of the r i to rne l lo . As will be shown, these 
three dyads continue to c a r r y significant functions throughout the movement . 
Section A, Measures 6-15 
The "theme" is presented in the tenor saxophone in measu re s 6-14. 
Its rhythmic design and init ial pitch shape is re la ted to the r i tornel lo , and 
i ts over -a l l pitch shape is guided by two stepwise progress ions and the pitches 
of the C* (Db) - B diad. A "canon" accompanies the theme until m e a s u r e 12 
where the ritornello r e tu rns in a varied form. The r i tornello by itself ends 
the section (measure 15). 
Phrase design 
The theme. - Although the theme seems to consis t of two ph rases , it is 
difficult to determine where one phrase ends and the other begins . It could-be 
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maintained that the G tied ac ros s m e a s u r e s 10 and 11 m a r k s both the end of 
the f irs t phrase and the beginning of the second. This would correspond with 
the function of this pitch as both the end of one row and the beginning of 
another . In additional support of a division of phrases at this point are the 
facts that each phrase would end with a motive s imi lar to the motive m the 
comes of the fourth member of the r i tornel lo (cf. m e a s u r e s 5, 10, and 13-14) 
and that, as will be shown, the final motive in each phrase would re lax a 
preceding rhythmic d r ive . However, the tied G is more likely to be heard 
either as the end of one motive or the beginning of another r a the r than as 
both an end and a beginning at the same t ime . This being the case, three 
al ternative phrase divisions m a y b e suggested. The f i rs t phrase may end 
either in m e a s u r e 9, or at the beginning of measure 11, or at the end of 
m e a s u r e 11. In view of the aura l difficulty of determining the main division 
of the theme, in the following analysis the theme will be t rea ted as one unit 
subdivided into m e m b e r s . Following the division of the rows, the middle two 
m e m b e r s will be joined by the tied G. The aural ambiguit ies a t this point will 
be indicated in the discussion of a l ternat ive durat ional-motivie groupings. 
Apart from the theme, the section itself will be considered divided into two 
par ts , the second of which contains the r i tornel lo (measures 12-15). 
'Significantly, here and in the corresponding place in section A1 
(measures 32-33) a r e the only places in the whole of Opus 22 where Webern 
has tied a note a c r o s s a b a r - l i n e . 
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The theme, as shown in Example 10, may be subdivided into six m e m b e r s . 
fc«»»iulc 10 (wWauiB. fa«3|g 
' J ,1 -3 4,Wf ft. , -V« 13/ 
;ytfi> m 
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Generally, as in the r i torne l lo , the ini t ial note of each member is defined by 
a dynamic accent . The fourth member i s made to begin with the initial note 
of the second row form of the theme, the implicit me t r i c accent within the 
tied note substituting for a dynamic accent . The fifth member contains two 
dynamic accents . Yet the two pitch motives a r e re la ted sequentially. 
The f i rs t m e m b e r and the beginning of the second member of the theme 
state durational motive (a) three t i m e s . These s ta tements a re separated by 
an e ighth- res t which moves the motive continually forward in each measure 
creat ing a strong rhythmic impulse . The second durat ional motive of the 
second member enters after only a s ix teen th- res t and is a r e t rograde of 
durat ional motive (a), (a1). The effect of the shortened r e s t is to keep the 
rhythmic impulse active while the motivic r e t rog rade crea tes a slight 
Q 
The third member of the r i torne l lo (measure 4) also contains two 
dynamic accen ts . 
'/ 
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hesitation before a variation of durat ional motive (b), (b*), follows. 
Durational motive (b1) appears to be a statement of durational motive (b) 
t ied into a r e t rograde statement of itself (*JL»* ^ becomes ' • i ). Motives 
i k n b i » - b j 
(a*) and (b") seem to belong together (durational motive (d), Example 10) 
because there is a descrescendo wri t ten under durational motive (a*) which 
is followed by a " r e v e r s e " dynamic emphasis under durational motive (b*), 
Q 
pianiss imo contrary to the prevailing piano dynamic level, A further 
significance of durational motive (d) is that up to this point the success ive 
s ta tements of durat ional motive (a) have been dividing the initial hexachord 
of the row into two-note groups (unlike the ri tornello) while durat ional motive 
(d) begins the f i rs t three-note group of the second hexachord. 
The third member of the theme consis ts of durational motives (a*) and 
(b). The relat ion of durational motive (b1) of the second member to two 
s ta tements of durat ional motive (b) is here made clear by the tying of pitch 
G ac ross the ba r - l i ne into the fourth member of the theme (measures 10-11): 
motive (b) c a r r i e s the final note of the f irs t row form of the theme while the 
re t rograde s ta tement of motive (b) c a r r i e s the first note of the second row 
form of the theme, (See Example 10 where the order numbers of the notes of 
the rows, 1-12, a r e placed above the pitches of the theme.) If the two s t a t e -
ment s of durational motive (b) were to be considered part of the third member 
of the theme, then the third member would consist of a second s ta tement of 
durat ional motive (d). (See Example 10, ) As it stands in Example 10, the 
* Cf. , the corresponding place in section A1 (measures 30-31) where 
durat ional motives (a1) and (b*) a r e sounded in the same instrument . 
1
 The f i r s t hexachord of the row "natural ly" subdivides into two- or 
three-note segments while the second hexachord "naturally" subdivides only 
into three-note segments . (See Chapter one. ) 
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placement of the notes of the third member on beats tends to re lax the 
rhythmic impulse accumulated through the first two m e m b e r s of the theme, 
and its pitch contour (the last three notes of a row form) is a t ransposi t ion 
of the comes of the fourth member of the r i tornello (measure 5). 
The fourth member of the theme concludes with s ta tements of motives 
12 (a) and (a1) separated by a s ix teenth- res t . Motive (a") appears with a 
" r e v e r s e " dynamic emphasis (pianissimo) coinciding with the re tu rn of the 
r i tornel lo (measure 12). This motive also begins an "unnatural" subdivision 
of the middle six notes of the row into two-note segments which brings into 
prominence expanded minor seconds. The fifth member of the theme consis ts 
of a variation of durat ional motive (a1) ( J j becomes -i S\ ) and durational 
motive (a) "back to b a c k , " The two statements along with ascending major 
sevenths a whole step apa r t make a descending sequence. 
The sixth member consists of durational motives (a1) and (b') (or 
together (d)). This member is a transposit ion of measure 10 and, again 
similarly as in m e a s u r e 10, emphasizes the met r ic beats in contrast to the 
emphasis given to off-beats in the previous two m e m b e r s . 
The accompaniment. - Alternating piano with the remaining ins t ruments , 
the accompaniment in the f irs t par t of section A (measures 6-11) answers 
the motives of the saxophone with s tatements of either durational motive (a) 
superimposed at the time interval of a sixteenth-note combining into durational 
motive (a /a) , or a variat ion of durational motive (as) ( J j becomes *fl ) 
s imi lar ly combining into durational motive (a ' /a 1 ) . These two combined 
The durational values of the third member may also be regarded as 
an augmentation of the comes of the fourth member of the r i tornel lo 
( H ^ becomes / ! ? £ ) • 
12 
It may also be suggested that m e a s u r e 11 is a rhythmic re t rograde of 
measure 10, 
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durational motives (s tatements this t ime separated by a time interval of an 
eighth-note) appear together in the middle of the third and fourth m e m b e r s 
of the theme with the r e su l t that the r i tornel lo enters before the conclusion of 
the fourth member of the theme. The following diagram represen t s the 
durat ional-motivic layout of the theme,and accompaniment m the f i rs t par t of 
sect ion A: 
Member 1 Member 2 
Theme (a) (a) (a) (d) 
Accompaniment (a /a) (a ' / a 1 ) (a /a) (a/a) 
Piano Violin & Piano Clarinet 
Clarinet k Violin 
Member 3 Member 4 
Theme (a») (b) (b) (a) (a») 
Accompaniment (a1 / a* ) 
Violin & Ritornello 
Clarinet 
(a /a) 
Piano 
The f i r s t member of the r i tornel lo r e t u r n s al tered in measure 12. It 
is condensed (notes 2 and 3 of the dux and comes a re struck simultaneously) 
into durational motive (a /a) and i ts pitches change octave positions. The 
second member (measure 13) is virtually left intact except for a r e v e r s a l of 
the dux-comes re la t ion (segmental shifting), i . e . , the pitch group that formed 
the dux m measu re 3 is now the comes while the pitch group that formed the 
comes"in measu re 3 is now the dux. The third member of the r i tornel lo is 
a l te red in a manner s imi la r to that of the f i r s t member , while the fourth 
member r e v e r s e s the dux-comes relat ion, as did the second meinber , and in 
addition r e v e r s e s the voicing. The effect of the reversed voicing is that the 
# 
fourth member now converging toward the pitch axis , rather than diverging 
away from it, is in this sense a more final ending. 
\ 
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In conclusion, section A may be divided into two par t s , six plus four 
m e a s u r e s long. The first par t i s equal in length to the opening r i tornel lo 
(by eighth-note count, each contains eighteen eighth-notes) and with the 
second part forms a 3:2 ra t io . •* 
The theme begins the section and employs durational motives derived 
from the r i to rne l lo . Durational motive (a) and its variants and thus two-note 
groupings of the row forms predominate . The final three notes of the row 
forms form significant three-note groups (measures 10 and 13-14). The pitch 
contour of these groups is the same as that of the comes of the fourth member 
of the r i tornel lo (measure 5). 
The accompaniment in the f i rs t par t of section A also bas ical ly subdivides 
the row into two-note groups . In measu re 11 the las t three notes of the row 
forms a re a r r anged in a manner to avoid recal l ing the fourth member of the 
r i to rne l lo , perhaps in order to save this "cadent ia l" element until the end of 
the sect ion. The r i tornel lo en te rs at f i rs t somewhat disguised and then closes 
the section by itself. 
Pitch shape 
The theme. - While the pitches of the theme are drawn from two t r a n s -
posed inversions of the row, it happens that the first seven notes of the theme 
duplicate in cer ta in ways the pitch contour of the first member of the opening 
r i to rne l lo . If the notes of durational motive (a) of the dux and comes of the 
first m e m b e r of the r i tornel lo (notes 1, 2, 4, and 5 of Example 11a) a r e pe r -
mutated (Example lib) and t ransposed down a major sixth they resu l t in the f irs t 
13 
The two ph ra se s of the opening r i tornel lo also, albeit by m e a s u r e count, 
form a 3:2 rat io (measures 1-3 and 4-5) . 
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four notes of the theme (Example lie). Notes 4 and 5 of the theme a re the 
same as notes 5 and 6 of the first member of the r i tornel lo transposed an 
octave lower, and notes 6 and 7 of the theme are a permutation of notes 2 and 
4 of the f irs t member of the r i tornello t ransposed an octave lower. (Cf. , 
Examples 11a and l i e . ) 
It may be noted that the remaining note of the first member of the 
r i tornel lo , note 3 in Example 11a, appears as note 8 of the theme but t r a n s -
posed an octave higher r a the r than an octave lower as has been the case with 
notes 4 through 7. The effect of this "displacement" is to allow pitch B to 
remain as the lowest note of the whole theme. (See note 6 of Example lie and 
a l so encircled notes in measu re s 8 and 11 of Example 10. ) This pitch forms a 
neighbor note with the final C* of the theme (encircled note in measure 14 of 
of Example 10). Since the theme begins with c^* (the same pitch an octave 
lower with which the r i tornel lo began) and ends with c% and since B is the 
lowest tone present in the theme, the pitches of the C^-B dyad (but not the 
dyad itself since the axis does not operate in the theme) frame the theme just 
as they framed the first phrase of the r i tornel lo . 
There is a stepwise descending melodic progress ion beginning in the 
middle of the second member of the theme and continuing through the third 
member . (See dotted line m Example 10. ) The las t two notes of this progress ion 
(a - g) a re the same that appear on top of the second phrase of the r i tornel lo . 
(See a r row, Example 9 . ) 
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The first seven notes.of the fourth plus fifth members of the theme 
retain the octave positions assigned to the respective pitches in the first three 
members of the theme and thus form a "harmonic" bond within the theme. 
Beginning with the fifth member of the theme and continuing through the sixth 
member there i s another descending stepwise melodic progress ion. (See 
dotted line in Example 10. ) 
To sum up: not only are the durational motives of the theme derived from 
the r i tornello, but also the pitch contour of the beginning of the theme is 
re la ted to the f irs t member of the r i tornel lo . The theme itself is framed by 
the pitches of the C*-B dyad and guided by two stepwise progressions, the 
second of which is actually a continuation of the first . 
The accompaniment. - Examples 12a and b show the pitch shape of the 
accompanying mater ia l in the two par ts of section A. The "chord" at the 
beginning of Example 12a indicates those tones that a re common with respec t 
to their octave reg is te rs with their final positions in the r i tornel lo . The 
aural ly most prominent common tones a re those of the G-F dyad which both 
end the r i tornello and begin section A. Notes 2 and 3 of the theme fit with 
this "chord ." One of the dyads of the "chord, " (A-E^* in measure 7) changes 
octave position on its repetition (measure 8 and arrows in Example 12a). This 
change brings these pitches to the octave regis ter of notes 5 and 8 of the theme, 
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and it gives a s imi lar melodic shape to the two piano occur rences of 
durat ional motive (a /a) (minor and major tenth leaps , a l l s tart ing from the 
G-F dyad, m e a s u r e s 6 and 8). The remaining two dyads form two major 
sevenths (B-B b and D-C") whose octave r e g i s t e r s a lso change with r e c u r r e n c e . 
The two sevenths in the lower octave are common to pitches in the theme. 
(Cf. the clar inet , measu re 9 with the saxophone, measu re s 6-7; the piano, 
left hand, m e a s u r e 11, with the saxophone, measure 8 and again measure 11.) 
The effect of the shifting placement of these sevenths on the pitch shape is to 
gradual ly open mus ica l space by ascending and descending minor thirds 
(dotted lines, Example 12a) with the pitches of the C*-B dyad marking the spatial 
e x t r e m e s . 
The pitches of the first member of the r i tornel lo in the second part of 
section A retain the octave reg i s te r established in measu re s 8-11 ("chord and 
t i e s , Example 12b), The pitches of the C*-B dyad converge stepwise into the 
outer pitches of the second member of the r i tornel lo (a r rows, Example 12b). 
As explained before, the lower part of this stepwise progress ion also occurs 
in the theme. 
The pitches of the G*-E dyad of the third member of the r i tornel lo 
continue the expansion of pitch space by minor thirds (dotted lines, Example 
12b). The pitches of this dyad and the G-F dyad of the third member retain 
their respective octave positions in the fourth member of the ri tornello. The 
pitches of the G-F dyad which ends this section have exchanged the octave 
r e g i s t e r which they held at the end of the opening r i tornel lo and the beginning 
of section A, thus making an over -a l l converging stepwise melodic progress ion. 
This stepwise progress ion and the converging melodic movement of the fourth 
member \tself make the ending of section A more final than the ending of the 
opening r i tornel lo , an effect s imi lar to " imperfect" and "perfect" cadences in 
tonal mus ic . 
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Summary of pitch shape, measu re s 1-15 
In .measures 1-15, there seems to be two "tonal" layers present , that 
of the "canon" which is organized about a pitch axis and that of the theme which 
is independent of the axis . The two layers interact chiefly in two ways: 
(1) identical pitches in the two layers when nearby often appear in identical 
octave positions, and (2) both layers partake of a B-C# stepwise progress ion . 
The general pitch shape of the "canon" seems guided by two elements: 
(1) the octave placement of pitches is arranged so that groups of identical 
pitches occur i n iden t i ca l octaves between the opening ri tornello and the 
beginning of section A and between the two parts of section A so that in spite 
of the changes of row forms at these places the over-a l l pitch grouping is 
r a t h e r static, or "harmonic" movement, slow; and (2) pitches F# and C of 
the "canon" (and two C«s and one of two F#»s of the theme) occur only in their 
respective axis positions (Example 13a) while three other dyads ca r ry important 
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functions relat ive to the over -a l l shape. The pitches of the C # -B dyad delimit 
the musical space of the opening r i tornel lo while in section A there occurs a 
neighbor progress ion from this dyad to this same dyad expanded and back to this 
dyad in its original position (Example 13a). It del imits the main spatial frame 
of the music to this point. The G-F dyad acts as a "tonic" dyad at the end of 
the r i tornello, is ca r r ied over into the first part of section A in the same octave 
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position, and contracts stepwise into itself as a " tonic" dyad at the end of 
section A (Example 13b),. Thus, the implication discussed in Chapter one of 
the circular or closed row ar rangement and of the presence of a " tonic" row 
that section A is relat ively complete in itself has been confirmed by the 
pitch shape. The pitches of the G*-E dyad, however, after leading stepwise 
into the G-F dyad in the opening r i tornel lo become through an outward 
expansion m th i rds actually-the highest and lowest notes of section A (Example 
13b). This dyad he re seems to be part of an incompleted spatial motion 
which in turn suggests some further complementary motion re la t ive to this 
dyad. The question that this motion r a i s e s with respec t to the relat ive complete-
ness of section A will be discussed la ter in the chapter when a re t rospec t ive 
view is possible. 
Section B, Measures 16-27 
Phrase design 
The total length of section B is forty-five eighth-notes, which is t h r e e -
halves the length of either section A or A" (45:30 = 3:2), a ra t io that appeared 
in section A. As with the theme, it is difficult to determine the phrase 
divisions in section B. Analytically, there a re four independent phrases 
involved: (1) measures 16-18, (2) m e a s u r e s 19-21, (3) measu re s 21-24, and 
(4) m e a s u r e s 24-27. However, in two places ph rases overlap. In measu re 21 
a s tatement of the fourth member of the r i tornel lo overlaps with a s tatement 
of the fourth member in r e t rog rade . These two s tatements are so near ly 
identical that together they sound like the end of the second ph ra se . A s imi la r 
overlapping of two statements of the fourth member of the r i tornel lo occurs 
in measure 24 with the added difficulty of determining whether together they 
end the third phrase or begin the fourth ph ra se . Again as with the theme, in 
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the following analysis phrase ar t iculat ions will follow row ar t icula t ions . 
P h r a s e s 1 and 2, m e a s u r e s 16-21. - Section B follows section A after 
a dotted e ighth-res t with a varied t ransposed statement of the r i tornel lo 
which is followed after another dotted e igh th- res t by a second varied t ransposed 
statement of the r i tornel lo (measures 16-21). The first and fourth m e m b e r s 
of both s ta tements a re motivically unaltered from their initial appearances 
in the opening r i to rne l lo . Both the second and third members of both s ta te -
ments employ durational motive (c) with new expressive art iculat ions, and 
member three of both s ta tements overlaps member two. This overlapping 
is one of the factors contributing to unite each statement into a single ph rase , 
14 Since in the f irs t phrase no met r i ca l down-beats a re articulated while in the 
second phrase two down-beats receive ar t icula t ion (measures 20 and 21), the 
two phrase unite into a l a rger s ix -measure unit . 
Dynamically, a soft-loud contrast is used for the first t ime at the 
beginning of section B. The middle of the f i r s t phrase (members two and 
three) is forte in contras t to the piano a t the beginning and end of the ph ra se . 
This dynamic a rch is another factor contributing to the unity, as one phrase , 
of this s tatement of the r i to rne l lo . Actually, the forte begins on the l a s t note 
of the f i rs t member , F* , and both links this F * with the second and third 
m e m b e r s of the phrase and separa tes it from the ear l ier F " . The two F " ' s 
a r e not rhythmically adjacent as they have been in the movement. The 
second statement of the r i tornel lo is forte except for the piano on the las t 
note of the f irs t member (measure 20) corresponding to the forte on the 
corresponding tone in the f i rs t s ta tement of the r i tornel lo (measure 17) and 
"Ar t i cu l a t ed down-beats a r e avoided by the changes of m e t e r . It may 
also be noted that if measu re 16 were m ei ther three-eight or five-eight time 
ei ther the f irs t or second F * of the f i rs t member of the r i tornel lo would have 
been tied a c r o s s a b a r - l i n e . 
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for the piano in the fourth member of the r i tornel lo which always occurs 
softly in this movement . The increasing use of the forte dynamics in these 
two p h r a s e s seem to be par t of a building up to the for t i ss imo cl imax that 
follows and will be descr ibed in turn. 
It was suggested in Chapter one that the second phrase of section B is 
a t r ansposed (sequential) free repea t of the first ph ra se . Since the row 
a r r a n g e m e n t of section B was termed "sequent ia l" it would seem pert inent 
to examine this question with respec t to the first two p h r a s e s . 
The three-note pitch group of the dux of the first member of the f i rs t 
phrase (measure 16 and Example 14a) is taken from a t ransposed original 
form of the row, Sg, while the three-note group of the dux of the f i rs t member 
of the second phrase (measure 19) i s taken from an inversion, IQ, which, if 
s t r i c t imitation by inversion were involved, would appear as in Example 14b. 
If the in tervals of the three-note group in Example 14b a r e inverted again, 
this t ime by the p rocess of "harmonic" invers ion or invers ion by octave comple 
ment the resu l t i s as in Example 14c. (See also measu re 19. ) By comparing 
Examples 14b and 14c it can be seen that the interval of an ascending expanded 
minor third (C*-E) has been inverted to a descending expanded major sixth, 
and that the interval of a descending major seventh (E-F) has been inverted to 
an ascending expanded minor second. The resu l t of this p rocess of "double 
invers ion" is that the three-note group in Example 14c is a sequence of the 
th ree-no te group in Example 14a in general , not specific, t e r m s , 1. e. , both 
groups contain descending imperfect concords followed by ascending d i sco rds . 
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While the leading three-note groups of the second m e m b e r s of both phrases 
(measures 17 and 20) differ in contour, the leading three-note groups of the 
thi rd and fourth m e m b e r s of the second phrase (measures 20-21) a re 
t ransposed imitations of the corresponding groups m the f i rs t phrase (measures 
17-18). The same but opposite re la t ions apply to the corresponding answering 
three-note groups of these two p h r a s e s . It does seem, therefore , that the 
second phrase gives the impress ion of being a ra ther free sequence of the 
f i rs t ph rase . 
Phrase 3, m e a s u r e s 21-24. - The third phrase of section B (measures 
21-24) begins with a soft s ta tement of the fourth member of the r i tornel lo in 
re t rograde in the piano. After a s ix teen th- res t diverging forte two-note 
motives placed among al l the ins t ruments lead to a for t i ss imo climax at the 
end of measure 22. F rom the cl imax there is a converging movement in th ree -
note groups . The for t i ss imo dynamic continues. These three-note groups 
employ an art iculation s imi lar to that of the second and third m e m b e r s of the 
previous s tatements of the r i to rne l lo . Thus, they could be regarded as part 
of another varied statement of the r i to rne l lo . ^ After a s ix teenth-res t this 
phrase concludes with a pianissimo s ta tement of the fourth member of the 
r i tornel lo in the piano (measures 23-24). 
Two row forms a r e used m this phrase , S., and I,,, f i rs t in re t rograde 
and then in their forward fo rms . After the r e t rog rade statement of the fourth 
member in measure 21, RJJ and R I J J , through the ar t iculat ion of durational 
motive (a), a r e subdivided into two-note groups, a subdivision similar to 
that of the second half of the theme which he re r e su l t s in motives of ascending 
15 
Cf., for example, the dux of the f i rs t member of the r i tornel lo in 
section A" (piano, left hand, measu re 34) with the dux in the violin crossing 
the 'bar - l ine separating m e a s u r e s 22 and 23. 
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and descending major sevenths. These motives a re "piled" one on the other 
to the climax which employs the highest and lowest notes of the p iece . These 
two pitches (C and c " " ) r ep resen t both the last notes of R^ and R I J J and the 
f i rs t notes of SJJ and IJJ and begin the three-note subdivision (durational 
motive [ c ] ) of the forward forms of the rows which, like the two-note groups, 
overlap one another . The techniques of segmental and voice shifting a r e 
employed throughout the phrase . All but the shifting of voices is i l lustrated 
in the following d iagram where closed note heads represen t RJJ and SJJ , open 
note heads, Rill and In , upward s t ems , the dux motives , downward s tems, the 
comes motives, and the two a r rows point to the highest and lowest pitches: 
MlHMr * 
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Phrase 4, m e a s u r e s 24-27. - The fourth phrase of section B (measures 
24-27) is vir tual ly a statement of the opening r i tornel lo in r e t r o g r a d e . In 
addition to the r e t rog rade operation, the fourth member (measure 24) under-
goes segmental and voice shifting. This i s shown in Example 15. The fourth 
c (IDeasure M ) 
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member a s it appears in the opening r i tornel lo (measure-5) is shown in 
Example 15a. This mate r ia l is re t rograded in Example 15b. The segmental 
and voice shifting can be seen by comparing Example 15b with the fourth 
member of the .ritornello as i s appears in measu re 24 and in Example 15c. 
The third member i s varied rhythmically (durational motive fa/aj) and over-
laps with the following second m e m b e r . The octave disposition of the pitches 
of these two m e m b e r s is an exact re t rograde of measu re s 3-4 of the opening 
r i tornel lo . Except for a slight change in durational motive (a1) ( J * becomes 
J 7 I ) the first member (measures 26-27) is an exact re t rograde of its s ta te-
ment in the opening r i tornel lo (measures 1-2). 
Dynamically, the fourth and first member s of the ri tornello a re 
pianissimo while the middle two members a r e piano, i . e . , "normal" ra ther 
than " r e v e r s e " emphasis is used . 
The clarient i s used only at the beginning of the r i tornello and the piano 
later drops out. These two ins t ruments a r e thus saved to initiate section A' , 
The f irst member uses the same instruments that began the opening r i tornel lo . 
Summary. - It might be suggested that section B consists of five varied 
statements of the r i tornel lo . Statements three and four a re combined into one 
phrase . Statement two i s a var ied sequence of statement one. Statement three 
begins in re t rograde but quickly "dis in tegra tes" in order to lead direct ly to 
the c l imax. Statement four begins at the cl imax and is in the forward o rde r . 
Perhaps i t is a second varied sequence. Statement five is actually a re t rograde 
of the opening r i tornel lo . 
It does seem a s though the "sequential" arrangement of the row forms 
operates as a background in this section, or that it m a y b e heard underlying 
the surface variat ions on the r i tornel lo . 
The retrograding of the third statement seems as a natural process to 
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use to lead to the climax, but it also lays the precedent for the r e t rogress ion 
of the opening r i tornel lo at the end of section B. This re t rograded s tatement 
leads, in a manner of speaking, back to the very beginning of the movement . 
This suggests that the f i rs t member may be used not only to initiate a phrase 
but also to end one, and, contrar iwise , that the fourth member may either 
end or begin a phrase . This r e v e r s a l of ro les foreshadows the coda. 
Pitch shape 
The following analysis of the pitch shape of section B will in turn attend 
to the first two transposed statements of the r i tornel lo (measures 16-21), the 
par t that leads to and from the climax (measures 21-24), and the re t rograde 
statement of the r i tornel lo (measures 24-27). 
Measures 16-21. - Before considering measu re s 16-21 in detail it will 
be helpful to examine separa te ly certain of the dyads. Pi tches F * and C remain 
m their respective axis positions throughout these m e a s u r e s , and the pitches 
of the G-F dyad remain in the locations established at the end of section A 
(Example 16a). There i s , in addition, a repeated minor third movement from 
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the G-F dyad to the G#-E dyad and back to the G-F dyad (Example 16a). The 
pitches of the G*-E dyad in question may be found first in the piano par t in 
measure 17 and again in the clarinet and violin par t s respect ively at the end of 
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measu re 20 and at the beginning of measure 21. In the f irs t ins tance the pitches 
of this dyad a r e well covered by the other voices, but in the second instance 
the motion to and from these pitches shape a minor spatial movement from 
the end of measu re 19 through measu re 21. 
It will be recal led that the C#-B dyad was involved in neighbor motion 
in section A. The octave position finally established for it is shown in 
parenthesis in Example 16b. The neighbor motion within this dyad continues 
throughout measu re s 16-21 (Example 16b). However, one appearance of this 
dyad is not part of the neighbor motion (piano par t , measure 20 and Example 
16b). This appearance seems to "ant icipate" the octave positions the pitches of 
this dyad hold at the beginning of the next phrase as part of the fourth m e m b e r 
of the r i tornel lo (piano par t , m e a s u r e 21). 
Example 17a shows the pitch shape of measu re s 16-18. The pitches of 
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the f i rs t member of the r i to rne l lo re ta in the octave positions previous ly held 
in section A. (See the f i rs t "chord, " Example 17a, which also includes the C-C 
dyad of the second member of the r i to rne l lo . ) The second member begins by 
expanding mus ica l space on both sides by major seventh leaps ( s l u r s , Example 
17a). The remaining notes of member s two and three (except the C-C dyad) 
a re a r ranged vert ically in the second "chord" of Example 17a. The l ines in 
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Example 17a indicate that with one exception (the dotted lines) the second "chord" 
is a minor third transposition of the f i rs t "chord" in opposite d i rec t ions from 
the ax is . The third "chord" of Example 17a, from the fourth member of the 
r i to rne l lo , continues this minor third spatial expansion. The outer voices of 
this minor third expansion (BD-C*-E and D-B-G*) repeat the s ame expanding 
movement that occurred in section A and end with the same dyad (G*-E) in 
the same octave position. (See Example 12. ) 
The pitch shape of measures 19-21 is shown in Example 17b. A resu l t of 
the application of the process of "double inversion" on the f irs t member of the 
second statement of the r i tornello is that common tones between the first and 
second statements of the r i tornel lo do not occur until the G-F dyad appears at 
the end of the first member of the second statement, but continue from there to 
include the f i rs t two notes of both the second and third members of the 
r i tornel lo (second "chord, " Example 17b). The first "chord" in Example 17b 
shows the positions of the C"-B and G"-E dyads as they appear in the first 
member of this phrase . The third "chord" in Example 17b contains the before 
mentioned displacement of the C*-B dyad and the G"-E dyad that i s par t of a 
minor third motion ( s lurs , Example 17b). The fourth "chord" contains the 
fourth member of the r i tornel lo . As Example 17b shows, the second statement 
of the r i tornel lo momentari ly suspends spatial expansion as if to gather momentum 
for the climax. 
In summary, Examples 16 and 17 indicate that while F*, C, and the pitches 
of the G-F dyad remain in the octave locations established in section A, and 
while the C*-B dyad continues neighbor motion, the ma te r i a l in measures 16-21 
f i rs t widen the musical space beyond the l imits established in section A to an 
expanded statement of the A-D" diad, then repeats the spatial expansion motion 
of section A, and finally briefly withdraws from further expansion. 
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Measures 21-24. - The pitch shape of measu re s 21-22 is shown in 
Example 18a. Open note notes indicate the tones that retain the octave positions 
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established in measu re s 20-21. The G#-E dyad in the third "chord" is enclosed 
in parentheses because the f i rs t appearance of the pitches of this dyad (after 
the first "chord") are in different octave positions; the filled-in note-heads 
a re used to indicate that these measu re s basical ly add notes on the top and 
bottom of a previously established general sonority. 
The re t rograde s ta tement of the fourth member of the r i tornel lo (measure 
21) is shown in the first "chord" of Example 18a. There follows an expansion 
of musica l space on both sides by major seventh leaps (piano part , measu re 22, 
and s l u r s , Example 18a). This paral lels a similar motion at the beginning of 
section B (see Example 17a) and presents the G#-E dyad in the octave position 
established at the end of section A and repeated m measure 18 of section B . 
Major seventh leaps follow the "second" chord to the C#-B dyad (third "chord") 
which occurs in the octave position established in measure 19, there part of 
neighbor motion. From this dyad major seventh leaps conclude on the highest 
and lowest pitches of the movement, pitches of the C-C dyad which for the 
first t ime leave the c * - c " position to delimit the ext remes of musica l space 
used in this movement. 
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Example 18b shows the pitch shape from the last beat of measu re 22 
through the piano pa r t of m e a s u r e 24. The C-C dyad is tied a c r o s s 
Examples 18a and 18b to show that although it i s not repeated i t p resents both 
the final pitches of the row forms appearing in measu re s 21-22. and the begin-
ning pitches of the row forms appearing in measu re s 22-24. The open note-
headfl of the first "chord" in Example 18b indicate that the octave r eg i s t e r s 
of pitches remain a s in Example 18a until the appearance of the fourth member 
of the r i tornel lo (second "chord, " Example 18b). The G-F dyad actually attains 
the position it holds in the second "chord" just prior to the appearance of the 
fourth member of the r i to rne l lo . 
The f i rs t "chord" of Example 18b m e r i t s some study ("chord" a, 
Example 19). It not only appears in m e a s u r e 22 (Example 18a) but without 
the C-C dyad m a y b e found among the tones of the first three "chords" of 
Example 17b (measures 19-21) and as the second "chord" in Example 17a 
(measures 19-21) and as the second "chord" in Example 17a (measure 17; "chord 
b , Example 19). It f i rs t appears without the C-C and G#-E dyads at the begin-
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ning of the second par t of section A (first " cho rd , " Example 12b and "chord" 
c, Example 19). This "chord" has no tones that appear in identical octave 
r e g i s t e r s with the sonority that both ends section A and begins section B 
("chord" d, Example 19; cf. . the second half of Example 12b and the f i rs t 
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"chord , " Example 17a). Both of these sonori t ies ("chords" a-c and d, 
Example 19) a re constructed s imi la r ly , general ly by al ternat ing t r i tones and 
perfect fourths. These sonori t ies a r e thus re la ted to the last three notes of 
the row (a tri tone plus a perfect fourth) which usual ly appear in the fourth 
member of the r i to rne l lo . 
The fourth m e m b e r of the r i tornel lo appears in the second "chord" of 
Example 18b. It i s the forward form of the fourth member that appeared in 
re t rograde in the piano par t in m e a s u r e 21 (Example 20a). Example 20b 
shows the simple " r e t rog rad ing" of the re t rograded member and Example 20c 
bttmplc 30 
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shows this member as it appears in piano par t m e a s u r e s 23-24. Comparing 
Examples 20b and 20c shows that both the segmentation and voicing has been 
shifted. A resu l t of the voice shifting is that the fourth member d iverges , that 
is opens up to p repare for the next ph ra se . This in turn means that the pitches 
of the G-F dyad leave the octave positions held throughout section B, and for 
the first and only t ime F^ leaves i ts cent ra l axis position and becomes a t rue 
dyad. In addition, there is a stepwise progress ion into the F * - F * dyad ( a r r o w s , 
Example 18b and Example 20c). 
Measures 24-27. - The pitch shape of the r e t rograde s tatement of the 
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ri tornello i s shown in Example 21, The f i rs t "chord" contains the notes of the 
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fourth member of the r i to rne l lo . The open note-heads indicate that the F-G dyad 
retains the octave position established at the end of the previous ph ra se . The 
outer dyad of this "chord , " G*-E, continues the contracting stepwise motion 
which began in the previous phrase (Example 18b and parentheses , Example 
21) and concludes with the final dyad in measure 27 (a r rows , Example 21). The 
second "chord" in Example 21, from the third member of the r i tornel lo , shows 
that pitch F * has re turned to its position on the axis , and that the G*-E dyad 
has returned to the position it had when initiating the stepwise progress ion . The 
third "chord" in Example 21, from the second member of the r i tornel lo , shows 
that the C-C dyad has re turned to its customary position and that the C"-B 
dyad frames the musica l space of the ri tornello as i t did in the opening r i t o r -
nello. In addition, as will be shown, it is part of a l a rge r stepwise progress ion, 
The retrograded r i tornel lo ends with the C* (Db)-B dyad. It may be recalled 
that in the re t rograded r i tornel lo all pitches but those of the fourth member 
hold the same octave positions established in the opening r i torne l lo . 
Summary, - A summary of the pitch shape of section B is shown in 
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Example 22, The t ies into the G-F dyad indicate that this diad retains the 
position established at the end of section A. There i t remains until it is r e -
positioned just before the re t rograded r i tornel lo (dotted lines, Example 22). 
The C"-B dyad makes two neighbor motions, or one large neighbor motion and 
then changes octave position at the end of section B (inner beams, Example 22). 
This i s a continuation of the neighbor motion begun in section A, and the final 
dyad of this motion (c^-b111) holds the same octave position it had at the end of 
section A. (See Example 13a. ) The G*-E dyad (as ter isks , Example 22) appears 
in the position it held at the end of section A and in two prominent places of 
section B (measures 18 and 22). These three dyads (G-F, C*-B, and G*-E), 
thus, remain, more or l e ss , a s they were in section A and do not direct ly 
contribute to the building up to the cl imax. This building up is ra ther achieved 
by the initial increase in musica l space at the beginning of section B to a s ta te-
ment of the expanded A-D* dyad which in turn is followed by a minor third 
expansion to the C-C dyad at the climax (outer beams , Example 22). 
There is a "harmonic" bond, i. e . , common tones, between sections A 
and B. Immediately after the tones of this bond another sonority appears which 
was anticipated in section A, In turn this sonority becomes the sonority of the 
cl imax which suggests that the climax i s entirely the result of the expansion of 
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musica l space ra ther than of also introducing a contrasting sonority. After 
the c l imax the musica l space suddenly na r rows for the statement of the 
r i to rne l lo in r e t rog rade . 
Section A*, Measures 28-37 
Ph ra se design 
The recapitulation, measures 28-37, is close to being l i t e ra l in phrase 
des ign . 
The theme is stated as it was in section A in pitches, rhythm, and 
dynamics . It i s , however, divided among all instruments but the piano. It 
beg ins in the clarient , moves to the violin from whence it drops through the 
other two ins t ruments , a dropping procedure that is repeated twice, the last 
t ime being incomplete. The resul t is that the clarinet begins the first and 
second m e m b e r s , the fourth member (initiating the second row form of the 
theme after the tied common tone), and ends the theme., The saxophone occurs 
only in the two places with the " r e v e r s e " dynamic emphasis (measures 30-31 
and 34). 
The accompaniment in the first par t of section A* (measures 28-33) is 
exclusively in the piano and undergoes one minor rhythmic change. In measu re s 
32-33 only durational motive (a'/a*) is used ra ther than a combination of this 
motive and (a /a ) . 
The r i tornel lo in the second part of section A1 (measures 34-37) under-
goes m o r e extensive rhythmic a l te ra t ions . The first member contains two over -
lapping s ta tements of durational motive (c). This rhythmic al terat ion of the 
f i rs t member f irs t occurred at the climax of section B (measures 22-23). The 
second and third m e m b e r s of the r i tornel lo (measures 35-36) contain over-
lapping s ta tements of a variation of motive (a1), ( J^ J ). The fourth member 
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occurs unchanged (measure 37). As the following shows, these changes in the 
r i tornel lo resul t in a ra ther regular combined rhythmic pattern: 
i f m 717 rrni^rrn^iirn ?| 
Pitch shape 
The pitch shape of the theme in section A1 is considerably a l tered through 
changing the direction of most of i ts in te rva l s , i . e . , by the process of "harmonic" 
inversion or inversion by octave complement . A comparison of the f i r s t member 
of the theme m section A (measures 6-7) with the f irs t member in section A1 
(measures 28-29) is shown in Example 23. Downward s tems are attached to 
§2 
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the pitches of the member from section A, and upward s t ems , to the member 
from section A' . It can be seen that an ascending minor third becomes a 
descending major sixth, a descending major seventh becomes an ascending 
expanded minor second, and a descending minor third becomes an ascending 
major sixth. This process of inversion applies to al l member s but the third 
(measure 32) and sixth (clarinet, m e a s u r e s 35-36). These m e m b e r s , con-
sist ing of the last three notes of the two row forms used in the theme, retain 
their previous pitch contour and in tervals so that the relat ion of these m e m b e r s 
to t ransposi t ions of one of the three-note groups of the fourth member of the 
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ri tornello r ema ins . 1 6 (Compare, for example, these members of the theme with 
the comes in measure 37. ) 
Some of the resul ts of the change of the pitch contour of the theme a r e : (I) 
the displacement of the stepwise progress ions shown by dotted l ines in Example 
10, (2) the presence of pitch B as neither the highest nor lowest tone of the 
theme, and (3) the absence of the neighbor motion from B to C* (encircled notes, 
Example 10). C*, of course, begins and ends the theme. 
However, the blending of the theme and the accompaniment through the 
appearance of identical pitches in identical octaves that was noted with regard to 
section A is virtually the same in section A1. The following is a sys temat ic com-
parison of this blending in the two sections. Note l(first row of the theme) cor-
responds in octave position with C* (in the accompaniment) in measu re s 9 and 31. 
Note 2 corresponds with E in measures 6 and 28, Note 3 corresponds with F in 
measures 6 and 8, and 28 and 30. Note 4 corresponds with D in measu re s 9 and 
31. Note 5 corresponds with E" in measure 8 but not with the E b in m e a s u r e 30, 
(See note 8 following, ) Notes 6 and 7 correspond with B b and B in measu re s 11 
and 32-33. Note 8 corresponds with A in measures 8 and 3 0, Notes 5 and 8 in 
the theme, section A, appear equidistant from the axis (dyad A-D*) so that both 
pitches m a y b e common to tones in the accompaniment. In section A* these two 
pitches a r e not equidistant from the axis so that only one of the two pitches may 
be common to pitches in the accompaniment since the axis orientation remains in 
force in the accompaniment. Note 8 ra ther than note 5 remains common to a pitch 
in the accompaniment in section A ' . Note 10 (F*) is on the axis in m e a s u r e 10, but 
not on the axis in measure 32, Note II (C) is in the lower axis position (c1) in 
measure 10. In measure 32 it is an octave above the higher axis position ( c " " ) . 
A corresponding expansion of the C-C dyad takes place in the accompaniment in 
l°With two exceptions whenever the final three notes of the row appear these 
notes take the shape of a perfect fourth or tritone plus a major seventh from both 
the top note downward and the bottom note upward. The two exceptions occur in 
the accompaniment at the end of the first part of section A and A* (measures 11 
and 33). 
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measu re s 32-33 . This is the second place - - the other was at the cl imax - -
where the C-C dyad does not appear in i ts axis location. Notes 2' and 3 ' (second 
row of the theme) correspond with B b and B in measu re s 11 and 32-33. (See also 
notes 6 and 7 above. ) Note 5* corresponds with A in m e a s u r e s 12 and 34, Note 
10' (C) is on the lower axis position in measure 13 and on the higher axis position 
measu re 35. Note ll1 (F#) i s not on i ts axis position in measu re 14, but is on i n 
i ts axis position in m e a s u r e 36. The r e v e r s e was true with note 10 above. 
As the above presentat ion shows, in spite of the change of the pitch contour 
of the theme in section A' the relat ionships between the theme and accompani-
ment remain . The following analysis of the pitch shape of the accompani-
ment in section A' will include m e a s u r e s 28-37a. Measures 36b-37b will be 
included m the analysis of the coda. 
The pitch shape of the accompaniment in the two par t s of section A' is 
shown in Examples 24a and 24b. The pitch shape of the "canon" in the first 
frifrfrfle fl4= 
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part (measures 28-33) s eems to be strongly influenced by the t ransformation 
of the theme. In order to show this those pitches that cor respond in octave 
placement to pitches in the theme, as mentioned above, appear in Example 24a 
in open no te -heads . The general pitch shape seems to re'-expand the pitch space 
to the G^-E dyad which r eappea r s m its cus tomary location. (See dotted l ines, 
Example 24a. ) The final stepwise progress ion of this expansion r e c u r s in the 
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second par t of section A*, (See dotted l ines , Example 24b.) The G-F dyad 
r e tu rns to the position it held at the end of section A and throughout the f irs t 
part of section B (first "chord, " Example 24a). In the second part this dyad 
is involved in neighbor motion (double b e a m s , Example 24b). The octave 
position of the second appearance of the A-E D dyad in the first part is mainta ined 
throughout the second part ( s lu rs , Example 24), The C*-B dyad first occurs 
in the octave position it had at the end of section B and then expands (beams, 
Example 24a). This expansion is repeated m the second part (single beams , 
Example 24b). Except for the G-F dyad in the third member of the r i tornel lo 
("chord" 3, Example 24b) the pitches of the last three members of the r i t o r -
nello ("chords" 2-4, Example 24b) hold the same octave positions they held in 
section A (measures 13-15), The pitches, thus, a re in position for the 
repetition of section B and A*. 
Coda, Measures 37b-41 
Phrase design 
The coda seems to be a great ly var ied statement of the r i tornel lo in 
r e t rog rade . It begins with a r e t rograde statement of the fourth member in 
the violin and saxophone (measure 37b). Except for segmental shifting, this 
s tatement i s the same as the r e t rograde statement near the end of section B 
(saxophone and clar inet , measu re 24), Like the previous appearance, it over-
laps with the forward form of the fourth member that in this case ends 
section A" which, when compared to i ts appearance in the first ending (measure 
37a), has been contracted by octave transposit ion of its initial and answering 
pitch groups , A resu l t of this overlapping is that together these two s t a te -
ments of the fourth member sound like the end of section A1, the coda then 
beginning in measure 38. This being the case , the coda is four m e a s u r e s long 
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or (by eighth-note count) two-thirds the length of the opening r i tornel lo 
(12:18 = 2:3). 
Both the third and first members of the r i tornel lo (measures 38 and 
39-41) employ a variation of durational motive (a») ( J f 1 ). The second member 
employs durational motive (a /a) and is piano in contrast to the prevailing 
pianissimo dynamics . As the following diagram of the total rhythmic pattern 
of m e a s u r e s 38-41 shows, with but one exception beats are not ar t iculated: 
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As far as the l i s tener i s concerned, the rhythm has been severed from the 
m e t e r . 
The top three ins t ruments in the score exit in an order opposite to the 
order by which they entered in the opening r i to rne l lo . The piano has the final 
no t e s , as it often does in p h r a s e s . 
Pitch shape 
In general , it may be said that the pitch shape of the final r e t rograde 
s ta tement of the r i tornello is a contraction of the r i tornel lo that ended section 
A*. To show this these two statements a re compared member by member in 
Example 25. 
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The two first member s a re compared in Example 25a. It shows that the 
pitches that were above the axis in measure 34 have been t ransposed down 
one octave in m e a s u r e s 39-41, and, con t ra r iwise , that the pitches that were 
below the axis in measure 34 a r e t ransposed up one octave in m e a s u r e s 39-41, 
The same observation applies to the second m e m b e r s (Example 25b) and, as 
has been noted, to the fourth m e m b e r s (Example 25d). In the case of the third 
m e m b e r s (Example 25c) the pitches of the G-F dyad and F * remain while the 
shifting is done to the pitches of the G*-E dyad which undergo two t ransposi t ions , 
one in the second ending and the other in the coda (a r rows, Example 25c). 
In the music the contracting process is initiated with the octave shifting 
of the G*-E dyad in the beginning of the second ending (measure 36b). T h e r e -
after follows the overlapping fourth m e m b e r s (measure 37b) and the second 
shifting of the G*-E dyad (measure 38). The final two member s of the r e t r o -
graded r i tornel lo (measures 39-41) a r e shown in Example 26. As in the begin-
ning of the opening r i tornel lo , minor th i rds a r e prominent ( s lurs , Example 26). 
In addition, the A - E b and C#-B dyads a re common to both m e m b e r s . Thus 
together these las t two members a re r a the r stable in sound. 
The pitch shape of measu re s 34-41 is shown in Example 27. Example 27a 
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shows only the outer pitches of the four members of the r i tornello that ends 
section A1 (measures 34-37b). It contains a converging motion in th i rds . The 
final three m e m b e r s of the re t rograded r i tornel lo a re shown in Example 27b 
(measures 38-41). The pitches of the G-F dyad re ta in the octave locations of 
measu re 36b (s lurs , Examples 27a and 27b). These locations were originally 
established at the end of the opening r i tornel lo (measure 5). Members two and 
one show motion around the C^-B dyad. Its pitches a re in position as neighbor 
tones to the second (c*-cH) ax i s . Contrary to their position at the beginning of 
this movement (measures 1-2) where they appeared as neighbor tones on the 
outside of the secondary axis , they appear here as neighbor tones on the inside 
of the secondary ax i s . This dyad thus forms a l a rge scale stepwise motion 
from its position at the beginning of the movement (outside the axis) to its 
position at the end of the movement (inside the ax i s ) . There is a lmost a con-
verging stepwise motion into the final statement of this dyad beginning from the 
G*-E dyad of the fourth member of the r i tornel lo , A converging stepwise 
progression can be constructed by exchanging the o rder of appearance of the C-C 
and B -D dyads (Example 27c). 
In summary , it may be said that the final m e a s u r e s of this movement 
gradually contract pitch space to the final C*-B dyad. The contraction began 
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with the octave shifting of the G*-E dyad in the second ending. The position 
of this dyad in the first ending was the same as that established at the end of 
section A which position, it was suggested, was part of an incompleted spatial 
motion. With this shift in octave position the activity of the dyad with respec t 
to the pitch space is finished. The basis is thus layed for the final contraction 
of pitch space. 
Summary and Conclusion 
Phrase design 
F o r m . - The form of this movement i s th ree-par t with an introduction and 
coda. As the following shows, the lengths (by eighth-note count) of these 
formal segments a re proportioned by a 2:3 ratio and achieve an ove r -a l l 
ba lance . 
Introduction II Section A ll Section B Section A1 | | Coda 
18 IIs 30 ! l l s 45 30 : | | 12 
The coda is two-thirds the length of the introduction (12:18 = 2:3) and section A 
(18 f 12 = 30 eighth-notes) is two-thirds the length of section B (30:45 = 2:3). 
The introduction, however, consists of a relat ively complete s ta tement 
(period form) of the main ma te r i a l and r e c u r s at the end of the three main 
sections and in the coda. It functions like a r i tornel lo . In addition, section B 
is made up a lmost ent i rely of the mate r ia l of the introduction. 
P h r a s e s . - Each formal segment consists of a number of phrases except 
the coda which has only one phrase . Generally, one phrase consists of one 
statement of a row form. But the introduction divides one row form (and i ts 
accompanying inversion) into two phrases ; and, contrar iwise , the phrase that 
leads to and from the cl imax consists of two row forms (and accompanying 
invers ions) . For the mos t par t the pitches of the rows a re presented horiziontally 
and segmented by the durational mot ives . These motives receive varying 
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locations with respect to the meter so as to build rhythmic s t ruc tu re swhich 
in turn unite and re la te phrases . 
Ph rases also have a dynamic s t ructure generally achieved through a 
contrast ing inner articulation. "Reverse" emphasis appears in the opening 
r i tornel lo and in sections A and A* (piano contrasted by pianissimo ra ther than 
forte)while in section B the opposite procedure builds up to a for t iss imo 
c l imax. 
The instruments ca r ry specific roles within the phrase s t ructure of the 
movement . The tenor saxophone opens the movement, ca r r i e s the theme in 
section A and the places with " r e v e r s e " dynamic emphasis in section A1, The 
clarinet enters with the first appearance of the axis pitch in the r i torne l lo , 
and begins and ends section A", The violin opens section B and c a r r i e s the 
highest note of the climax. The piano ca r r i e s the pr imary role in answering 
members and motives . It closes most phrases including the final one. 
Pitch shape 
There seems to be three significant elements in the pitch shape of this 
movement: (1) "harmonic" bonds, (2) the placement of the dyads, (3) the profile 
achieved through opening and closing pitch space . 
Harmonic bonds. - The octave placement of pitches beginning and ending 
phrases is arranged so that identical pitches r e c u r in identical octaves in 
order to re la te successive phrases and sect ions . Accordingly, "harmonic" 
movement generally takes place within ra ther than across p h r a s e s . 
Dyads. - The symmetr ical placement of pitches above and below an 
axis resul t s in a set of seven dyads. The pitches of two of these , F# and C, 
general ly hold their positions on the pr imary and secondary axes throughout 
the movement. The activity of two other dyads, C*-B and G-F, seems especially 
significant. 
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The pitches of the C*-B dyad as they occur throughout the whole move-
ment are shown in Example 28A with indications when these pitches begin a 
Example Qg A ^ .... L „ rA Ll 
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phrase (beg), f rame a phrase as the highest and lowest notes (fr), and end a 
phrase (end). This example is a summary of what has been covered in the 
t ex t . It may be noted that the pitches of the opening dyad (outside the c l -c 1 1 
secondary axis) recur in the same octave positions at the end of section B 
and with their positions at the end of the coda (inside the c ^ c " axis) form 
an over -a l l stepwise converging motion. The octave placement of the pitches 
that frame the musical space of the opening r i tornel lo r ecu r s at the end of 
sections A and B (in both sections neighbor motion to these octave positions 
occurs) and in section A*. The activity of the expanded C* -B dyad is relat ively 
stat ic involved as it is within sections in neighbor motion into the b , , - c * 
position. 
Example 28B shows the pitches of the G-F dyad as they occur throughout 
the movement. By comparing Example 28A with Example 28B it can be seen 
that either the C*-B or G-F dyad is involved in all phrase beginnings and 
endings except phrases 1 and 3 of section B. The pitches of the first occurrence 
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of this dyad a r e neighbor tones to the F# ax is . The pitches recur in these 
positions toward the end of section B, in the second ending of section A*, and 
in the coda. The octave location of the pitches of this dyad that closes the 
introduction a r e retained in part one of section A, They form a stepwise 
progress ion into part two of section A. They re ta in this second position through 
the beginning of the third phrase of section B and re turn to this position at 
the beginning of section A*. In section A' they re tu rn to the initial position. 
In the first ending of section A* the second position of these pitches recurs 
while the first position is retained in the coda. Over-al l , thus, the expanded 
position of the G-F dyad partakes of complementary motion from g**-f to 
f u - g in section A and from f r t-g back to g n - f at the end of the movement. 
Pitch profi le. - The over-a l l pitch profile of this movement is shown in 
Example 29 which summarizes the activities of the C*-B and G-F dyads (open 
note-heads) as shown in Examples 28A and 28B, The C*-B dyad expands in 
the introduction to open pitch space and contracts to close pitch space at the 
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end of the movement . The complementary motion of the expanded G-F dyad 
i s also shown. The activity of these two dyads together with the axis place-
ment of F# and C resu l t s in a r a the r static definition of pitch space in the 
beginning (introduction and section A) and at the end (section A» and coda) of 
the movement. Thus it may be said that one bas ic pitch shape is outlined in 
sections A and A* and that both sections are related and relatively complete 
in themselves . 
The sense of completeness of these two sections, achieved chiefly 
through the placement of the G-F dyad, i s rendered somewhat ambiguous in 
the coda where the r i tornel lo is re t rograded . Here the role of the G-F dyad as 
an ending, "cadential , " or "tonic" dyad is r eve r sed and the C#-B dyad ends the 
movement. Thus, the rows of the r i tornel lo (S0 and I10) whether they appear in 
a forward or re t rograded form are themselves the "tonic" of the movement 
ra ther than any specific grouping of pitches. 
Overlayed on the profile derived from the C#-B and G-F dyads is an 
expanding movement to the climax which occurs with the departure of the pitches 
of the C-C dyad from their positions on the secondary axis to the spatial 
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extremes of the movement, (See dotted l ines, Example 29.) The choice of 
the C-C dyad for the climax is logical within the system of diads and also 
within the choice of row forms which, at this point, begin with C and end with 
F* so that the presentation of the re t rograde first followed by the forward 
transpositions place the C-C dyad squarely in the middle. 
Perhaps in order to achieve an over-a l l organic profile, or in order to 
anticipate the expansion of the profile in section B, this expansion begins in 
section A with the placing of the pitches of the G^-E dyad at the spatial extremes 
of the section. 
After the climax the pitch space is quickly compressed for the statement 
of the r i tornel lo in re t rograde that ends section B. 
The first time through section A1 the expanded position of the G*-E 
dyad is regained in order to lead into the repetition of section B. The second 
time through section A1 the profile contracts from this diad to the final s ta te -
ment of the C"-B dyad. 
A traditional model 
In order to indicate the great extent to which the organization of the first 
movement of Opus 22 seems to be based on a traditional concept of the t r i -
partite form, in concluding the chapter this movement will be compared to a 
movement which in some general ways it closely r e sembles . The movement 
chosen for comparison is "Menuet II" from the first French Suite of J. S, Bach, 
The Bach-minuet begins with an eight-measure thematic statement which 
is followed by a varied repetition (section A, measures 1-16). The harmony 
of the first s tatement moves through the diatonic circle of fifths (one chord per 
measure) concluding with an imperfect authentic cadence. The second s ta te-
ment follows the same harmonic plan with a change toward the end to make the 
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cadence more final. This ar rangement finds an analogue in the first part of 
Webern 's work: (1) the circular and closed row arrangement, (2) the relatively 
static definition of pitch space through the placement of certain key dyads, 
(3) the positioning of the G-F dyad at the end of the r i tornello (an "imperfect" 
cadence) compared with its position at the end of section A (a "perfect" 
cadence) . 
The B sections of the Bach (measures 17-24) and the Webern alike a re 
freely sequential, lead to a climax beyond the midpoint of the B sections where 
appears the highest (and in Webern also the lowest) notes of the movement 
which in turn lead quickly into the recapitulation through (Bach) the dominant 
harmony and (Webern) the re t rograde of the opening r i tornel lo . There a r e two 
further paral lels between these two B sections that deserve mention, (1) The 
beginning of both B sections re la te to the end of their respective A sections 
by (Bach) repeating the tonic harmony and by (Webern) repeating identical 
pitches in identical octaves. (2) There is a kind of paral lel in the way the 
two movements lead into their respective climaxes, In Bach, section A has 
moved through the diatonic circle of fifths twice: f VII In section B, the two 
III 
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chords adjacent to the tonic (the fifth below and the fifth above) are selected for 
emphasis in the harmonic movement to the c l i m a x : ^ V In Webern the location 
of certain key pitches defines the general "harmony" of section A while the 
movement to the climax leads through one dyad (G*-E) to an emphasis on one 
of the key pitches (C) which appears at the climax as the highest and lowest 
notes of the movement: Section A 
e " 
fi « ^ 1 
f 
Thus dominant harmony and the C-C dyad have two analogous functions: (1) as 
a cadential element (V) and secondary axis (C-C) and (2) as an element of 
tension at the cl imaxes. 
In Bach section A' (measures 25-40) is a l i teral repeat of section A. 
Sections B and A1 belong together as the second division of the movement and, 
although no repeat marks appear in the score , a r e sometimes repeated in 
performance. In Webern sections B and A' a lso belong together and a repeat 
is called for. Section A', however, undergoes some change from section A 
brought about, chiefly, by two factors: (1) the transformation of the theme and' 
(2) the need to contract pitch space. 
In summary, both of these movements demonstrate a type of th ree -pa r t 
organization that is usually called te rnary . They have two main divisions 
(section A and sections B and A') with section A complete in itself (non-
modulator y), section B carrying the main contrast , and section A' a r e -
capitulation. 
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CHAPTER THREE 
FIRST MOVEMENT, PIANO VARIATIONS, OPUS 27 
In Chapter two it was suggested that the form of the f i rs t movement 
of the Quartet , Opus 22, resul ted from a combination of t e rna ry design and 
r i tornel lo procedure . More specifically, it might be said that that move-
ment compounds essent ia l elements from the a r i a da capo and te rnary fo rms . 
The first movement of the Piano Variat ions, Opus 27, offers a s imilar com-
pounding. Not only does it follow a th ree -pa r t design, but it has , according 
to its t i t le, some relation to variat ion form. Therefore, a discussion of 
the variation aspect of this movement will precede the detailed ana lys is . 
Variations 
In a traditional set of variat ions the presence of some repeated pat tern 
or model that guides the surface events of the work is expected. This guiding 
pattern may be a ground or cantus fir mus , a melody, a harmonic scheme, 
or a form, I . e. , a distinctive phrase combination with each phrase playing a 
specific formal role as a statement, an answering phrase , a cadential 
phrase, e tc . The use of such types is to be distinguished from variations that 
resul t from continually al ter ing motives and their combinations, the "develop-
ing variations, " and from variations as a re involved m the continual repeti t ion 
of a row, the "perpetual var ia t ion ." Developing and perpetual variations 
are integral elements of the technique of ear ly twelve-tone mus ic , including 
that of Webern, Accordingly, any piece wri t ten in row technique is in some 
sense a set of var ia t ions . Thus, when Webern specifically cal ls a composition 
"variat ions" one should infer that the variat ion technique involved ought to be 
of a different type than just motivic and row manipulation. In other words, the 
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title suggests some relat ion to the tradit ional types of variation r e f e r r ed to 
above. The problem, then, is to determine whether Webern uses a repeated 
pattern in his Piano Variations, and if so what sor t of a pattern i t i s , 
Leibowitz suggests that the first section of each movement of Opus 27 
constitutes the " theme" of that movement. In support of this contention it 
may be noted that each of the successive sections of variat ions of the " themes" 
a re of the same lengths as the " themes . " According to this view the " theme" 
of the first movement includes measu re s 1-18 and is followed by two 
"variat ions" each eighteen measu re s long. The " theme" of the second move-
ment includes m e a s u r e s 1-11 and is followed by one "variat ion" eleven measu re s 
long. The " theme" of the third movement includes m e a s u r e s 1-11 and i s 
followed by five "var ia t ions" each eleven m e a s u r e s long, although there is 
some overlapping of phrases between the e leven-measure divisions. The re -
fore, regarding the f irs t movement, perhaps , since al l sections a r e of equal 
length, sections B (measures 19-36) and A ' (measures 37-54) a r e in some 
sense a variation on section A (measures 1-18). 
A pattern of sectional lengths, however, does not seem to be either 
sufficiently unique in itself or specific enough in content to form a variat ion 
model . Leibowitz further claims that, "each movement . . .develops one 
specia l s t ructura l element which gives r i se to its own part icular devices of 
variation. "^ In the first movement Webern presents a row form together with 
its re t rograde^ voiced in a manner such that the second part of the unit 
Leibowitz, op. cit. , pp. 228-241, 
2 Ibid . , p. 229. 
^The reader is reminded that the row organization of this movement is 
discussed in Chapter one, pp. 12-19. 
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comprising both forms is a re t rograde of the first par t : 
•* I 
Row 
Retrograde 
1 2 3 4 5 o l U 5 4 3 2 I 
12 11 10 9 8 7f" | 7 8 9 10 11 12 
For example, m e a s u r e s 4-7 of the first movement contain an exact (except for 
minor rhythmic changes which do not destroy this cha rac te r i s t i c ) re t rograde 
of m e a s u r e s 1-4. 
In the second movement the presentation of the row together with an 
inversion resu l t s in a m i r r o r canon about an axis . In contrast to the r e t r o -
grade symmetry of the first movement, this movement displays inversion 
symmet ry . 
The f i rs t phrase of the third movement (measures 1-5) u se s the R form 
of the row that began the second movement (R4), and the second phrase 
(measures 5-9) uses the R form of the inversion that began the second move-
ment (RI&). In addition, the rhythm of these two phrases is the same but 
met r ica l ly displaced. Taken together, then, these two phrases duplicate the 
m i r r o r symmetry of the second movement with two differences: (a) the two 
elements a re not superimposed and (b) their melodic contours do not correspond 
symmetr ica l ly . The third phrase (measures 9-12) is a r e t rograde of the first 
p h r a s e . The rhythm has been altered, ra ther a compress ion than a basic 
change, but the melodic contour remains almost exactly the s a m e . In summary, 
the s t ructural"elements re fe r red to by Leibowitz seem to involve these two 
re la ted symmetr ica l pa t te rns . 
This canon is constructed in a manner s imilar to that of the canon in 
the f i rs t movement of Opus 22 , (See Chapter two. ) 
^While the presence of these symmetr ies throughout the f i r s t two move-
ments of this work is c lear , this writer has not succeeded in t rac ing a 
symmet r i ca l pattern throughout the entire third movement. 
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The variation form of this opus appears to have a double aspect: 
(a) " themes" followed by equal ly proportioned variat ions and (b) " s t ruc tura l 
e lements" based on symmetr ica l pr inc ip les . During the course of the follow-
ing analysis of the phrase designs and pitch shapes of the three sections of 
the first movement both of these aspec ts will receive some attention. F rom 
the point of view of variation form it will be par t icular ly important to 
determine to what extent the s t ructure of the " theme" itself pervades the 
succeeding sections. The final portion of this chapter will re turn to the 
variation problem. Some conclusions will be suggested and two tonal analogues 
from l i tera ture in the tradit ional idiom will be proposed. 
Section A, Measures 1-18 
Phrase design 
Section A contains five phrases : (1) measu re s 1-4, (2) measures 4-7 , 
(3) measures 8-10, (4) m e a s u r e s 11-15, and (5) measu re s 16-18. The first 
three phrases (measures 1-10) as a unit comprise the f irs t par t and phrases 
four and five (measures 11-18), the second part of section A, 
The first member of the first phrase , measu re s 1-2, consists of a main 
durational motive in the right hand, (a), J 7 j » a ud an accompanying, durational 
motive in the left hand, (b), / ^ . These two durational motives seem re la ted . 
They both may be generated from an eighth durational unit: (a) = ^4>?£, 
(b) = n ; or motive (a) may be a varied augmentation of motive (b): n 
becomes J j and = J ^ J . Motive (b) is interwoven with motive (a) creating a 
total pattern of four sixteenth-notes followed by a s ix teenth-res t . The same 
durational motives with hands exchanged a re repeated in the second member 
of this phrase (measures 3-4). Because the total pattern of each member com-
pr i ses a duration of five sixteenth-notes against a three-s ix teen meter , in the 
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second member the two notes of durat ional motive (a) coincide with the 
m e t r i c accents of measu re s 3 and 4 whereas originally they coincided with 
the second beats of m e a s u r e s 1 and 2. Thus, the second member has a 
"down-beat" feeling in relat ion to the f i r s t . 
The second phrase (measures 4-7) follows the first after a sixteenth-
r e s t and, with the exception of durat ional motive (a) which is repeated twice 
more without r eve r sa l , i s an exact r e t rograde of the f i rs t . The continuation 
of durational motive (a) in its forward form preserves rhythmically a sense 
of advancing motion while the pitches r e t r a c e their s teps . Actually, both a 
r e t rograde of motive (a) and the ove r - a l l pattern oflfour sixteenth-notes cannot 
be combined, and Webern chooses to maintain the,lat ter: not £ T_# ? ' ^ u ' 
1—=}
 7 k* 
Z *i . ' The resul t is twofold. The f i rs t and last notes of durational motive 
(a) continue to„occur on corresponding bea ts in successive measures and there 
°As with the r i tornel lo in the f irs t movement of Opus 22, Webern again 
presents polyphonicaliy (this t ime general ly a non-imitative polyphony) 
constituted phrase member s and the question of " theme" and "accompaniment" 
r e c u r s . Are the two motives of the f i r s t phrase of equal melodic standing? 
In favor of this possibility a re the facts that (a) the two motives seem rela ted 
and (b) neither possesses a dominating charac ter i s t ic . Pe rhaps , however, 
there is a theme stated in the right hand of the first phrase , or r a the r , as 
suggested above, ca r r i ed by durat ional motive (a); Webern apparently 
claimed that the melody of this work "would sometimes res ide in the top 
notes of the right hand and then for some ba r s be divided between both left and 
r ight . " (Peter Stadlen, "Serial ism Reconsidered, " The Score , No. 22 
J February , 1958J, p . 12. ) Since it i s difficult to determine with any assurance 
what Webern might have conceived his melody to be, to this extent the s t ruc ture 
of the phrases of this movement a re aura l ly ambiguous. Analytically, however, 
like the members of the r i tornel lo in Opus 22, the m e m b e r s in this movement 
a re integrated uni ts . In the first phrase the integration is achieved through 
the interweaving of the mot ives . 
7
 If durational motive (a) were bas ica l ly JTf*J (which, granting a touch 
of pedal during performance, could not easi ly be distinguished from J qf\ ) 
then, like motive (b), it cannot be differentiated from its r e t r o g r a d e . 
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is a me t r i c re t rograde 
Measures 1-7 
3 
16 
I 
(a) (a) -* :« - (a) (a) 
The second member of the second phrase (measures 6-7) has the same met r ic 
distribution of notes as the f i rs t member of the f irs t phrase giving to the 
combined two phrases an "up-bea t" charac te r which is emphasized by the 
ascending third in durational motive (a) in m e a s u r e s 6r-7. 
The f i rs t par t of section A is concluded by the third phrase (measures 
8-10) which follows the second phrase after a s ixteenth-rest . It uses durational 
motive (b) exclusively overlapping between the two hands to create a combined 
durat ional motive (b/b) , i"* J . The r ight hand pitch motive beginning this 
phrase is a variat ion of the pitches of durational motive (a) ending the second 
phrase (measures 6-7), one difference being that the ear l ie r motive consisted 
of the final three notes of the re t rograde of the row whereas the la ter motive 
consists of the f i rs t three notes of an invers ion. This motive is imitated 
(by inversion) in the left hand, the melodic correspondence being a resul t of 
beginning the RI form of the row on the second note. The first note of the RI 
form of the row is the same as the las t note of the previous row (pitch B, left 
hand, m e a s u r e 7). The las t member of this phrase (measure 10) is an exact 
re t rograde of its f irst member , but the re t rograde symmetry is broken in 
the middle member (measure 9). Here there seemed to be a choice whether to 
make this member symmetr ica l in itself or to continue the imitative pattern 
°The separating durat ional unit for all phrases that do not overlap or 
a re not immediately juxtaposed and for the sections with one exception is a 
s ix t een th - res t . The exception occurs between sections A and B which a re 
separa ted by a r e s t equalling a dotted s ixteenth-note. 
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initiated in measu re 8. As the following shows, pitches d* and gff» would have 
occurred under the C* on the third beat of m e a s u r e 9 if the symmetry were 
unbroken. By advancing them to the second beat under pitch G (as a b and d*) 
the chord in the right hand on the first beat is imitated by the chord in the 
left hand on the second beat while the re t rograde pattern remains only among 
the highest sounding notes (c#u - bb» - c # n ) . 
Measures 8-10 (the re t rograde order numbers encircled): 
•Be"19?B 
(©) l6« 10 (12) 
Metrically, each member of the third phrase begins on the f irs t beat of a 
measure giving a "down-beat" feeling to this the final phrase of the first part 
of section A. This feeling is further intensified by the descending third in 
m e a s u r e 10. " 
The second part of section A (measures 11-18) uses the same pitch 
ma te r i a l as the f i rs t par t . The mater ia l of measu re s 11-15 cor responds to 
m e a s u r e s 1-7 with severa l changes. It is not divided into two phrases and it 
9
 An interest ing paral le l to this part of section A appears in the "Tr io" 
of the third movement of Haydn's s t r ing quartet in C major, Opus 74, No. 1. 
The first section of the t r io , like the Webern, is three phrases long. The 
melodic line of the second phrase is vir tual ly a re t rograde of that of the 
f i r s t phrase , and the third, shorter than the combined length of the f irs t two 
phrases , contains an inverted re t rograde pat tern . 
T « i v'lolitt 
llfj'r l?uipi ->l ^ | f , to=3± y IHflhMWM 
n -»i . . i f P-v |9i i|tfT|jj»||<fti lr \ 
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uses only durat ional motive (b/b) . The pitch contour of what was in the right 
hand in m e a s u r e s 1-7 remains the same except that the notes of the first 
member of the first phrase occur an octave lower. The f i rs t par t of this 
ma te r i a l occurs in the left hand (measures 11-13), the la te r part , in the r ight 
hand (measures 13-15). The pitch ma te r i a l of what was in the left hand of 
m e a s u r e s 1-7 likewise exchanges hands in the first half of the f irs t phrase 
of the second par t (phrase four of section A) while undergoing more extensive 
a l te ra t ions . Comparing this mater ia l with the first two ph ra se s it can be 
seen that the pitches of the f irs t member and the beginning of the second 
m e m b e r a r e t ransposed two octaves and, respectively, one octave higher 
(Example 30a), and that one pitch of the two minor ninth in te rva l s of the second 
E*<M*f ie . 3 0 (Ctasures K , 11-18) i^ftiLbMl fan 
MaanWr- I J * 
ll Vi iP1 i i^ c 
phrase is t ransposed two octaves higher and lower respect ive ly to form major 
sevenths in the third and fourth members of the fourth phrase (Example 30b). 
A resul t of these changes is that the pitches of the phrase do not turn back on 
themselves , as they did in measures 1-7, but ra ther c a r r y through in a d i rec t 
descending line to the phrase end. Unlike the third phrase , the r e t rog rade 
s y m m e t r y is not evident between the f i rs t and last m e m b e r s but is p resen t in 
the middle (the las t bea t of measure 12 through measure 13). 
In a sense the fourth phrase is a variation of the f i rs t two p h r a s e s . It 
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continues the rhythmic variation introduced in the third phrase and maintains 
intact the pitch contour of the right hand while varying the pitch contour of 
the left hand of measures 1-7, In formal function, however, it is not a mere 
var ia t ion. It be'gins as a dynamic contrast to the first part of section A (forte 
to the previous piano) and introduces what turns out to be the highest note of 
the section ( b n ) . It then leads toward the fifth phrase through its lack of 
"outside" symmet ry and by beginning each member on the second beat of a 
m e a s u r e which in turn c a r r i e s the rhythmic impulse on to the first beat of 
the following m e a s u r e . 
The las t phrase of this part (phrase five of section A) is a repeti t ion 
of the third phrase with two changes. Its second member (measures 16-17) is 
introduced one beat "ear ly" creating an overlap with the first member . A 
corresponding r e s t of one beat delays the entry of the third m e m b e r . This is a 
kind of wri t ten out rubato since the total length of the fifth phrase is the same 
as that of the third phrase (nine bea ts ) . 1 0 The other change is that this phrase 
begins on the third beat of a measu re , The effect of this is that a three-note 
chord occurs on the first beat of measure 18 creating a more final feeling to 
the phrase ending than that in measure 10 where the chord occurred on the 
second bea t . 
In summary , the form of section A m a y b e designated as AB/C(=AI[)B, a 
simple b inary s t ructure where the end of each part corresponds . The pattern 
The above phrase analysis essentially agrees with that provided by 
Spinner (Leopold Spinner, A Short Introduction to the Technique of Twelve-
Tone Composition fLondon: Hawkes and Son Ltd . , 1960J, Text, p. 4 and 
pp. 9-10 and Music Examples , pp. 31-32). However, Spinner considers the 
fifth phrase to be a two-bar plus a further one-bar "reduction, " i . e . , shortening 
by omission, of the fourth phrase ra ther than a repetition of the third phrase , 
thus lending some support to the contentions to be later enunciated in this 
paper that section A is formally one unit and that the resemblance of par ts one 
and two i s not basical ly that of " ' theme" and "variation. " 
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of dynamics also corresponds to this s t ruc tu re : 
pianissimo - piano / forte, diminuendo - piano - pianissimo 
A B C B 
Pitch shape 
As in the first movement of Opus 22, there is a tendency noticeable 
in this section toward the use of a ver t i ca l sonority that here may be described 
as two conjunct fourths, one perfect and the other augmented with either 
interval on the bottom. These two fourths outline a major seventh. Unlike 
the situation in Opus 22, this group is not found within the normal segmentation 
of the row, but it is lined out by the last note of the f irs t hexachord and the 
f irs t two notes of the second hexachord from which notes i ts appearance on 
the first beat of measure 9 is derived. The appearance of this sonority in 
the left hand on the second beat of m e a s u r e 9 is derived from notes four, six, 
and seven of a row form. The appearance of this sonority in measure 1 is 
derived from the combination of the first two notes of the row and the f i rs t note 
of the row's re t rograde . Here the sonority i s in "open" position and "inverted, " 
l t e . , revoiced. (See Example 31a. ) Similar ly, this revoiced sonority occurs 
b*a*ple 31 
a.|fBm I) b.(»*w"iA) c,(fc*w3) <M?tww * ) 
| j : ( f t i * (ft 
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m 
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tet m 
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k> 
m measure 2, with the first two beats of measure 3, and on the second beat of 
measure 8. (See Examples 31b - 31d.) The same sonority r e c u r s with the 
symmetr ica l counterparts to the above mentioned places . Its significance 
within this movement will be shown throughout this chapter . 
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The pitch shape of section A (see Example 32) is shown in the following 
manner : (1) the highest and lowest notes of each member a r e placed on the 
staff in open note-heads, and (2) other important melodic pitches a re shown 
in filled-in note heads . The upper voice begins with a descending third which 
fcxflBffct a a i 
(A*Si.r»sM) b.(fe«a»res4-7) t. (Bwwres 8-16) cl(nW.ores l|-l»; fc {teems V5- lQ 
«£ » ^ . m , ^ 
! 
S2j 
^HCTjWt.LfcMh 
s 5 5 3 % 3 3 a is ft tie* ^ >IJ kfc We* f l > / ' (|»t Jc £ ? 
i s m i r r o r e d by an ascending third a t the end of the second phrase (Examples 
32a and 32b). The upper pitches of these thirds a re part of a neighbor tone 
movement the last pitch of which is followed by an ascending stepwise 
p rog re s s ion into the f irs t note of the third phrase (upper beam, Examples 32a-
32c). An ascending third links this progress ion with a second neighbor tone 
movement that begins in the third phrase and extends through the fifth 
phrase (upper beam, Examples 32c-32e). The descending third that ends 
the third phrase (Example 32c) is imitated by a descending third a step higher 
at the beginning of the fourth phrase (Example 32d). The lower note of this 
third is a" step below the principal tone of the second neighbor tone movement 
(a1*) and a step above the final tone of a stepwise progression that begins in 
the middle of the fourth phrase and ends at the beginning of the fifth phrase 
(dotted s lurs and beams, Examples 32d and 32e). Thus this pitch links these 
two stepwise pa t te rns . The inner stepwise progress ion is a repeti t ion of 
that from the second to third phrase (Examples 32b and 32c) and its final 
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note (fu) is repeated at the end of the fifth phrase (Example 32e). 
There i s , in addition, a movement in minor thirds above and below 
c # n which constitutes a kind of internal pedal throughout the section (inner 
beam, Example 32). In fact, c* leaves its assigned octave position only once, 
in measure 12. Another tone remains s ta t ionary except for one transposit ion, 
namely, g*1. This tone and c * n along with d* forms a chord of the sonority 
discussed above that appears on the first beat of measure 9. This is the 
f i r s t time this sonority has appeared as a chord built from adjacent tones of 
the row. The facts (1) that this chord is of the type of the prevailing sonority, 
(2) that it is built from adjacent pitches of the row, and (3) that it contains 
two relatively fixed pitches suggest its importance. Since this same chord 
ends the movement (measure 54) it may be permiss ib le to consider this chord 
in section A as a kind of "hidden tonic. " 
The lower pitches of section A show (1) a minor third downward skip 
from the pitch that opens the section (b to a b ) followed by a stepwise chromatic 
progression back to that pitch (inner beams , Example 32), (2) stepwise move-
ment into and out of the third phrase (dotted beams, Examples 32b-32d), and 
(3) a descending stepwise movement from the lowest note of the first two 
phrases to the lowest note of the section in the fourth phrase . The highest and 
lowest pitches of the section occur in the fourth phrase . 
In summary, the over-a l l pitch shape of section A seems organized 
around a "hidden tonic" and contains three stepwise movements (Example 33). 
A 
i> JLSJ 
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The first stepwise progress ion moves from pitch E (beginning and ending the 
f i r s t two phrases) , which is itself "embellished" by neighbor tone move-
ment, to pitch F (beginning and ending the third phrase) . This progression 
is repeated from the end of the fourth phrase through the fifth phrase . There 
is a corresponding descending stepwise progression from the lowest tone 
of the f irs t two phrases to the lowest tone of the fourth ph rase . These two 
stepwise progress ions combine into an expanding movement. The upper 
progression, especially, by virtue of its ascent ra ther than descent leaves 
a sense of incompleteness . It suggests a change of pitch emphasis which in 
tu rn suggests that there will be complementary adjustments of the pitch 
emphas is in section A1. Thus, the implication of the row arrangement as 
d iscussed in Chapter one that section A is incomplete in itself, receives con-
firmation in the pitch shape. A third stepwise movement appears above the 
E - F stepwise progress ion. This is neighbor tone motion from pitch A (highest 
note of the third phrase) to pitch B (highest note of the fourth phrase) and back 
to pitch A (highest note of the fifth phrase) . If this motion follows the pattern 
of section A of the first movement of Opus 22 it might be expected to link 
with a cl imax in section B. 
Section B, Measures 19-36 
Phrase design 
In section B it will be convenient to speak of s t ruc tura l units or phrases 
by l e t t e r s (A-F), a phrase defined for present purposes as a statement of a 
row plus its r e t rog rade . Each phrase contains three m e m b e r s , a member 
containing eight notes (four from the row and four from its re t rograde) . 
Exceptions to this definition will be noted during the course of the following 
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description of the phrases . 
Ph rase A begins in m e a s u r e 19 and ends on the first beat of measure 
23, Its f i rs t member begins with a durational motive of three thir ty-second 
notes, (c). It is like a diminution of motive (b/b), but, as the distribution 
of the notes between the hands indicates, the first and third notes of the 
motive use the f irs t two notes of the row, and the second note of the motive 
uses the f i rs t note of the row 's r e t rog rade . This procedure is s imilar to 
the interweaving of durational motives (a) and (b) at the beginning of section A, 
An actual diminution of durational motive (b/b) completes this m e m b e r . The 
beginning of the second member (measures 20-21) introduces what appears 
R .H. f j l f i ? 
to be a new durational motive:
 f it'll » ^ m a y D e considered an L, H. b fesa 
augmentation of motive (c) with i ts third note entering a thir ty-second note 
sooner than expected. This is the pattern that emerges when this durational 
motive is re t rograded in m e a s u r e s 21-22: ?* 2* a j 9T* • Thus, while the 
individual durational values a re re t rograded, the total rhythmic pattern is 
different. This is a s imi la r , but opposite, procedure to that of the first two 
phrases of section A where the total rhythmic pattern, but not the individual 
durational mot ives , was re t rograded . The third member of phrase A is. a 
re t rograde of its first m e m b e r . The whole of phrase A including the tempo-
r i tard and dynamic indications is built according to the procedure of r e t r o -
grade symmetry . 
Ph rase B begins on the las t beat of measure 22 and continues through 
the second beat of measure 26. Since the f irs t arid last notes of durational 
This phrase division again is s imilar to Spinner 's ( ibid. , Text, p. 10 
and Music Examples , pp. 32-33) except that Spinner divides each phrase into 
two (not three) m e m b e r s following the re t rograde symmet r ica l pa t te rns . 
The above th ree -member subdivision is mainly used for descript ive con-
venience and does not imply a substantive disagreement with Spinner. How-
ever, an al ternat ive phrase division will l a te r be suggested. 
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motive (c) that ends phrase A are also the first and second notes of the row 
that is used in phrase B, these two phrases overlap in motive ( c ) . ^ Phrase 
B contains the same rhythm, dynamics, and tempo markings as phrase A. 
Metrically, however, the durational motives a re shifted one thir ty-second 
note ahead in each member so that while most of the durational events in 
phrase A a re ar t iculated on off-beats those in phrase B are art iculated on 
bea t s . The pitch differences a re due to the use of an S form of the row, 
rather than an inversion, and a different distribution of the order numbers of 
the row in the first and third m e m b e r s . This latter change is necessa ry 
because durational motive (c) employs two, not three, notes of the row of 
phrase B, This resu l t s in a different but related pitch contour. In order 
that the last member of this phrase may be an exact re t rograde of the f irst , 
the note E belonging to the row form beginning phrase C, and used again 
there , is introduced as the middle note of the final durational motive of 
phrase B. This is the f irs t time in this movement that a row makes a 
"tentative" beginning before its turn has come, 
Phrase C, beginning on the third beat of measure 26 and continuing 
through the second beat of measure 30, is almost exactly like phrase A with 
change of metr ic posit ions. Its f irst and third members a r e an exact 
transposition, a perfect fourth upward, of the first and third members of 
phrase A. Of the. second member only the middle two notes ( c m repeated) 
are part of this transposit ion, The remaining notes on either side of the 
*^It should be recognized that some aural ambiguity with regard to this 
phrase division ex i s t s . On the one hand, durational motive (c) (beginning 
on the third beat of measure 22) is likely to be heard as either the ending of 
phrase A or the beginning of phrase B ra ther than as both an ending and a 
beginning at the same t ime. On the other hand, the re t rograde symmetry of 
these two phrases would seem to compel the ear to recognize the double 
function of motive (c). 
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middle a r e placed in lower octaves, but otherwise have the same rhythmic 
and pitch re la t ionships . 
As phrase B overlaps with phrase A, so phrase D begins with the las t 
motive of phrase C after the downbeat of m e a s u r e 30, I ts f i rs t member 
is a transposit ion a perfect fourth upward of the first member of phrase B . 
Its third member , ending in the left hand on the third bea t of measure 32, 
is l ikewise a transposition of the third member of phrase B except that 
durational motive (c) is not used. At the end of phrase B the presence of 
this motive required the early entrance of a note from the succeeding row. 
At the end of phrase D the corresponding note of phrase E is not so used. 
The third member ends with a diminution of durational motive (b), thus 
breaking the symmetry between the first and third m e m b e r s . The second 
member of phrase D not only does not maintain a transposit ional relation to 
the second member of phrase B but i ts rhythm and pitch contour a re changed, 
It begins and ends with durational motive (b) in diminution which overlaps 
with durational motive (c). The middle note of this phrase is not repeated 
when the re t rograde begins, as has been the case before, but is struck 
only once. The dynamics of this phrase begin as before, but change in the 
second member making a crescendo to for t i s s imo. In addition, no r i t a rds 
are called for. 
Ph ra se E begins in the r ight hand on the third beat of measu re 32, 
overlapping with the final note of phrase D, and continues through measure 34. 
Its first member has three for t iss imo overlapping s ta tements of durational 
motive (b) in diminution. Its f i rs t five pitches a re a transposit ion a perfect 
fourth upward of the first five pitches of phrase C. The notes of the third 
statement of motive (b) are "flung" outward introducing the highest note of 
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the section. Its second member is s imilar to the second m e m b e r of phrase D 
except that the beginning and ending notes (diminutions of durat ional motive 
f b j ) form descending major sevenths instead of descending minor ninths . 
In t e rms of the rows used the intervals have been inverted, but the pitch 
contours r emain s imi la r . 
P h r a s e F (measures 35-36) ends section B, The f i rs t two notes of i t s 
row a r e the same as the las t two notes of the previous phrase (G*-A) and 
a r e detached, by r e s t s equaling a s ixteenth-note, from phrase F . The final 
two notes of the re t rograde of the row are likewise detached and appear at 
the beginning of the recapitulat ion. Otherwise, the first member of ph rase F 
is a transposit ion a perfect fifth downward of the f i r s t member of phrase D, 
and the middle member is a transposit ion a perfect fourth upward of the 
second member of phrase D. The whole ph ra se is marked with a r i t a rd and 
a gradual diminuendo which actually began at the end of phrase E . P h r a s e s E 
and F , it should be noted, are the only p h r a s e s in this movement where the 
underlying re t rograde symmet r ica l pattern i s not broken in some manne r . 
In the following summary of the phrase design of section B it will be 
maintained that two different pa t terns a r e overlayed. These pat terns will 
be discussed in turn. 
The sequential pattern. - It may be reca l led that the row a r rangemen t in 
section B was "sequential. " I and S forms of the row were joined into pa i r s 
connected by two common tones which were successively t ransposed by 
perfect fourths upward. This a r rangement seems to have guided the m u s i c . 
P h r a s e s A and B are joined by durational motive (c) and have the same 
rhythmical layout. P h r a s e s C and D are l ikewise joined and in turn a r e a 
t ransposi t ion a perfect fourth upward of ph ra se s A and B , Changes occur in 
the middle members of both p h r a s e s . The mos t radica l change occurs in the 
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second member of phrase D. This change is maintained in the second 
m e m b e r s of phrases E and F . Otherwise, phrase E is a t ransposi t ion a 
perfect fourth upward of phrase C, and phrase F is a t ransposi t ion of phrase 
D a perfect fifth downward (first and third m e m b e r s ) and a perfect fourth 
upward (second m e m b e r ) . Thus, it m a y b e said that section B contains a 
model (phrases A and B) and two quasi-sequential t ransposi t ions of the model 
(phrases C and D, E and F ) . 
The variation pa t te rn . - Section B, like section A, is eighteen m e a s u r e s 
long, and, again like section A, seems to be in two p a r t s . The first three 
ph rases seem to belong together by virtue of the s imi la r i ty of their respect ive 
second members , and likewise the second three phrases whose respect ive 
second members a re s imilar to one another and different from those in the 
f i r s t three p h r a s e s , " If the appearance of motive (c) in m e a s u r e 30 (ending 
phrase C and beginning phrase D) is considered only as beginning the fourth 
phrase , then the first par t of section B is eleven m e a s u r e s long whereas the 
f i r s t par t of section A is ten measures long, Internal ly both f i r s t par ts 
follow the same phrase pattern: four plus four plus three m e a s u r e s . The d i s -
crepancy in over-a l l measure count is due to the fact that m e a s u r e 4 is both 
the last measu re of the f irs t phrase and the first m e a s u r e of the second phrase 
of section A and thus counted twice when the two ph ra se s a r e deemed each 
four measu re s long but only once in the over-a l l count. The f i rs t two phrases 
of section B a re t ruly four plus four measu re s long. It makes only a smal l 
difference whether durational motive (c) (beginning on the third beat of 
measu re 22) is included with the first or second p h r a s e . 
JO 
While these phrases generally correspond to the le t te red phrases , 
numbers a re used so as not to confuse the two different pa t t e rns . The 
division of section B into two par ts follows Leibowitz, op. cit . , p . 233, 
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The fourth phrase of section A is five m e a s u r e s long. Likewise, the 
fourth and fifth phrases of section B (measures 3 0-34.) a r e together five 
measures long. These two phrases of section B are joined as a single l a rge r 
unit by (a) the breaking of the re t rograde symmet r ica l pat tern at the end of 
the fourth phrase (phrase D) in measure 32, (b) the overlapping of the two 
phrases , and (c) the force of the crescendo which is not, as heretofore, a 
dynamic re t rograde , but which ra ther leads into the fifth ph ra se . This join-
ing of the fourth and fifth phrases (phrases D and E) cont ras t s with the jux-
taposition of the corresponding phrases of the sequential pat tern (phrases B 
and C). As a unit these two phrases , like the fourth phrase of section A, 
contain the loudest dynamic indication and the highest pitch of section B, The 
final phrase of section A is three measu re s long whereas the final phrase of 
section B is only two measu re s long, thus balancing by "omiss ion" the "ex t ra" 
measure in the first part of section B, In summary, section B seems to be a 
variation utilizing the same general phrase pattern as section A. 
The two patterns together. - Section B, while being the same length 
as section A, contains a sequential pattern with three s teps . Thus, this 
pattern compared with section A involves six, ra ther than four, row forms 
(together with their respect ive re t rogrades ) and faster note va lues . The 
sequential pattern is not perfect but varied to meet the needs of an art iculat ion 
of a two-part pattern based on section A. This two-part pat tern in turn is 
not an exact replica of section A but a variation on it to meet the demands of 
the sequential pattern. Thus, the first two phrases , unlike the first two 
phrases of section A, employ two, not one, symmetr ica l uni t s . While the 
second phrase of section A is a re t rograded repetit ion of the f irs t phrase , the 
second phrase of section B is more near ly a direct repeti t ion of the first 
phrase. The third phrase of section A clearly ends the f i rs t part ; this is not 
4i 
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the case in section B where the end of the third phrase occurs in the middle 
of the first sequence. The fourth and fifth phrases of section B, unlike the 
fourth phrase of section A, employ two, not one, symmetr ica l uni ts . Both 
alike introduce the highest notes and loudest dynamics of their respect ive 
sections and lead into their respect ive final phrases . These two mutually 
adjusted pat terns , the sequential pattern and the two-part pat tern, together 
constitute the phrase design of section B , 
The pitch shape 
The following discussion of the pitch shape of section B will be directed, 
first , to the pitch profile of high and low notes of the two-part pattern and, 
second, to the ver t ical distribution of notes according to the sequential pat tern. 
Pitch profile. - In examining the pitch profile of section B it is found 
that the highest notes of the f irs t three phrases (measures 19-29; open note-
heads, Example 34a) occur in the second m e m b e r s of each phrase while the 
rumple. £& 
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highest notes of the second three phrases (measures 30-36; Example 34b) 
occur in the first and third members of each phrase . Example 34 shows the 
line of these high points. The second member of the first phrase picks up 
the F that ended section A and moves stepwise to G. A G* follows and from 
there the line skips a third to C, the highest note thus far and incidentally 
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by-pass ing the two highest notes of section A ( a n and b " ) . The line drops a 
second, filling in the skip, at the beginning of the second par t of this section, 
skips again a third to the highest note of section B, and then drops a seventh. 
The highest note, D", is a step above the highest note of section A. By 
permutat ing the middle two notes of this line and transposing the final note 
an octave upward it can be seen that this line is basical ly a diatonic scale 
from F to E b . (See Example 35. ) 
* 
An examination of the lower pi tches of section B shows that in the f irs t 
par t pitch B occurs in a fixed position a half-step below the lowest note of 
the final phrase of section A (pitch C in parenthesis , Example 34a). The 
lowest notes of the three members of the first phrase "embell ish" this B 
with an upper neighbor tone. The lowest notes of the three m e m b e r s of the 
second phrase show leaps from this B to D, the lowest pitch of section B, 
and back to this B, The lowest notes of the third phrase (in the second member ) 
show leaps of a perfect fourth from and back to this B . This B together with 
the lowest two pitches of the first par t of section B form a B minor t r iad in 
f i r s t inversion. The lowest pitch of the fourth phrase (G*) is a step above the 
lowest pitch of the third phrase . The upper neighbor to pitch B (C*) appears 
as next to the lowest pitch of the fourth phrase and again a s the lowest pitch 
of the sixth phrase while pitch B r e t u r n s as the lowest note of the fifth phrase 
(Example 34b). 
In summary, the lowest-note of section B occurs in the middle phrase of 
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the f i rs t part while the highest note occurs in the middle phrase of the second 
par t . The ove r -a l l profile of high and low pitches form contracting stepwise 
progress ions (s lurs , Example 34). 
Vert ical distr ibution of pi tches. - The ver t ica l distribution of pitches 
in the sequential pat tern seems generally to be guided by the unfolding of a 
pitch complex which is made up of three superimposit ions a perfect fourth 
apa r t of a m i r r o r invers ion of the sonority of the "tonic" chord. These three 
sonori t ies , labeled "x, " "y, " and "z, " a r e shown in Example 36. 
Example 3 6 
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The unfolding of the pitch complex is i l lus t ra ted in Example 37 where the 
corresponding sequential phrase pai rs a r e placed under each other to show the 
t ransposi t ions . It is among the pitches of the f irs t (and its re t rograde , the 
th i rd) m e m b e r s that this unfolding takes place. It m a y b e recal led that most 
of the depar tures from s t r ic t sequencing occurred in the second member s of 
the p h r a s e s . Often the pitch ar rangement of the second members seems 
to be a resu l t of maintaining cer ta in pitches within the locations established by 
the pitch complex. These pitches a re placed in parentheses in Example 37. 
The total pitch complex appears in the first member of phrase A. The 
pitches of durational motive (c) comprise sonority "x. " The first three 
pitches of durational motive (b/b) comprise sonority "z" the middle pitch of 
which (d1) is placed an octave higher in the mus ic . Sonority "y" is "hidden." 
It may be found by combining pitch E of sonority "x" with pitch A of sonority 
" z " and the E b of durat ional motive (b/b) . (See bracketed "chord, " Example 
ft § 
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37A.) Sonority "x" appears at the beginning of phrase B . (Durational motive 
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(c), measu re s 22-23, belongs to both phrase A and phrase B. ) The lower 
three notes of the remaining pitches of the first member of phrase B form 
another t ransposi t ion of the sonority (bracket in second "chord, " Example 
37B). The major seventh that appears at the beginning and end of the second 
member of phrase B cons is t s of the outer pitches of sonority "y. " When the 
pitches of phrases A and B a r e t ransposed a perfect fourth upward in the 
first sequence, phrases C and D, sonority "y" appears in the first (and 
third) member s of both p h r a s e s . In the second member of phrase C the 
outer pitches of sonority "x" appear. . Sonority "z" appears in the f i rs t (and 
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third) member of phrase E while pitches from sonority sonorities "y" and 
"z" appear in its second m e m b e r . The sonori t ies , however, do not appear 
in phrase F . The first two tones of the row and the last two tones of the r e t r o -
grade of the row of phrase F a r e the outer pitches of sonority " z " and the 
same as the pitches ending the preceeding phrase and beginning the following 
phrase . Sonority "z, " thus, appears immediately preceding (measure 34) 
and succeeding (section A", m e a s u r e 37) phrase F . 
In summary, the beginning, middle, and ending pitches of the model 
(phrases A and B) and its two quasi-sequent ial transposit ions (phrases C 
and D, E and F) move successively through sonorit ies "x, " "y, " and "z" 
while the ver t ical distribution of other pitches in these phrases a r e sometimes 
arranged so as to sound pitches of these sonori t ies in their fixed positions 
thus "stabilizing" the whole pitch complex. 
Section A', Measures 37-54 
Phrase design 
Section A1 is a varied repeti t ion of section A. The rhythm, phrase , 
and member s t ructures a re identical . The chief change in the dynamic plan 
is that the fourth phrase (measures 47-51) does not begin forte (as in measure 11) 
but piano. This change suggests that the initial forte served not only for a 
contrast within section A but a lso as part of a dynamic build up to the 
fort issimo climax in section B . Another change in section A' is the r eve r sa l 
of hand usage; i . e. , motives that occurred in the right hand in section A occur 
in the left hand in section A* and vice v e r s a , " 
V*A fully complete analysis of this work would include a discussion of 
Webern's use of the two hands. As the fact mentioned above suggests , one 
element of organization seems to involve the pianist 's hands in a kind of 
ballet. 
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Except for pitch ED , the notes car r ied by durational motive (b) in the 
f i rs t two phrases (measures 37-43) a r e a transposit ion a major third upward 
from the positions held in section A. The notes ca r r i ed by durat ional motive 
(a) a re more radical ly rear ranged , The placement of these notes will be 
d i scussed in the examination of the pitch shape. 
The initial motive of the third phrase of section A (measure 8) is 
t ransposed down a minor sixth in measure 44 while the second motive is 
t ransposed a major third upward with the exception of i t s las t note . The 
second member of the third phrase (measure 45) is a t ransposi t ion a major 
third upward of measure 9. Generally, then, the f i rs t part of section A' is a 
t ransposi t ion of the first part of section A, 
It will be recal led that in the fourth phrase of section A (measures 11-
15) the melodic motives of the right hand of the f irs t two phrases remained 
the same except for the first member which was t ransposed an octave 
lower . (See Example 38a. ) This-resulted in an ascending l ine. The 
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corresponding line of the fourth phrase of section A* (measures 47-51) is an 
exact inversion of its arrangement in section A, (Compare Examples 38a 
and 38b. ) A s imi lar correspondence between the fourth phrases of sections 
A and A* occurs with the remaining notes. The melodic line of these notes 
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in section A (open note-heads, Example 39a) is inverted in section A' (open 
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note -heads , Example 39b), while in both cases the remaining pitches occur 
below the melodic line. These changes reflect both the opposite hand 
procedure of section A* and the fact that the final row pair of section A1 
r e v e r s e s the S-I order of row forms heretofore used in both A sect ions . 
The correspondences between the two fourth phrases suggest that the fourth 
p h r a s e of section A1, is less a variation of i ts f irst two phrases (as was a 
possibi l i ty in section A) than a variation on the fourth phrase of section A, 
In other words , the whole of-section A* seems to be a variation of the whole 
of section A. 
Because the final phrase of this movement uses a non-inverted t r a n s -
position of the row it i s , in-a sense , an inversion of the final phrase of 
sect ion A. Thus the three-note sonorit ies in the left hand on the second beat 
and in the right hand on the third beat of measure 52 have a perJfect fourth 
r a the r than a tritone as the bottom interval . (Cf. , the three-note sonorit ies 
in the r ight hand on the second beat and in the left hand on the third beat of 
m e a s u r e 16,) That the final chord of the movement (in measure 54) contains 
three no tes , not two as in measure 18, follows from the necess i ty of completing 
" P e r h a p s this line is par t of the "melody" of the two A sect ions. 
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the final row. The final row of section A was not completed until the f i r s t 
note in section B. 
Pitch shape 
There is a strong "harmonic" bond between sections B and A*. All 
the notes in the first two phrases of section A* except C*, F*, and C re ta in 
the octave positions held at the end of section B . The change of the octave 
position of F* resul ts in making durational motive (b) (measures 39 and 41) 
a transposition of its appearances in m e a s u r e s 3 and 5 of section A, L ike-
wise , the change of C in measure 40 re ta ins the minor seventh leap (B°-G*) 
of m e a s u r e s 3-4 and 4-5 transposed (D-C) in m e a s u r e s 39-40 and 40-41. 
On the other hand, if the position of C* in m e a s u r e s 35-36 had been retained, 
durational motive (a) appearing in m e a s u r e s 39-40 and 40-41 would also have 
been a transposition of i ts occurrences in m e a s u r e s 3-4 and 4 - 5 . However, 
the placement of C* as a seventh above D together with the G* of m e a s u r e s 
37 and 42 resu l t s in the first tentative appearance of the " tonic" chord in 
section A ' . In addition, C* is the highest note of the middle member s of 
m e a s u r e s 37-43 and forms a lower neighbor tone to the highest notes of the 
outside m e m b e r s . (See Example 40a . ) 
In section A the third phrase was joined to the second by para l le l 
r i s ing major sevenths and by repeating an ascending third motive at a higher 
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pitch level (measures 7-8). In section A» the movement of sevenths is r e -
tained (left hand, measures 43-44) but because of the placement of the I?3 in 
measure 42 the over-a l l effect is that of a neighbor movement from and back 
to this B° (Examples 40a and 40b). Here , a l so , the ascending third appears 
as part of motive (b) (right hand, measures42-43) and is followed by another 
ascending third (left hand, m e a s u r e 44), but a step lower (Examples 40a and 
40b). Whereas the motion into the third phrase of section A was r is ing (see 
Examples32b and 3 2c), in section A' it i s falling. This falling motion is 
further emphasized by the presence of cf a s the highest note of the first and 
th i rd m e m b e r s (measures 44 and 46), a step below the high E ° of the f irs t 
two phrases , thus repeating the step movement down to C* (Examples 40a 
and 40b), The highest note of the third phrase occurs in the second member 
(measure 45), It is the same F that began and ended the third as well as 
the last phrase of section A. It may be part of a r i s ing stepwise progression 
from E3 which is concluded in the fifth phrase . (See the G-A progress ion in 
Example 40d. ) This F is also closely connected to pitch D with which it forms 
a pattern of th i rds , falling and r is ing (measure 45) and finally falling (measure 
47), If the E in measure 44 were an octave lower, al l the appearances of 
durat ional motive (b) in the third phrase would be complete t ransposi t ions of 
their appearances in measu re s 8-10 in section A. This E appears in the 
octave position it held in the f i rs t two phrases of section A* and together 
with its associated G forms an internal pedal that appears throughout the 
section. (See measures 39, 41, 44, 46, 48-49, and 49 . In m e a s u r e s 52 and 
53-54 the pedal occurs an octave higher. ) 
The highest note of the f irs t member of the fourth phrase (measures 47-
48) is D, an upper neighbor to C* (Example 40c). The highest note of the 
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second and third m e m b e r s (measures 48-50) of this phrase is G, a lower 
neighbor to the A that ended the third phrase and one of the notes of the 
in ternal pedal. The highest note of the fourth member (measures 50-51) is 
C", but this time placed an octave higher than its ea r l i e r appearances . 
(See Example 40c. ) The G* in the left hand, measu re 47, is at the same 
octave position it had in measure 46 thus making a common tone connection 
between the third and fourth phrases (Examples 40b and 40c). A C* follows 
in the bas s , the lowest note thus far in this section and at the same octave 
position it held at the end of section B. From it a descending minor second 
follows, B -A, to the lowest note of this section (Example 40c). 
The final phrase of section A' (measures 51-54) r emains at the octave 
level introduced by the change of reg is te r of the C* at the end of the fourth 
" phrase . This C* is repeated and together with i ts accompanying D and the 
previous G* suggests the "tonic" chord which in full ends the movement 
(Example 40d). The second ver t ica l sound of this phrase is the same chordal 
sonori ty t ransposed a whole step upward. It r eappea r s as the penultimate 
chord from where it descends to the final "tonic. " In the second member of 
this phrase (measures 52-53) this sonority appears twice using the same out-
side sevenths that appeared in measure 45 . The chords themselves a r e 
inverted. The A of the second member is its highest pitch and i s preceded by 
its neighbor, G, repeating in r e v e r s e and an octave higher the motion that 
occur red between the third and fourth ph rases . (See inner beam, Examples 40b-
40d. ) 
The final section seems to be governed principally by a descending step 
p rogress ions , E b - C * , which is repeated severa l t imes . There is a l so an 
in ternal pedal and neighbor motion about an A, the pitch that is also the lowest 
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note of the section. It might seem unusual for the movement to end "up in 
the air , " but the change of octave level is c lear ly arranged so as not to 
contradict the over-a l l descending motion into the final "tonic" and prepared 
by the ascending "melody" of the fourth phrase and the establishment there-
in of the pitches of the final "tonic. " (See Example 40c. ) Then, too, it 
would be not unusual for a first movement not to be completely conclusive 
in its.ending. 
Conclusion 
The following paragraphs will discuss the over-a l l pitch shape of the 
movement, the problem connected with the variation technique of the move-
ment, and two possible tonal analogues. 
The over-a l l pitch shape 
In view of the importance of C" as the goal of the upper-voice of section 
A* it would seem that the C* in measure 2 of section A ought to receive more 
attention than it was given in Example 32 where the motion of the high pitches 
of the members of section A was examined, A glance at this example with 
this in mind suggests that after the initial third descent to the C* there i s a 
stepwise progression from it through pitches D and E to F . This line is shown 
in Example 41a which is otherwise the same as Example 33, the summary of 
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the ove r - a l l pitch shape of section A. The principal motions in section A 
a re stepwise progress ions that move "away": in the upper voice there i s 
motion away from C* to F ; in the lower voice there is motion away from A 
to G, 
A summary of the pitch shape of section A* is shown in Example 41c. 
The pitches shown here represent a " re tu rn" : E , a step below the F ending 
section A, descends a step to C% a motion repeated an octave higher; pitch 
A re tu rns in the lower voice. Thus, the implication of the row arrangement 
in section A', that it completes a scheme begun in section A (see Chapter 
one), finds a paral le l in the actual distribution of certain key pitches. 
Example 41b shows that the upper voice of section B "fills in" the step-
wise motion from the F ending section A to the E of section A' by ascending 
sca lewise . Two notes of the scale a re permutated thus placing the highest 
note in relief (asterisk, Example 41b). This note, D3 (C*), is the top note of 
the " tonic" chord. It appears in this octave in the final chord of the move-
ment. It is a l so a step higher than the highest note of section A. Thus, the 
octave shift of the ending of the movement has been carefully prepared. The 
leap after the high D b to ED prepares for the re turn of the pitch in section A* 
and incidentally saves the appearance of ED in the higher octave until the end 
of the movement where it has a desirable freshness of sound. Until measure 
35 the position of E b has been fixed in a lower octave (e ') so that its octave 
shift to e b " in measure 35 presents a "fresh" sound. , 
The lower voice in Example 4lb shows the middle portion of two over-
all stepwise progress ions , one moving from pitch A of section A down to 
F* and back to pitch A in section A', and the other moving from this same A 
in section A to C and back (through a minor third skip) to pitch A in section A*. 
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These a r e other "away from" and "back to" stepwise progress ions . As 
Example 41 shows, pitch A three octaves higher (a") appears prominently in 
both sections A and A' . 
The lowest note of the movement, D, also occurs in section B . (See 
double as te r i sk , Example 41b. ) This is the lower note of the "tonic" t r iad. 
Thus, the upper and lower notes of the "tonic" chord frame the musical 
space of section B. It may be noted that in the lower voice the other two 
tones of the "tonic" chord (G* and C*) appear in the stepwise progress ions , 
and that G* appears in the stepwise progress ion of the upper voice (Example 
41b). 
The problem of variation 
In the beginning of this chapter i t was suggested that the variation form 
of this movement had two aspec ts . On the one hand, the fact that each of 
the sections was eighteen measures long seemed to imply a "theme" 
followed by two "var ia t ions , " Later in the chapter it was found that section 
B could be divided into a phrase pattern that roughly corresponded to that 
of the two A sections. However, (1) section B lacks the strong articulation 
of the A sections between its two parts ; (2) corresponding phrases of section 
B and the A sections do not employ s imi la r durational motivic s t ruc tures or 
row segmentations; and (3) a sequential pattern seems to dominate section B. 
On the other hand, the second aspect, the re t rograde symmetry, was c lear ly 
in evidence throughout a l l sections. After describing this aspect in some 
detail below, the relation between these two aspects will be examined. 
Each row form is accompanied by i ts re t rograde , and this combination 
is voiced in such a manner as to result in re t rograde symmetry. In sections 
A and A' the second phrase is a re t rograde of the first phrase . The remaining 
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phrases in these sections and the let tered phrases in section B contain both 
halves of the re t rograde symmetry . Except for the final two phrases of 
section B (phrase E, measures 32-34 and phrase F , m e a s u r e s 35-36) the 
re t rograde symmetry is not perfect but "distorted" in one way or another. 
In the second phrase of section A (measures 4-7), for example, durational 
motive (a) i s not re t rograded although the total rhythmic pat tern i s . This 
and other "dis tor t ions" have been noted above in this chapter. The effect of 
these "dis tor t ions" on the musical content is to make it more " interes t ing" 
by avoiding breaking up the rhythmic flow with repeatedly exact " turn-
abouts. " In a sense , they are variat ions imposed on a symmetr ica l pattern. 
A second element of the row arrangement in this movement is that 
rows a r e grouped in pairs with a row and its re t rograde either preceded or 
succeeded by an inversion and its re t rograde in each pair . Each of the two 
parts of sections A and A' is based upon one row pair , and the let tered 
phrases in section B may be grouped in pa i r s . It is a charac te r i s t ic within 
each of these pairs that the las t note or last two notes of the S, RI, or I 
forms of the row a r e the same as the first note or f i rs t two notes of the 
following RI, S, or R forms of the row respect ively. These common pitches 
are not repeated. Consequently, the second row of each pair is segmented 
differently than the f i rs t . A further consequence of the non-repeti t ion of 
common tones is that, since the omission of a note or notes on one side of 
a re t rograde pat tern would seem to necessi tate some fixing on the other side 
to retain the symmetry, either (a) non-repeated common tone or common 
tones appear between row pairs (as within sections A and A' and between 
sections A and B, B and A»), or (b) the first note of a row form appears "too 
early, " i . e . , in anticipation of its proper place (as between phrases B and C, 
section B, measure 26), or (c) the symmetry is actually not retained (as in 
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phrase D; compare the three-note motive start ing on the second half of the 
f irs t beat of measure 30 with its form start ing on the second half of the 
second beat in m e a s u r e 32), 
This pat tern of re t rograde-symmet ry and use of S and I transposit ions 
of the row in pa i r s is repeated consistently throughout the movement. It is 
different in nature from traditional pat terns found in sets of var ia t ions. It 
i s not a ground, melody, or harmonic scheme. Nor is it a phrase scheme. 
If the first two phrases of the A sections were r a the r considered to be a 
single phrase, phrase pairs and row pai rs would general ly correspond. How-
ever , as a phrase scheme this would leave unaccounted for the division of 
section B into two parts which splits one row pa i r . This pattern might 
bet ter be regarded as a specific row procedure . 
Perhaps because of the uniqueness of this sor t of a pattern Webern felt 
compelled to c rea te a semblance of a formal pa t te rn . Thus, section B, 
which is of the same length as the A sections and which on one interpretat ion 
has a phrase pattern approximately s imi lar to the A sections, achieves a 
quasi-independence from the A sections as a florid variation on the form of 
section A , 1 7 The contention that there is only a semblance to a formal 
1DWhile Leibowitz significantly notes that this pattern is a " ' comple te ' 
twelve-tone presentat ion" (Leibowitz, op_. c i t . , n. 4, p. 232), i. e . , consists 
of all four forms of the row (S, R, I, and RI), when he comes to consider the 
possibility of the symmetr ical units being the. " theme" and "var ia t ions" he d i s -
cards the relat ion of row pairs and notes that the units show "inequali t ies, " 
i . e. , contain differing numbers of tones (because of the non-repeti t ion of 
common tones and tones in the center of the symmet r i e s ) , and thus do not 
have an "autonomous value" (op. cit . , n. 5, p . 234) requis i te of a " theme" and 
"variat ions. " Considering the pattern to involve not mere ly one symmetr ica l 
unit but two (the row pairs with the attendant complication of common tones) 
would seem to reso lve this objection in part if not in its entirety. 
Since Webern regarded this movement as a kind of suite (Anton Webern, 
Briefe an Hildegard Jone und Josef Humplik, ed, Josef Polnauer tWien: 
Universal Edition, 19593, p. 34) perhaps section B may be considered a 
"double. " 
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pattern will be examined in the following discussion of c l a s s i ca l analogues. 
Two tonal analogues 
Within t radi t ional sets of var ia t ions groupings a r e sometimes found 
which create an ove r -a l l formal scheme . One such grouping that r esu l t s in 
a th ree -pa r t design may be found in the third movement of Beethoven's 
string quartet in F major, Opus 135. Section A (measu re s 1-22) contains a 
two-bar unfolding of the tonic chord, the theme (measu re s 3-12) and the 
f i r s t variation (measures 13-22); section B (measures 23-32) contains the 
second variation; section A* (measures 33-54) contains the third (measures 
33-42) and fourth (measures 43-52) var ia t ions and a two-^bar extension of the 
tonic chord. Beethoven's guiding pat tern is a h a r m o n i c - p h r a s e scheme . 
Webern, like Beethoven, s ta tes his pattern (a row pair) twice in 
section A. In both cases the respect ive two s ta tements a r e s imi la r in texture 
and rhythm and a r e joined to form one section. One difference between these 
two A sections is this : whereas in Beethoven's case the second statement is 
juxtaposed to the f irs t and heard as the f i rs t variat ion, in Webern ' s case , 
because of the freedom of the more abs t r ac t nature of the row-pa i r pat tern , 
l^A four-bar phrase (two b a r s plus two b a r s each d i rec ted toward the 
dominant), a second four-bar phrase (one plus one plus two b a r s di rected 
through the dominant to the tonic),""aria" a final two-bar closing phrase (one 
bar plus one b a r repeating a dominant to tonic p rogress ion) . 
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the two statements a r e combined into one formal unit. 
In section B Beethoven (I) slows down the tempo, (2) changes mode (to 
minor) and (3) a l t e r s rhythm and texture thereby setting off the section from 
the A sect ions. The variation pat tern is stated once. Webern, in contrast , 
(1) uses three statements of his pattern, (2) quickens his note values, and (3) 
continually varies the tempo and dynamics. Both B sections contrast 
strikingly with their respect ive A sections and both lead into a recapitulation. 
In the case of Beethoven the re turn to the major mode is made with the final 
chord of section B (measure 32) which becomes ra ther a "pickup" to the 
next variat ion. Similarly in the case of Webern most of the pitches appearing 
in the beginning of section A' retain octave positions held at the end of section 
B . Both B sections, in addition, seem relat ively independent of their 
respect ive A sect ions. In Beethoven's movement this independence is "real"; 
i . e , , section B contains a second juxtaposition of the variation pat tern. In 
Webern 's movement, however, in spite of the approximate repetit ion of the 
"in Webern 's work the second part of section A could be regarded a 
concrete variat ion of the first part as AB/A 'B . The fourth phrase of section 
A (measures 11-15) is a variation of the f irs t two phrases (measures 1-7) 
since it (1) uses the same row and its r e t rograde , (2) employs the same seg-
mentation of the row and its r e t rograde , and (3) leaves virtually intact the 
pitch contour of the right hand of measures 1-7. These s imi lar i t ies a re 
g rea te r than usually occur through sole use of the techniques of "developing 
variat ion. " However, (1) the fifth phrase (measures 16-18) is ra ther a 
repet i t ion than a variation of the third phrase (measures 8-10), a repetit ion 
that is more conclusive because of the placement of met r ic accents and its 
subdivision into two units (two bars plus one bar) , and (2) the fourth phrase , 
unlike the f irs t two phrases together, i s not an independent unit but ra ther 
one that initiates a pitch (highest note of the section) and dynamic contrast and 
in turn leads , through the absence of outside symmetry and successive over-
lappings of durational motive (b), into the fifth phrase . The variation appearance 
of the fourth phrase seems to be a by-product of the repetition of the third 
phrase in the final ph rase . Thus, AB/CB seems a bet ter formal model for 
section A. The phrase division of this model in turn is repeated in section B 
(approximately) and in section A* (exactly) so that this formal model becomes 
a kind of variation pattern. 
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phrase design of section A the independence of section B is only "apparent , " 
A section character ized by a sequence does not stand alone but functions as 
a t ransi t ion from one place to another, in this case from section A through 
a cl imax to section A ' . 
In Beethoven's movement section A ' begins a s a variation on section A, 
The third variation is bas ical ly a s tatement of the theme with the melody, 
originally in the first violin, in the cel lo. The fourth and final variation 
introduces new motives and a new tex ture . In Webern 's movement section A* 
is a variat ion on the whole of section A. There is an important difference 
between these two A' sec t ions . In the case of Beethoven section A* juxtaposes 
two more s ta tements of the variation pat tern which in itself is a complete 
unit (ending on the tonic) so that in order for the fourth variat ion to sound 
like the final variation it was neces sa ry to add new surface elements that 
would give it the character of a codetta. In the case of Webern section A was 
"tonally" incomplete so that it was n e c e s s a r y to adjust the in ternal pitch 
organization of section A* to compensate for the shift of pitch emphasis in 
section A, 
In summary , while Beethoven jus taposes five s tatements of a ha rmonic -
phrase pat tern and c rea tes an over-a l l t h r ee -pa r t design, Webern justaposes 
seven s ta tements of a row-pa i r pattern and likewise c rea tes an over -a l l 
th ree -par t design. However, two consequences seem to follow from the nature 
of Webern 's "tonally" flexible pat tern. On the one hand, he unites each of 
the two A sections into relat ively organic units , the one a variat ion on the 
other, and contrasts them with a quasi-independent middle section which 
seems to stand in approximate phrase design as a variation on section A, This 
is to say that apart from the row-pair pat tern there is a semblance of a 
phrase pat tern present . But it is only a semblance for, on the other hand, 
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and unlike Beethoven's movement, the whole of Webern ' s movement is 
organically unified. The actual form of this movement is t e rna ry . For 
this form the "Scherzo" of Beethoven's piano sonata in D major , Opus 28, 
seems an appropriate analogue. 
The "Scherzo" opens with an e ight -measure unit in the tonic which is 
then repeated in the dominant. Section A ends with a slightly retouched 
repetition of the f i rs t sixteen m e a s u r e s . Thus, the formal model i s AB/AB, 
This contrasts with the formal model of section A of Webern ' s movement 
(AB/CB) where the second part is only in part a repeti t ion of the f i r s t par t . 
Webern 's model, it has been suggested, is the resul t of unifying section A 
in order to create a semblance of a phrase pattern for the va r ia t ions . Both 
A sections, however, a r e incomplete in themselves; i . e . , they "modu la t e , " 
Section B of the "Scherzo" begins with a harmonic cont ras t (from the 
dominant to the dominant seventh of the subdominant) and contains a r is ing 
sequence in three steps (measures 33-44). A derivative of the sequence leads 
to the dominant seventh which p repa re s for the recapitulat ion (measures 4 5 -
48). Webern's movement is constructed similarly: an ini t ial cont ras t and a 
r i s ing quasi-sequence in three s t eps . There are two significant differences: 
(1) Webern's middle section, because of the variation design, is motivical ly 
a contras t to section A and (2) is linked to section A» by pitches appearing in 
identical octave r e g i s t e r s . 
In.the "Scherzo" the recapitulat ion repeats the first sixteen m e a s u r e s 
of section A with adjustments compensating for the modulation and concludes 
with a s ix-measure cadential c lose . In the Webern section A* repea t s 
section A likewise with compensatory pitch adjustments. Both A' sections a re 
linked with their respect ive B sections and, although Beethoven cal ls for a 
repetit ion of sections B and A ' while Webern does not, sections B and A' 
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could be repeated in the Webern without ha rm to the t e rna ry design. Such 
a repeti t ion, however, would be incompatible with the th ree -pa r t variation 
design. 
In conclusion, the form of the first movement of Webern 's Opus 27 is 
t e rna ry with an incomplete first section, a sequential middle section, and 
a completing recapi tulat ion. This form is compounded with a th ree -pa r t 
variation design based on the semblance of a phrase pattern which resu l t s 
in three quasi-independent sect ions. The actual variat ion pat tern consists 
of a row-pai r with each row combined with its re t rograde so that within 
each pair there a re two re t rograde symmetr ica l uni ts . 
CHAPTER IV 
SECOND MOVEMENT, STRING QUARTET, OPUS 28. 
While the first movements of Opuses 22 and 27 were found to compound 
the t e rna ry form with other formal procedures , the t r ipar t i te design of the 
second movement of the String Quartet, Opus 28, is constructed from a special 
polyphonic t reatment of row forms . The cen t ra l point here is that the rhythmic 
s t ruc ture of each polyphonic line is organized to ar t iculate cer tain groupings 
resul t ing from the successive a r rangements of the row fo rms . For this 
reason this chapter will follow a somewhat different analytical approach from 
that used ea r l i e r . Specific elements of the movement will be examined 
separate ly . F i r s t the rhythmic and row organization of a l l sections will be 
d iscussed , next their thematic organizations and pitch shapes, then the chorda! 
organizations of section A and A', and, finally, the resu l t s will be summarized 
and a tonal analogue suggested. Because of their organizational s imilar i ty , 
under each heading applying to al l three sections sections A and A» will be con-
s idered together prior to the investigation of section B, 
Rhythmic and Row Organization 
Sections A and A1 
It will be convenient to consider sections A (measures 1-18) and A' 
(measures 36-53) a double canon, as they have been called, although certain 
reserva t ions will prove necessa ry . Example 42 i l lus t ra tes the rhythmic 
organization of these sect ions. The canonic voices a re superimposed one on the 
other in order to show their rhythmic correspondences and ar ranged so that 
line (a) represen t s the leading voice of the f irs t canon, section A, line (b), i t s 
Cf. , for example, Leibowitz, op. c i t . , p . 243. 
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imitation, line (c), the leading voice of the second canon, line (d), i ts 
imitat ion, line (e), the leading voice of the first canon, section A', line (f), 
i ts imitation, etc. The numbers above line (a) r epresen t its row organization 
r 
(order numbers 1 through 12). The remaining lines a re organized s imilar ly . 
Example 43 , 
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'The row and the a r rangement of row forms is discussed in Chapter 
one, pp. 18-25. 
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(Cf. line £c] , Example 42 . ) Above the order numbers the phrase structure 
of line (a) is indicated. This phrase s t ruc ture , as will be shown, applies to 
the total compositional se t -up of section A and therefore does not apply 
individually to the three succeeding l ines, (b), (c), and (d). Line (e) has the 
same phrase s t ructure a s line (a). The phrase structure of line (e) in turn 
applies to the total compositional set-up of section A*. 
A special difficulty derives from the function of the r e s t s in lines (a) and 
(e). In a certain sense they seem to separate the phrases . In t e rms of the 
total compositional set-up of sections A and A', however, and specifically, in 
t e rms of the dynamic organization of each section, which will be discussed in 
a la ter section of this chapter, and in t e r m s of the met r ic organization of each 
phrase, each res t would seem to be an integral part of a single phrase . There -
fore, in determination of the measure lengths of the phrases , which will be 
indicated presently, each r e s t has been included in a single phrase . 
In this connection a further problem a r i s e s with regard to the first 
measure of each section. These sections begin on up-beats in measures 1 and 
36. Since in the score Webern has made measure 1 a complete measure begin-
ning with a res t , this measure is included as a full measure in the first phrase. 
Measure 36, however, includes mate r ia l from the end of section B. In order 
that the phrase lengths of sections A and A1 may correspond, measure 36 is 
considered both as the last measure of section B and the first full measure of 
section A». Rests at the beginning of each of the voices in sections A and A' 
are not included in Example 42. The lengths of the phrases as indicated in the 
following discussion can be gathered proper ly only from the score , 
The first phrase of line (a), phrase A, is four measures long (measures 
1-4). It contains the first hexachord of a row form (1^) in even beat, quar te r -
note, values beginning on an up-beat. Phrase B begins on a down-beat and is 
• / 
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likewise four measures long (measure 5-8). .It i s separated from phrase A 
by the qua r t e r - r e s t concluding that phrase and contains the second hexa-
chord of 1^ in even quar ter-notes . It appears to be a consequent phrase . The 
last four notes of I ^ a r e also the first four notes of the-following row form, 
IJQ, and the last four notes of IJQ a r e similarly also the first four of the third 
successive row form, l£» This leaves the middle four notes of Ijg'lun-
attached. " They so appear in phrase C, a two-bar ph ra se . While these four 
pitches a re separated from phrases B and D by q u a r t e r - r e s t s , in the score 
phrase C begins with a pick-up at the end of measure 8 and ends in measure 10. 
Phrase C concludes the first half of section A with a poco r i ta rd . The las t four 
notes of 12 are the same as the first four of 1^  and a r e therefore detached by 
r e s t s from \^ so that phrase D is a four-bar phrase (measures 11-14) containing 
the first eight notes of I?. Phrase D subdivides into two four-note two-bar 
members , i . e . , one measure plus one of sequence plus two measures of con-
clusion. In connection with the first playing of section A phrase E begins the 
repetition of phrase A, In connection with the second playing of this section 
phrase E is a four-measure codetta (measures 15-18). 
It has been necessary to discuss the row organization of line (a) in 
detail in order to show the derivation of its phrase s t ruc tu re . Without the 
presence of qua r t e r - r e s t s line (a) would consist only of successive quar ter -
notes. The r e s t s a re placed in such a manner as to make explicit first the 
hexachordal s t ructure of the row (phrases A and B) and subsequently the over-
lapping tetrachords (phrases C through E), 
Pizzicato predominates in the voice of line (a), but in phrases C and D 
some note pa i rs are played arco as indicated by s lu rs in Example 42. 
Line (b) represents the answer to line (a), The intervallic content is 
the same, but transposed, and the durational organization is the same except 
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that where line (a) began on an upbeat line (b) begins on a downbeat. 
Line (c), the leading voice of the second canon, appears to be 
similar to line (a) except that there a r e fewer quarter-^notes and more 
q u a r t e r - r e s t s . This gives r i s e , under the first bracket , to t h r ee - and 
two-note motives which a r e repeated in r eve r se under the second bracket . 
An examination of the row organization shows that wherever a r e s t appears 
in place of a note expected by comparing line (c) with line (a) a note of 
a row form has been omitted. (See order numbers above the f irs t two 
brackets of line r c j in Example 42. ) If these notes were present there 
would be no difference in durational and row organization between lines 
(c) and (a). However, line (c) differs from line (a) in the use of S instead 
of I forms of the row and in the distribution of arco no te -pa i r s . 
Line (d), the answering voice of the second canon, is a transposit ion 
of line (c). One omitted note (see bracket) occurs in a place different 
than in line (c) and the a r c o pa i r s do not correspond. 
Line (e), the leading voice of the first canon in the recapitulation 
(beginning on the final beat of measure 3.6 and continuing through m e a s u r e 
53), is the same as line (a) except (1) under the bracket in Example 42 
where one note has been omitted and a consequent change in the a rco pa i r s 
made, and (2) in the use of S forms of the row. Its phrase s t ruc ture is 
as follows: phrase A, m e a s u r e s 36-39; phrase B, measures 40-43; 
phrase C, measu re s 44-45; phrase D, measures 46-49; and phrase E, 
measu re s 50-53. 
Line (f) is the same as lines (a) and(b) except that an a rco pair has 
been omitted (see bracke t ) . It also uses S forms of the row. Line (g) 
is the same as line (c), the leading voice of the second canon, except that 
a previously omitted note i s now present (see bracket) and two arco pai rs 
« / 
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have been added. Line (h) is like line (d) except that an omitted note is 
now present (see bracket) . Lines (g) and (h) use I forms of the row. 
Do the above paragraphs descr ibe two double canons ? It may be 
noted, firstly, that although only lines (d) and (h) employ exactly the 
same pattern of arco ar t iculat ions, the arco pairs occur after the first 
two phrases of each section, i . e . , after the first beat of measure 8, 
section A, and after the f irs t beat of measure 43, section A ' . The use 
of arco, thus, is not part of an imitational scheme but ra ther part of a 
general textural organization. Secondly, if no row tones had been omitted 
a l l the lines would have had the same rhythmic organization as lines (a), 
(b), and (f). Not only does line (e) (the leading voice of the first canon, 
section A') contain the omission of a tone, but no two of the remaining 
l ines , (c), (d), (g), and (h), has a complete pattern of omissions in 
common. Therefore, the omission of tones in line (c) (the leading voice 
of the second canon, section A) does not initiate a new rhythmic line that 
i s consistently imitated in lines (d), (g), and (h); on the contrary, al l the 
l ines with omitted tones, including line (e), should be considered dupli-
cations of line (a) with various changes. Rhythmically, then, it would 
seem that both sections a r e built from four voice ra ther than double 
canon s. 
Fur ther , as double canons the answering voices to the leading 
voices of the first canons of both sections a re transposit ions entering 
three beats l a te r . The two voices of the second canons are separated by 
one beat and enter between the entrances of the voices of the first canons. 
They a re , with regard to inter vallic content, inversions of the voices of 
the first canons. (In section A, S = I inverted. ) But, as four voice canons 
each voice enters a beat la ter in the order of (section A) I-S-S-I or 
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(section A') S-I-I-S. It does not seem that the m i r r o r relationship i s 
sufficiently distinct to consider a voice so related to another voice (as 
lines |aj to \c\ or JeJ to fgl) a separate canonic l ine. Again, it would 
seem that sections A and A' present four voice canons.^ 
Nevertheless, the claim that these two sections are in double canon 
finds part ial justification in the mus ic . Lines (c) and (d), for example, 
may be distinguished from line (a) not only by their corresponding ini t ia l 
patterns of note omissions, but also by their beginning pitch contours . 
The pitch contour of the first three notes of the second violin (measures 
2-3) imitates the pitch contour of the first three notes of the cello (measures 
2-3) which in turn does not imitate the pitch contour of the f irs t three 
notes of the first violin (measures 1-2). In addition, the beginning of 
section B, which will be examined next, is c lear ly a double canon. 
Section B 
The Example on the following page represen t s the rhythmic and 
row organization of the middle section of the movement (measures 19-
36). Line (a) represen ts the leading voice of the first canon, and line (b), 
its inverted answer. Line (a) is an augmentation of the main voice of the 
f irs t two phrases of section A (line Taj , Example 42). The first hexa-
chords of lines (a) and (b) are presented in even half-note values, usual ly 
as a combination of a note plus a r e s t equalling in sum a half-note duration. 
The second hexachords a r e presented s imi lar ly after a r e s t equalling a 
half-note duration, Each hexachord is subdivided into two groups of three 
^Or, using the same t e rms used for describing the "canon" of Opus 
22 in Chapter two, it could simply be said that four forms of the row a r e un-
folded with the same basic rhythmic pattern quasi-simultaneously, i . e . , 
introduced successively so that they are out of phrase with one another . 
One difference between these canons and that of Opus 22 is that here the 
canonic voices do not exchange row segments . For reasons that will la te r 
be evident, the term "canon" will be retained in this chapter. 
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n o t e s a s ind ica ted by the p r e s e n c e of the l onges t note va lue a t the head of 
e a c h g r o u p . In m o s t g r o u p s of b o t h l i n e s the succeed ing two n o t e s g r a d u a l l y 
d i m i n i s h in d u r a t i o n a l v a l u e . The s e p a r a t i o n of the f i r s t h e x a c h o r d of l ine 
(a) in to t h r e e - n o t e g roups i s e m p h a s i z e d by the poco r i t a r d m a r k i n g s in 
the s c o r e which s u p p o r t the d iv i s ion of the f i r s t p a r t of this s ec t ion ( m e a s u r e s 
19-26) into two f o u r - m e a s u r e p h r a s e s . The second p a r t of th is s ec t i on i s 
p h r a s e d somewha t d i f fe ren t ly . Since f a c t o r s o the r than the c o n s t r u c t i o n of 
l ine (a) need be c o n s i d e r e d , d i s c u s s i o n of i t s p h r a s e s wi l l be pos tponed . 
It should be no ted , h o w e v e r , tha t the second h e x a c h o r d of l ine (a) i s the 
second h e x a c h o r d of the r o w that began the a n s w e r i n g vo ice , l ine (b), and 
vice v e r s a ( see do t t ed l i n e s in E x a m p l e 43) and that in the second h e x a c h o r d s 
the i n s t r u m e n t a l p r e s e n t a t i o n of the t h r e e - n o t e g roups v a r i e s . 
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Since the metronome marking has been changed in section B the speed 
of the quarter-note of the previous section now equals the speed of an 
eighth-note. The eighth-rest that separates the two sections (measure 19) 
i s of the same duration a s the quarter-note that separa ted the phrases of 
the main voice in section A, and, moreover , the leading voice of the first 
"canon of section B is actually a quadruple augmentation of the main voice 
in the first two ph ra se s of section A. 
The second canon of section B (lines fc\ and Jdl, Example 43) is 
s imilar to the second canon of the first section in two r e spec t s . Its two 
voices enter in between the two voices of the f i rs t canon so that all four 
en t r ies a re evenly spaced. A quarter-note value separa tes them which, 
because of the metronome change, is a duple augmentation of the quar te r -
note of section A. The second canon of section B a l so begins with a th ree -
note motive. Although consisting of eighth-notes and, again, because of the 
metronome change, this durational motive is of the same speed as the open-
ing three-note motive of the second canon of section A, The motive, how-
ever , is not the resu l t of a note omission, as was the case in section A, 
but the resul t of row segmentation. Three-note motives continue through-
out the first part of section B (measures 19-26) and a r e separated by r e s t s 
of equal duration, three e ighth-res ts . Thus, the combined duration of a 
three-note motive plus r e s t s is equal to half the duration of the total length 
of one of the three-note motives of the f irs t canon. The resul t of al l this is 
that the second canon of the f irs t part of section B .presents an entire row 
against one hexachord of the first canon. The voices of the second canon are 
related by inversion. 
In the second canon of the first part of section B (measures 19-26) the 
rows maintain their instrumental par tnerships , but the relation of them to-the 
^ 
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canon, a s dux or comes, a l ternates (dotted l ines, Example 43). In the 
second part of this section (measures 27-36) the three-note groups continue, 
but not canonically. The direction of the s tems in Example 43 indicates 
the rows to which the notes belong. 
It does not seem that section B can be regarded as containing some 
form of durational motivic development or motivic contrast to section A, 
Rather, it presents again the canon of section A achieving contrast by the 
devices mentioned: (1) the f irs t canon is an augmentation of phrases A and B 
of section A and i ts two hexachords divide into three-note groups; (2) the 
second canon, which in section B is explicit, is based on three-note groups 
a t the original speed ( JV section B — J, , section A). This would seem to 
pose a problem for if section B does not set forth a r ea l departure from 
section A, how can it lead to a r e tu rn? The dissolution of the second canon 
in the second par t of section B would seem to serve this purpose. 
In examining the breaking up of the second canon it will be instructive 
to consider the over-a l l rhythmic pattern of the combined canonic voices. 
The combined rhythmic pattern in the first part of section B (measures 19-
26) is as follows: 
7] rrrw r m i r m i rrm» 
\ 4 ffleftsures Yi 4 Measures i 
For comparison, it may be noted that the combined rhythmic pattern 
in section A is a steady flow of quar t e r -no tes . 
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After an introductory quarter-note a pattern of four eighth-notes followed 
by a quarter-note is repeated three t imes . In addition, the brackets 
indicate (I) a re t rograde symmetr ica l pattern and (2) the division of the 
first part into two four-bar phrases . The over-a l l pattern of the second 
part of section B (measures 27-36) follows: 
n J n J i J m j n i rm i ? m 
I J H 2- 1L . a i 
As the upper brackets show, it contains a free re t rograde symmetry. The 
lower brackets indicate its phrase division. The first phrase is t h r e e measures 
long (measures 27-29) and repeats a new durational motive, two eighths plus 
a quar ter -note . The second phrase is four measures long (measures 30-33), 
It begins with a quarter-note (the two adjacent quar ter-notes serve to separate 
the first two phrases) and is followed by the durational motive of the first 
par t of the section, four eighths plus a quarter-note, and then the motive of 
the first phrase of the second part. The third phrase, three measures long 
(measures 34-36), begins, like the second phrase , with the motive from the 
first part whose final note is extended by an eighth-note plus an e ighth-res t . 
Of the following three eighth-notes, the first two end section B and the third 
begins section A', The pitch of the third note represents both the last note of 
the las t row of section B and the f irs t note of the first row of section A' . 
The phrase s t ructure of section B is somewhat similar to that of section 
A. Both a re eighteen measures long (excluding the repeat of section A). 
The phrase s t ructure of section A by measure count is four plus four plus 
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two, plus four, p lus four , while that of s ec t ion B i s four p lus four p lus 
t h r e e , plus four p lus t h r e e . An i m p o r t a n t d i f fe rence be tween the two 
s e c t i o n s i s that s ec t i on A i s s e l f - r e p e a t i n g , whi le sec t ion B is no t . 
T h e m a t i c Organ iza t ion and P i t c h Shape 
Sec t ions A and A ' 
E x a m p l e s 44a and 44b show the p i t ches of the m a i n v o i c e s of s e c t i o n s 
A and A ' . The b a r - l i n e s ind ica te the p h r a s e s e p a r a t i n g r e s t s . The row 
content of E x a m p l e 44b i s a m i r r o r i n v e r s i o n of t ha t of E x a m p l e 44a . But 
faAUVhj^lH ^ 
a . (VioUT, witt4o«e& M>) 
A. ^ U 3K fcfrh. ?L *K j£J* V> \\ •,*)> l ' A > f V M S 3z rp 
is *•>)***, jfr* te_ tlteck ^.u fester, v>, 5 N ^ s 3 tr=F * 
« 
this m i r ro r relat ionship is subjected to another operation, that of harmonic 
inversion, or inversion by octave complement. Thus, for example, the first 
two pitches of Example 44b instead of embracing a descending minor ninth, 
5An al ternat ive phrase division of section A corresponds even closer 
to section B: four plus four (measures 1 through the first beat of measure 8, 
the q u a r t e r - r e s t in the first violin of measure 4 belonging to both phrases) 
plus three (measures 8-10, the q u a r t e r - r e s t in the f irs t violin of measure 8 
belonging to both the second and third phrases) plus four plus four (measures 
11-18, the las t phrase being a measure longer than the corresponding phrase 
of section B in order to balance an "omitted" measu re due to the overlappings 
of the first three phrases ) . This al ternat ive division is s imilar to Spinner 's , 
op. c i t . , Text, pi 6 and Music Examples , pp. 14-15. 
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as they would if Example 44b were a m i r r o r inversion of Example 44a, 
involve an ascending major seventh. Likewise, for another example, the third 
note of Example 44b ascends by a minor third interval instead of descending 
by a major sixth. The resul t of this double process of inversion is that the 
f i rs t three pitches of Example 44b imitate the f irs t three pitches of Example 
44a in general , not specific, t e rms ; i . e . , they both contain ascending 
dissonant in te rva ls followed by ascending imperfect concords. This p rocess 
continues throughout Example 44b so that the pitch profile of the leading 
voice of section A ' approximates that of section A. Two exceptions should 
be noted. Pitch G in phrase C occurs two octaves lower than expected' 
(aster isk, Example 44b) and pitch D in phrase D has been omitted. This D 
actually occurs where expected in the second violin (measure 47) and t h e r e -
fore is included in Example 44b in parenthes is . The following thematic 
descr ipt ion applies to both leading voices (with the exception of the " m i s -
placed" G of the leading voice of section A ' ) . 
Phrase A, the antecedent phrase , dis t r ibutes the first hexachord of 
a row form into a thematic shape. Phrase B, the consequent phrase , is a 
transposition of the re t rograde- invers ion of phrase A, thus exploiting a 
potential of the row. Phrase C is an exact re t rograde of the first four notes 
of phrase A, thus giving to this phrase the effect of a conclusion to the f i rs t 
par t of the section. The first four notes of phrase D a re a re t rograde of 
the group formed by the las t two notes of phrase A plus the f irs t two notes 
of phrase B. These notes form a sequence. The last four notes of phrase D 
a re a re t rograde of the last four notes of phrase B. Phrase E is the same 
a s the beginning of phrase A. As mentioned ear l ie r in the chapter, phrase 
/ 
E serves both as the beginning of the repetition of the section and as a 
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codetta. In summary, the thematic shape of phrase A has determined the 
shapes of the remaining phrases . , The four-note re t rogrades from phrase 
C on derive from the te trachord relationships discussed in Chapter two. 
So far it has been implied that the leading voices of the two sections 
represent the main themes or melodies of the sections. It would seem that 
if these sections are genuine canons all voices should be able to claim equal 
melodic status with the leading voices. There a re several reasons why they 
cannot. One reason has to do with the over-a l l pitch organization of these 
themes. Their f irst two phrases unfold a complete row form. Each pitch in 
the succeeding phrases is placed in the same octave regis ter in which it 
occur red in the first two phrases . If these pitches a re ar ranged scale- l ike 
i t can be seen that note-pai rs a r e symmetrical ly related by being equidistant 
h it 
above and below an axis midway between d" and e " (section A) or f " and 
g11 (section A'), (See Example 45.) This symmetrical organization of pitches 
Example 4-b 
distinguishes these themes from the remaining voices of the sections for 
none, as will be shown, i s as highly organized. 
If the leading voices of the A sections a re actually themes it would 
seem that they would be setoff from the other voices, i. e. , appear as 
' soprano" voices . In several instances in the music, however, the melodic 
lines carr ied by the other instruments c ross above the thematic lines ca r r i ed 
by the first violin. Examples of this may be found on the first beat of 
measure 3 (section A) and on the first beat of measure 38 (section A') . 
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Correspondingly, the influence of the main themes of the two sections is 
rea l ly felt in another way. In both sections the dynamic and tempo indi-
cat ions of the main themes apply coincidentally, not successively, to a l l 
voices; i. e . , the phrase art iculations of the main themes cut vertically 
through the sections. Phrase A is pianiss imo. Phrase B is piano beginning 
with a sforzando and ending with a diminuendo. It will be noted that all the 
instruments sounding the first beats of measures 5 and 40 employ the 
sforzando even though only the first violin has reached its second hexachord. 
Phrase C is pianissimo with a poco r i t a r d and diminuendo, the indications 
applying to all the instruments in m e a s u r e s 9-10 and 44-45. In addition, 
phrase. C begins with an ascending bowed interval (first violin, measures 8-9 
and 43-44) and concludes with a descending bowed interval (viola, measure 
10, and second violin, measure 45). Phrase D begins forte, tempo, etwas 
flies sender and concludes with a poco r i t a rd and diminuendo. Phrase E, like 
phrase A, is pianissimo. In the codetta to the whole movement (measures 
50b-53) the tempo is doubled, and the dynamic markings begin forte and end 
softly. Thus, the importance of the main themes is shown by their internal 
organization, and their phrase s t ruc tures are made evident by the dynamic 
and tempo markings to which the whole texture conforms. While each A • 
section m a y b e described as containing a theme and accompanying counter-
points, the aura l effect is ra ther of an art iculated texture . 
Further examination of the remaining voices in both A sections has led 
this wri ter to presume the conclusion that these voices were conceived 
initially as s t r ic t imitations of the leading voices or themes, but that in the 
process of realizing this canonical procedure local conditions of various 
sor ts did necessi tate certain changes, especially in the matter of octave 
placement. While this conclusion cannot be proved directly, its soundness 
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may be tested by showing respectively either the favorable effects of the 
given changes on the s t ructure of the section or the unfavorable effects that 
would have resulted if changes had not been made . In the following discussion 
the attempt will be made to review and i l lustrate the more important factors 
that seem to have influenced the choice of octave r eg i s t e r s of pitches and 
thus resulted in a lack of s t r ic t melodic imitation. The organization of pitch 
shapes will, of necessi ty, be included in this inquiry. After a summary 
this question will be examined in more general t e r m s . 
Strict imitation and instrumental ranges . - In order to examine the 
various deviations from s t r ic t imitation it i s necessary to construct models 
showing how the A sections would appear if melodic imitation where in fact 
s t r ic t . In setting up such models a problem a r i se s with regard to the choice 
of beginning pitches for each voice. Webern 's choices a r e shown in Examples 
46a and 46b. It seems reasonable to assume that Webern did initially intend 
»!• '" '* H« » ~ L 5 V k 
Mtir-Cr.Ha~Vfil.nTT- Viola. VtftoI-faliiflr.-flte-M>. 
these to be the start ing pitches since the order of intervals of entry in 
section A1 is the inversion of the order of intervals of entry in section A, 
However, if the pitches of the imitating lines a re arranged in s tr ict 
imitation from these start ing pitches it will be found that (1) half of the pitches 
of the second violin part in sections A and A' appear below its range and that 
(2) many pitches of the viola part in section A appear in an extremely high 
range . Consequently, in the models (see Examples 46c and 46d) the second 
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violin parts of section A and A' have been shifted an octave higher and the 
viola part of section A has been shifted two octaves lower. This last change 
places the viola part within an appropriate tess i tura . It may be noted that 
• the symmetr ical relation of initial pitches between sections A and A' is no 
longer maintained and that the second violin part of section A will still 
have a pitch below its range (f). Portions of the model will be used in 
illustration of the various types of deviation. 
Note omissions, - There a re five instances in each section when the 
superimposed canonic lines of the model resul t in the presence of a doubling, 
generally not at the unision. Doubling c rea tes an emphasis usually considered 
to be undesirable in twelve-tone music . In all cases but one, one of the 
doubling tones is omitted. The exception will be examined first . The perfect 
fourth between the two violins on the first beat of measure 12 occurs in the 
model. However, in the model the doubling G of the cello appears two octaves 
below the G of the first violin. There a r e four ways to avoid this doubling. 
(1) The cello G may be omitted. This would seem to be unacceptable because 
it would resul t in the rhythmic isolation of a single pitch, the previous cello 
A . (2) The G of the first violin may be omitted. This would likewise seem 
to be unacceptable because of the necessity of maintaining the symmetr ica l 
shape of the theme. (3) The G of the violin may be omitted but replaced by 
shifting the cello G two octaves higher. There would seem to be no objection 
to this possibility because this is what Webern did in the corresponding place 
in section A' (first beat of measure 47), In this case the second violin D is 
shifted an octave higher from its model position to replace the omitted D of 
These models are shown in full as Examples 67 and 68 in Appendix A. 
^See, for example, Arnold Schoenberg, Style and Idea, ed, Dika 
Newlin (New York: Philosophical Library, Inc. , 1950), p . 180. 
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the first violin. Note, however, that if both D's were present in this octave 
regis ter the "root" of the perfect fourth would be emphasized. (4) The G 
of the cello of the model (measure 12) may be shifted two octaves higher to 
double the first violin at the unison. This is what Webern did, and the 
doubled tone is not the "root" of the perfect fourth; i . e . , this exceptional 
doubling serves to enhance the traditional instability of the perfect fourth. 
In the remaining instances doubling is avoided by omitting, usually, that tone 
which will not resul t in a rhythmically isolated pitch: an A is omitted in the 
second violin, measure 4; a C, in the cello, measure 6; a D, in the second 
violin, measure 13; a C*, in the cello, measure 13 (the alternative here would 
be two consecutive omissions in the second violin); a C, in the cello, measure 
39; an A, in the second violin, measure 41; a G, in the cello, measure 48; 
and an A , in the second violin, measure 48 (here the alternative would be 
two consecutive omissions in the cello). 
Vertical sonori t ies . - As a general statement it may be said that in 
arranging the sonorities of the chords that occur throughout sections A and 
A' Webern prefers that these chords exclude intervals smaller than a minor 
third (the one exception is the minor second or diminished third appearing in 
the chord on the second beat of measure 14) and, when possible, a perfect 
fifth. The arrangement of two part icular chordal formations i l lus t ra tes a 
preference for perfect fourths over perfect fifths. 
In each section there appear five t r iads , including major and minor, 
and in three instances in each section these triads appear in the six-four 
position both in the model and in the score (measures 2, 8, 16, 37, 43, and 
51). In the remaining instances the tr iads appear in other positions in the 
model, but again in the six-four position in the score . These instances a re 
shown in Example 47 where a comparison is made between the vert ical 
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arrangements of the tr iads in the model and in the sco re . 
O.QWP MtovelS) c.(*»suie^j d.^ ftttsunSo) 
Mtl StOTt . . l i e -
Iftj^ j Scoot Mil ga»* L. MilSc*rt 
In order to turn the six-three chord of the model in measure 9 into 
a six-four chord two pitches a re shifted (see l ines, Example 47a). The 
shifting of two notes is the only possible al ternat ive to placing the cello E* 
three octaves higher (f*"), a placement that might be undesirably high8 or 
resul t in an undesirably large melodic leap.^ For s imilar reasons , two shifts 
are required to turn the model triad in measure 15 into a six-four chord 
(Example 47b). In measures 44 and 50 (Examples 47c and 47d) only one 
shift is necessary . The pitch shifted in measu re 44 belongs to the theme of 
section A' (first violin). Its shifting produces the one exception to the o ther -
wise perfectly symmetr ical organizations of the two themes (see as te r i sk , 
Example 44b). In summary, the vert ical a r rangement of major and minor 
t r iads in six-four positions not only resu l t s in the avoidance of perfect 
fifths but also in a chord traditionally c lassed as dissonant or unstable. 
8 In sections A and A« the highest pitch for the cello is b» (in measure 
14). 
In sections A and A' generally the la rges t melodic leaps in the cello 
part a re by a tenth. Exceptions occur in m e a s u r e s 12- and 14 (a thirteenth) 
and ac ros s measures 49-50 (two octaves plus a third). 
*-< 
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The second chordal formation that will be examined consists of two 
conjunct perfect fourths, or a perfect fourth and a minor .seventh from the 
bottom note. This will be called the seven-four chord. It occurs three times 
in each section. Only on the first beat of measure 16 does it occur both in the 
model and in the score as described above. A comparison of the model and 
the score in the remaining instances is i l lustrated in Example 48. 
^ f f i i l u m f l klJIhianpW) cAWmmMtAA) iU«lMMc4gJ P.(fto.u». » l ) 
ledel Score M t l ficore. ftodel S«*fc JN*w Scare. h)oJe\ Scara 
te H Is f* 
hw. 
3 C y»-~vr 
1* 
3 fei gi^3 36 ^ s : 
In measure 8 the low F of the second violin of the model is shifted two octaves 
upward resul t ing in the seven-four chord (line, Example 48a). To construct 
a seven-four chord in measure 13 the high E of the f irs t violin could have 
been placed below the other pi tches. Since this E is part of the symmetrical 
theme it r emains (Example 48b). The other pitches a r e shifted so that an 
unexpanded perfect fourth becomes the lower interval and one D is omitted. 
This resul ts in a five-four ra ther than a seven-four distribution of intervals 
from the bottom pitch. In measure 43 pitch A is part of the symmetr ical 
theme. It remains and the other pitches are shifted to form the seven-four 
chord (Example 48c). In measure 48 the high F is part of the theme and must 
remain in its octave location. Since the low G of the cello i s omitted, the 
G of the viola is shifted an octave lower to retain the lower perfect fourth 
interval result ing, as in Example 48b, in a five-four distribution of intervals 
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(Example 48c). An al ternat ive change, shifting the C - F fourth above the g " 
of the f irs t violin, would resu l t ki.placing the second violin and viola in 
r eg i s t e r s extreme for these sections. In summary, Example 48 shows that 
when possible the pitches o'f the seven-four chord are ar ranged in that o rder . 
That o rder is not possible when the theme ca r r i e s what would be the bottom 
note. In these cases a compromise is effected by placing the other perfect 
fourth as the lowest in terval . 
Pitch adjustment in connection with phrase beginnings and endings. -
In as much as this whole movement is constructed from only three different 
t e t r achords , in many instances a single tetrachord will overlap with itself 
in re t rograde giving r i s e not to actual doublings but to what may be called 
adjacent or nearly adjacent doublings. A comparison of the score with the 
model reveals that in specific places, namely, at certain phrase beginnings 
and endings, Webern has , when possible, arranged the pitches of these 
"doublings" so that they occur in the same octave r e g i s t e r s . The purpose of 
this ar rangement seems to be to achieve a kind of "harmonic" stability at 
these points. The author believes that this treatment is significantly different 
from the t reatment of other portions of the phrases where overlapping tetra-
chords do not show such a consistent t reatment in the octave regis ter place-
ment of identical p i tches . In the following paragraphs corresponding phrases 
in sections A and A* will be compared with regard to this mat ter of pitch 
placement in overlapping te t rachords . 
Example 49a shows the opening te t rachords in section A, measures 1-
4, of the model. The tetrachord of the viola is an overlapping re t rograde 
•^^The highest pitch of the second violin in sections A and A' is a"". 
(in measure 43), of the viola, f*" (in measures 39, 45, and 53). 
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statement of the te t rachord of the cello. Pitch E of both te t rachords occurs 
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in the octave of middle C. The viola D* is shifted two octaves lower to 
correspond with the cello D* (Example 49b). The cello F"^  is made to coincide 
with the F" of the viola. Since the presence of this shifted F* in the cello 
would create a harmonic minor second with the G of the second violin as it 
appears in the model, this G, together with the Ab preceding it (to retain the 
minor ninth melodic interval) , is shifted an octave lower (Example 49b). 
The shifted G in turn would create a major second harmonic interval with the 
viola F as it appears in the model. Therefore, the viola F is shifted two 
octaves higher (Example 49b). This F is apparently too high for the cello, 
Webern omits the cello F; the viola F takes i t s place in the row of the cello. 
The B of the second violin is shifted an-octave higher apparently in order to 
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imitate the cello1 1 while its A, which, as explained before, .actually doubles 
an A in the cello (measure 4), is omitted (Example 49b). 
Example 50a shows the opening te t rachords in section A', measures 
ExowfleSO (SeckonA^ moires 3fc-3<i) 
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36-39, of the model . The overlapping te t rachords occur in the second violin 
and viola. It will be noted that the F of the second violin makes a harmonic 
major second interval with the G of the f i rs t violin. Since the first violin G 
must remain as part of the symmetr ica l theme, and since the placement of 
the second violin F an octave higher would be apparently too high for both the 
second violin and viola, the F is placed an octave lower and, to avoid a 
melodic minor second interval , pitch F * is shifted an octave higher. (Example 
50b). Pitches F and F of the viola a re ar ranged to coincide with the octave 
^The sonority at this point (second beat of m e a s u r e 3) consists of, 
contracted, two major seconds (F* -A b -B b ) . This formation occurs severa l 
t imes in both sect ions. When possible Weberns seems to prefer the above 
ar rangement (from the bbttom tone, a major third plus a major ninth). See, 
for examples, the second beat of measure 5 (section A) and the second beat 
of m e a s u r e 40 (section A') . 
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reg i s t e r s of the same pitches in the second violin. Pitch E of the viola 
in the model makes a harmonic major second interval with the D of the cello. 
This pitch, along with its accompanying D#, is shifted an octave higher and 
the corresponding pitches in the second violin a r e made to coincide in octave 
r e g i s t e r s . Or, to explain these changes in another way, the viola t e t r a -
chord in its entirety appears an octave higher in the score than it appears 
in the model and the pitches of the second violin te t rachord a r e adjusted to 
correspond in octave regis ter with the identical pitches of the viola t e t ra -
chord. In summary, Webern has made use of the appearance of one t e t r a -
chord twice at the beginning of each section for creat ing a kind of "harmonic" 
stabili ty by arranging identical pitches of these te t rachords in identical 
octave r eg i s t e r s . 
Before proceeding on to the remaining phrases , two points should be 
made with regard to the first phrases of each section. F i r s t , an apparently 
"accidental" consequence of the above descr ibed octave shiftings is the 
symmetr ical ar rangement of the opening pitches between sections A and A' 
a s shown in Examples 46a and 46b, It is unlikely that this symmetr ica l a r r a n g e -
ment is accidenta l . However, this author does not believe that this fact 
invalidates the analysis given. If these pitches had been used for the model 
a large number of changes not needed in the chosen presentation would have 
been required to accomodate the voices to appropriate instrumental t e s s i -
tu ras . The end resu l t would have been the same . 
Second, the second canon does seem to be the accidental resul t of the 
above changes, in par t icular the omission of the non-doubling F of the cello 
(measure 3) and the resulting imitation of the pitch contour of the cello by 
the second violin (measures 2-3). A corresponding non-doubling omission 
is not needed nor made in section A' . Neither does the opening pitch contour 
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of the cello in section A' imitate that of the second violin (measures 37-38). 
Thus, a close examination of the beginnings of these two sections seems to 
confirm the contention that these sections a re basical ly four-voice r a the r 
than double canons. 
The next case of overlapping te t rachords to be examined occurs at the 
end of the second phrases of sections A and A*. Example 51a shows over-
lapping tetrachords in the model in section A, measures 6-8. Pitch F of the 
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second violin is placed two octaves higher to correspond in octave reg i s t e r 
with the F of the first violin (Example 51b). In addition, the shifting of this 
F resu l t s in a previously discussed seven-four chord (see Example 48a). 
Rather than shifting the E of the second violin, which apparently would be 
"too high, " Webern omits it. The E of the first violin takes its place in 
the row of the second violin. This omission corresponds imitatively to the 
omission of the doubling C in the cello, measure 6, and thus increases the 
"illusion" of the existence of a double canon. 
Example 52a shows the overlapping tetrachords in the model of 
m e a s u r e s 41-43, section A' . The shifting of the cello E two octaves higher 
(Example 52b) produces a seven-four chord (Example 48c). The cello F - F * 
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cannot be brought within range of the f i rs t violin. Nevertheless, the pitches 
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are shifted so that the interval involved, as in the first violin, is a major 
seventh, and these two intervals are "isolated" in pitch space; i . e . , in 
measure 42 no pitch appears higher than the lower note of the first 'violin 
(F#) nor lower than the higher note of the cello (F). In summary, as Examples 
51 and 52 show, Webern has ar ranged pitches to emphasize the endings of 
the second phrases in sections A and A' , 
The overlapping te t rachords of the model at the end of the third 
phrase (C) of section A a r e shown in Example 53a, The F ^ of the cello is 
Exawole 5 3 (Sechoft A, measures, <H|) 
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placed two octaves higher into the reg is te r of the F# of the vibla (Example 53b). 
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This shift also r e su l t s in a six-four chord (see Example 47a). The viola 
D * i s placed two octaves lower into the reg is te r of the D* of the cello 
(Example 53b). The viola F is placed two octaves higher into an octave 
position that cannot be matched by the cello. This shift, however, allows a 
repeated A in the second violin and cello to be the lowest notes in the measure 
beginning phrase D (measure 11). The A b of the second violin occurs two 
octaves lower than it appears in the model. The importance of this A b is 
suggested in the score by the sole sforzando on this note. A further comment 
on the importance of this octave placement of Ab will be made in the next 
section of this chapter . 
Example 54a shows the overlapping te t rachords of the model at the end 
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of phrase C, section A ' . As it stands, the F * of the second violin would form 
a harmonic major second interval with the A b of the first violin (measure 45). 
Consequently, the second violin pitches a r e shifted around and-the pitches of 
the viola te trachord a r e placed an octave higher in the music to coincide in 
octave regis ter with those of the second violin (Example 54b). Again, as in 
section A, phrase D begins with its lowest tone repeated (measure 46). In 
this instance it is the C* of the second violin that has been shifted from its 
position in the model . The f irst C*, in the cello, receives a dynamic accent. 
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Example 55a shows relevant two-note segments from the tetrachords 
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of the model at the end of phrase D, section A. The F of the second violin 
has been placed two octaves higher into the octave regis ter of the F of the 
first violin (Example 55b). The C of the cello is placed an octave higher to 
make a six-four chord (see Example 47b) and the B as moved with it. The 
pitches of the viola a re shifted to correspond in octave regis ter with those 
of the cello. 
Example 56a shows similar two-note segments from the model at the 
end of phrase D, section A ' . The pitches of the cello cannot be shifted into 
the regis ter of the first violin. They are shifted, however, to make the same 
melodic interval (a minor ninth, Example 50b). These two intervals are 
"isolated" in pitch space. Pitch A of the second violin remains as part of a 
six-four chord (see Example 47d). Its two pitches remain as given in the 
model and the pitches of the viola a re shifted to correspond in octave r eg i s t e r . 
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Since the final te t rachords of each voice in each section a r e the same 
as their respect ive initial te t rachords , and since these sections are self-
repeat ing, it can be expected that the final t e t rachords will correspond in 
pitch contour with the initial t e t r achords . This is true with three exceptions. 
The omitted A in the second violin, measu re 4, is present in m e a s u r e 18. 
Likewise, the omitted C in the cello, m e a s u r e 39, i s present in measure 53. 
The octave positions of pitches D* and E occurr ing in the viola, measure 4, 
a re shifted in measure 18. The r e su l t s a r e (1) a concluding descending 
in terval and (2) a perfect fourth between the final notes of the second violin 
and viola. Without corresponding changes, section A' also ends with a 
descending in terval and a perfect fourth between the final notes of the viola 
and cello. 
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Derivative pitch contours. - Changing the octave regis ter of pitches 
of the model sometimes resu l t s in melodic l ines that are inconsistent or 
"out of charac te r" with the leading voices. For example, Example 57a 
shows the first violin pitches of phrase C and its model imitation in the 
Ex/wple 57 (tectum A)tofoWfe& Vi j ) -
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second violin in section A. Example 57b shows two changes: (1) pitch A is 
shifted an octave to produce a six-four chord (see Example 47a) and (2) pitch 
AD i s shifted an octave lower to emphasize the beginning of phrase D, The 
first change produces an uncharacter is t ic melodic interval, a minor second. 
Placing B° an octave higher resu l t s in a shape typical of the leading voice. 
In fact, through al l the foregoing manipulations, the melodic intervals of the 
second violin of the model (Example 57a) have been inverted harmonically, 
or by octave complement, so that the second violin tetrachord in the score 
(Example 57c) imitates the first violin in general pitch contour. 
Example 58 is taken from section A' . The shifting of the viola C in 
avoiding a harmonic minor second interval (see Example 48e) produces a 
melodic minor second interval (Example 58b). Webern not only shifts the 
preceding B but also the C" and D (Example 58c). The result is that the viola 
te t rachord is a re t rograde inversion of the first violin tetrachord (Example 58a). 
/' 
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In addition, the shifting of the C* resul ts in a more evenly spaced sonority 
on the second beat of measure 49. (See Example 59). 
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Review and general pitch shape. - The models would seem to be 
musically unsatisfactory. They contain doublings, nearly adjacent doublings, 
sonorities inconsistent with the style (triads in root position and chords 
with major and minor seconds). In section A the second violin can be placed 
only in ranges that are "too high" or contain at least one unplayable note. 
Most importantly, the sections lack "harmonic focus, " i. e . , they lack phrase 
articulations possible in tonal canons through harmonic devices. These 
"defects" dictate certain deviations from a s tr ic t ly imitational procedure. 
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Although this does not prove that Webern actually worked with an imitational 
model, it does seem significant that the relation between the model and the 
actual score should be as close as the foregoing discussion has revealed . 
Whatever model Webern may have worked with he did, in fact, (1) 
organize the themes of each section symmetr ical ly , (2) bring the phrase 
s t ruc ture into "harmonic focus" through the a r rangement of octave r e g i s t e r s 
of pitches of cer tain overlapping te t rachords , (3) keep the ins t rumental 
voices within appropriate t e s s i tu ra s , (4) avoid octave doublings and some 
adjacent octave doublings, and (5) construct ver t ical sonorit ies to produce 
generally openly dissonant or unstable chords . These organizational e lements 
a re consistently applied within each section, and corresponding a r e a s of 
both sections show similar t r ea tments . Thus, the foregoing description seems 
quite satisfactori ly validated. 
With regard to the over -a l l pitch shape and tonal framework of the A 
sections of the present work, i t may be seen that there i s a kind of point-
illistic impress ionism present . Throughout section A relat ively strong 
emphasis is given to the pitches of a dominant ninth chord built on F* . See 
especially the beginning and ending pitches (measures 1 and 18), the chords at 
the end of phrases A and B (the second beat of measure 4 and the first beat 
of measure 8), and the beginning of phrase E (the second beat of measure 15). 
The position of F * appears in a fixed octave location (f*') and E and G appear 
as the highest and lowest notes of the section. These pitches of the F * chord 
again recur in prominent but different locations in section A', See especially 
the chords on the second beats of measu re s 37 and 51, the cello stepwise 
p rogress ion from G to F * (measures 40-42), the high E and its accompanying 
notes (the first beat of measure 41 and the second beat of measure 49), and 
the penultimate note in the viola (measure 53). 
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A resul t of the kind of pitch organization found in these sections is 
that there is a genera l absence of stepwise and neighbor tone p rogress ions . 
There is present , however, one l a rge - sca l e neighbor pat tern. This pattern 
is i l lustrated in Example 60 which shows the highest and lowest notes of 
each section and the "cadences . " The highest note of section A, e*", is next 
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to the highest note of section A1. In section A' this E is par t of a neighbor 
tone progress ion . Therefore , in sections A and A' together there i s an over -
al l neighbor movement. The two "cadences" show the resolution of a tritone 
into a single pitch, the single pitch being identical with the highest notes of 
each section. 
Section B, f irs t par t (measures 19-26) 
Phrase design. - The phrase s t ruc ture of the f i rs t part of section B 
(four plus four m e a s u r e s ) is indicated by the dynamics (two m e a s u r e s of 
forte plus two m e a s u r e s of piano repeated) and the tempo mark ings . The last 
part to enter, the second violin, follows this over -a l l phrase s t ruc ture 
ra ther than imitating, dynamically, the f i rs t violin. The first violin introduces 
the first phrase (measure 19) and forms a br idge to the second phrase (measures 
22-23), In addition, the b reak between the two par t s of section B is indicated 
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by pizzicati on the las tnotes of the second canon (measure 26) and by the 
first simultaneous r e s t in all the voices (at the beginning of measure 27). 
F i r s t canon. - The first canon of the first part of section B is presented 
in the two violins. The imitating voice, the second violin, is a s t r ic t m i r r o r 
inversion of the leading voice. The two voices a r e so arranged that together 
their pitches re la te symmetrical ly above and below an axis midway between 
E and D (Example 61). This is the same axis that was in operation in the 
"Ex»wplfc U 
leading voice of section A. The open note-heads in Example 61 represent 
notes common in octave regis ter to the theme of section A. The principal 
change has been to extend the pitch range on both sides of the axis . 
Second canon. - The two voices of the second canon in the first par t 
of section B are likewise related by m i r r o r inversion. Canonic s t r ic tness 
is interrupted in one place, in the interval connecting the third and fourth 
three-note groups (measures 24-26). If either of the fourth three-note 
groups of the viola or cello had been placed an octave higher s t r ic t symmetry 
would not have been broken. Perhaps Webern wanted to keep the cello 
pi tches within the tess i tura he had been using in this section and to place 
the viola in a range such that its F*-E^ third (measure 25) would reappear 
in the same location at the beginning of the second part of this section 
(measures 27-28). 
In pitch contour the three-note motives of the dux in the first phrase of 
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the second part of section B relate to the first phrase of the theme in 
section A. Through the process of double inversion (mi r ro r inversion plus 
harmonic inversion) the opening three-note dux motive (cello) duplicates . 
the general contour of the first three-note group in section A. (Cf. Examples 
62a and 62b). The second three-note dux group (viola) is the same as the 
b. (fh*6»*e«,W-«) 
C (flfa&urts 43-Afc) 
second three-note group of the theme in section A. The dux motives of the 
second phrase of the second canon duplicate by inversion the general contour 
of the dux motives of the first phrase . (Cf. Examples 62b and 62c.) 
In summary, the first par t of section B is a reworking of the canon in 
section A. Its pitch mater ia l does not constitute a contrast to or develop-
ment of the mate r ia l of section A for it i s essentially the same . The difference 
in section B l ies in the countrapuntal-rhythmic a r rangement . 
Section B, second par t (measures 27-36) 
Thematic design. - The first phrase of the second par t of section B 
(measures 27-29) is piano. The second and third phrases (measures 39-36) 
dec reases in intensity from a beginning forte to pianissimo. The section 
ends with a sforzando (measure 36), 
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While s t r ic t canonic imitation, rhythmic and in pitch contours, is not 
present in the second part of section B, cer ta in pitch contours do remain 
constant. This can be i l lustrated mos t eas i ly by comparing row hexachords. 
Example 63a shows the f irs t hexachord of the row of the viola in the first 
part of section B. The first hexachord of the first of two rows presented in 
eighth-note groups in the second par t i s shown in Example 63b. It is a 
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str ic t t ransposit ion of the hexachord in Example 63a. The second hexachord 
of the second of the two rows presented in eighth-note groups (measures 34-
35) is shown in Example 63c. It i s a t ransposed re t rograde of the hexachord 
in Example 63b. The initial te t rachord of the theme, section A' (Example 
63d) is in turn a transposed re t rograde inversion of the las t four notes of 
Example 63c. The remaining two hexachords presented in the eighth-note 
groups in the second part of section B, generally, show similar pitch con-
tours . 
1 2 The reader may check these two rows and the distribution of their 
respective three-note groups in Example 43 . 
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In summary, if it is plausible that section A is based upon a canonic 
model and that section A* i s based upon a s imi lar model, then it would seem 
that likewise section B may be based upon a model which is a canonic 
variation of the models of sections A and A*. In the second part of section B, 
however , the "model" is considerably a l te red . In fact, there is no s t r ic t 
canon. On the assumption of a model this change would be made for formal 
r ea sons , i . e . , to lead into section A1 . How the pitch shape achieves this 
re turn will now be examined. 
Pi tch shape. - Examples 64a-64c show selected pitches from the three 
phrases of the second par t of section B, In m e a s u r e s 26-27 (crossing the two 
par ts of section B) there appears an E and a D* m the second violin. These 
pitches reappear in the same octave locations in the f irs t two phrases of the 
second par t of section B (measures 28-31; t ies Examples 64a and 64b). 
These pitches along with F * and D* in the viola (measure 25 and measures 27-
28) form a "harmonic" bond between the two par t s of section B. Within the 
f i rs t phrase of the second part there is a repeated F - F * melodic interval 
(viola, measu re 27, and cello, m e a s u r e s 28-29, see a r rows , Example 64a) 
which se rves to "harmonical ly" hold the phrase together as a unit. A final 
note of the f irs t phrase (pitch B, f i rs t violin, measu re 29) is repeated at the 
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beginning of the second phrase (viola, measure 30; t ie, Examples 64a and 
64b), Pitch B remains in this octave location throughout the remainder of 
the section (see t ie , Examples 64b and 64c). In addition, the second phrase 
introduces the highest and lowest pitches of this part of section B. One of 
the final pitches of this phrase (B , first violin, measure 33) begins a 
descending stepwise progression which continues to the F* in the third phrase 
(arrows, Examples 64b and 64c). The B b r e tu rns at the end of the third 
phrase , The lowest pitch of the third phrase is the same a s that of the first 
phrase (D* ^E J , t ie , Examples 64a and 64c). Pitches at the end of the 
third phrase are repeated at the beginning of section A' (ties, Examples 64c 
and 64d). In addition, the three-note motive of the f irs t violin, measures 
34-35, is repeated in re t rograde and an octave lower in the cello at the begin-
ning of section A* (brackets , Examples 64c and 64d). 
In summary, the pitch shape of the second part of section B shows, 
firstly, the octave placement of pitches to connect the two parts of section 
B, Secondly, the first two phrases of the second part are similarly 
connected, Thirdly, the second phrase introduces the highest and lowest 
pitches of the second par t . From these pitches a contraction of pitch space 
follows with emphasis given to F* a s the goal of a stepwise line and to D* 
(E ) as the lowest note of the third phrase . The emphasis given these two 
pitches (F" and D*) in conjunction with pitch B which has remained in one 
octave location throughout the second par t of section B suggests a departure 
from the F * emphasis dominating section A while the contracting motions at 
the end of section B suggest a gradual reinstatement of the F* emphasis which 
re turns with the appearance of the F * major tr iad at the beginning of section 
A' (on the second beat of measure 37). Finally, a group of pitches occurring 
at the end of section B re turns in identical octave locations at the beginning 
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of section A' thus producing a "harmonic" bond between these two p h r a s e s . 
Summary of pitch shape, sections A, B, and A' 
The highest and lowest pitches in each section is shown in Example 65. 
SStenfc S«V..*S S W r t V 
The lowest pitch of the movement occurs in the second par t of section B 
(measure 3 0) and forms an ascending stepwise progression to the lowest 
note in section A ' . The highest note of the movement occurs in the f i rs t 
part of section B (measures 20 and 23). It i s a minor third higher than the 
highest note of section A. F rom this pitch there is a stepwise descent into 
the highest pitch of section A* which in turn is the upper neighbor to an E 
into which it finally descends. Thus, the high pitches of all sections taken 
together form a broad away from and back to motion with the highest and 
lowest pitches occurring in section B. The highest and lowest pitches of the 
movement receive forte and sforzando dynamic markings respec t ive ly . The 
appearance of high E in both A sections suggests that these two sections 
a r e complete in themselves in so far a s an over-a l l pitch shape is concerned. 
The next section of this chapter will examine a special way in which these 
two sections a re re la ted . 
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Vert ical Aggregates in Sections A and A1 
It may be recal led that it was shown in Chapter one that the voices of 
section A' use the same ar rangements of row forms as the voices in section 
A except that the order of entry of voices has been changed. This change 
is reflected in the themes . The theme of section A uses I forms of the row 
while the theme of section A' uses S forms of the row; i. e . , in intervallic 
content, the theme of section A' is a m i r r o r inversion of that of section A . " 
This change is further reflected in the ver t ical sonorit ies or chords in 
section A' . These chords as they appear in sections A and A' will now be 
examined. 
Sections A and A' employ two-, three-, and four-part chords . Chords of 
fewer than four members occur (a) at the beginning and end of the canons, 
(b) when segmentation separat ing q u a r t e r - r e s t s occur, and (c) when a row 
tone is omitted. In examining the type and pattern of chords in sections A 
and A' tones were added at the beginning of phrases A (measures 1-2 and 
36-37) as they appeared respect ively in their repetitions (phrases E, measu re s 
15-16 and 50-51) and at the end of phrases E (measures 17-18 and 52-53) as 
they appeared respect ively at the end of phrases A (measures 3-4 and 38-39). 
This extension of the canonic voices on both "ends" of the sections is 
justifiable because the canons a re self-repeating (phrase A= phrase E) and 
useful in determining the chord pat terns. In addition, (a) when all the pitches 
of a three-note chord were found to appear in a four-note chord the th ree-
note chord was considered par t of that four-note chord, and (2) two two-note 
chords (measures 12 and 47) were considered par t of the four-note chords 
which fitted bes t with the pat terns which the subsequent analysis i s going to 
" A s has been discussed, the theme of section A1 is inverted again by 
the process of harmonic inversion. 
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r e v e a l , " On the bas is of this approach, the chordal vocabulary was found 
to consist of nine different chordal formations of which each has a symmetrical 
counter-chord. The axis of symmetry for all the symmetr ica l pairs is mid-
way between A* and B. 
The chord pai rs a re arranged and le t tered 1 5 in Example 66 in order of 
Example &fe 
Vertical plkVwQ0ite%«TtS 
I «,. f^F ^ 
aMftoi i ^ H ^ M ' 
t m a. l « . p 3 ^ $. M k h. ^ ^ i . P 
appearance and in "close position" above and below the axis . Large and 
smal l l e t t e r s a re used to distinguish, respectively, a chord above the axis 
and i ts counter-chord below the axis . Many of these chords a re related by 
interval l ic and/or pitch content. Chord l i s symmetr ica l in itself and, there -
fore, i ts symmetr ical counter-chord, chord i, has the same pitches. Chords 
A, a, B, b, E, and e all contain t r i tones . Chords A, a, D, d, H, h, I, and 
i contain adjacent major and minor seconds. Chords C, c, G, and g are 
major or minor t r iads . Chords D, d, F , and f contain two adjacent major 
seconds. Thus, recalling that not always is the full chord present , these 
eighteen chord's involve actually fewer sound contrasts than the following 
" T h e full procedure used in arr iving at a limited number of chordal 
formations is shown in Appendix B, 
•^These chords are briefly and incompletely discussed by Leibowitz 
(op. cit . , p. 244-245) from whom the use of identifying le t ters has bean 
adopted. 
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diagrams tend to suggest, The seven-four chord previously discussed 
comes from chords B and b . 
The succession of chords in both A sections is a s follows: 
Section A 
. A B C b D E A F f a e d B c,.b a G A E H D b l B d e a g I II II II 3 
Phrase A Phrase B Phrase C Phrase D 
A B C b D E A. (Ff , e tc . ) 
Phrase E or A (Phrase B) 
Section A' (1) (2) 
a b c B d e a f F A E D b C B A g a e h d B i b D E A G 
a b c B d e a ( f F , e tc . ) 
As the above shows, each chord of section A' is the symmetr ical counter-
chord of the corresponding chord in section A. Noting that the first and last 
seven chords in each section are the same (phrase A = phrase E) another 
relat ion between the two sections can be found. As the ar rows above section 
A' indicate, the first portion of section A* is a re t rograde of the correspond-
ing portion of section A and the second portion of section A' is a re t rograde 
of the corresponding portion of section A (i =1). The retrograde pattern in 
the second portion of section A' lacks perfection; h appears instead of H and 
is out of position. 
Within each section there appear to be two re t rograde symmetr ical 
pat terns , each re t rograde pair being a symmetr ical pair, as shown by the 
curved lines above the chord succession in section A. In the second of the 
two patterns chord H (chord h in section A1) must be disregarded. Actually, 
again noting that the first and last seven chords are the same, there is only 
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one over-al l re t rograde pattern spreading outward in opposite directions 
from the symmetrical chord, I, but omitting chord H: 
Since the outside chords (f and F) a r e juxtaposed in the first portion of section 
A the above over-al l pattern can be continued by moving, on the one hand, 
from chord f to chord F , and, on the other hand, from chord F to chord f, 
and then from these positions converging back on to the center chord, I. In 
other words, the pattern is c i rcu la r . 
The chordal patterns within and between each section suggest that the 
same mater ia l is being presented over and over again in different per-
spectives. While there appears to be no shifting of pitch emphasis in section 
A that finds compensation in section A', yet section A* i s not a l i teral r e -
capitulation of section A nor does it contain an identical pitch grouping of 
some sort . Rather, as the above discussion of the chord patterns indicates, 
section A' turns section A "upside down. " This unique combination of s a m e -
ness and difference would seem to confirm the implications of the row a r r a n g e -
Both Leibowitz (op. cit. , pp. 244-245) and Karlheinz Stockhausen 
("Structure and Experiential Time, " t r ans . Leo Black, Die Reihe, II, "Anton 
Webern" [Bryn Mawr, Pennsylvania: Theodore P r e s s e r Coi, 19583, pp. 69-
70) have noted the symmet r ica l - re t rograde pattern in the first portion of 
section A. Their patterns a re different from this author ' s since they fail to 
take advantage of the identity of phrases A and E in the repetition of the sections. 
Stockhausen also finds the pattern in the second portion of section A, but 
because he does not d isregard chord H his point of re t rogress ion centers 
between chords b and I. Since he does not consider the symmetry within chord 
I his statement that it lacks a symmetr ica l counter-chord is misleading. The 
symmet ry of the ret rograde pairs in Stockhausen's pattern is i r regular , in 
fact, non-existent until it reaches the E-e pair . However, this au thor ' s pattern 
in the second portion of section A is also i r regular since the omission of chord 
H from the pattern is required. Neither of the two possible pat terns, Stock-
hausen's or this author 's is perfect. The solution here proposed seems to fit 
the situation bet ter . 
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ment discussed in Chapter one that the two A sections are complete in them-
selves . 
Review and Conclusion 
"Ideally" conceived, i . e . , according to the models, each A section 
is a four voice self-repeating canon. Each voice is organized symmetr ical ly 
and segmented according to the hexachordal structure of the row and the over-
lapping te t rachords of the successive forms . A limited number of chords 
resu l t from simultaneities which form a re t rograde-symmetr ica l pat tern. 
Both sections are closed and self-contained, 
"Ideally" in section B the four voices of the beginning of section A a re 
separated out to form a double canon, one covering twice as much ground as 
the other in the same amount of t ime. The same six rows that appeared in 
the A sections are present; each one is used only once and the technique of 
overlapping tetrachords is not employed. Therefore, row forms are divided 
into hexachords and further subdivided into three-note groups. 
When the music is compared to the "ideal" formations certain 
differences are noted. It is as if while in the process of embodying an ideal 
s t ruc ture in mater ia l sounds, the ma te r i a l itself proves res is tant . In the 
A sections the leading voices retain their "ideal" shapes, but the shapes of 
the remaining voices a re adjusted to form certain vert ical a r rangements 
and to grant a "harmonic focus" to a phrase organization. In section B a r e 
found the highest and lowest pitches of the movement and the disintegration 
of the "ideal, " i, e . , the canonic s t ruc ture , to effect a lead into and connection 
with the recapitulation. Without these changes section B could stand alone, 
as the tr io to a minuet, but with these changes it cannot. 
Since section B does not show the same kind of formal dependence upon 
the corner sections as it would if it employed sequential devices, since it 
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does in fact begin as an independent unit only to tie in later with section A', 
it may be suggested that the form of this movement l ies between that of a 
t e r n a r y design and that of a more loosely related tr ipart i te s t ruc ture . 
One precedent for this type of form may be found in the second move-
ment (scherzo) of Beethoven's str ing quartet in F major, Opus 135. The 
f i rs t section (measures 1-66) is in F major. The'middle section (measures 
67-200) is derived from the f irs t section in the following manner: pitches 
from the theme beginning the movement (F, G, and A) in turn serve for tonics 
in successive par t s of a modulatory middle section. Near the end of this 
section the key of A major is reached and the return to F major is effected 
through (1) re i terat ing a motive from the upper part of an A major scale, (2) 
lowering in turn pitches G# and F * of the motive, and (3) thusly re -es tab l i sh-
ing the original thematic pi tches.1 7 As in the Webern movement, then, 
Beethoven's middle section is only a quasi-independent unit. 
Webern's movement, however, is built from polyphonic rather than 
tonal procedures . It might be suggested that this movement compounds a 
conceptual contrapuntal ideal with i ts actualization in a tr ipart i te design, 
CHAPTER V 
REVIEW 
The resul ts of the analyses of the t r ipar t i te forms in the foregoing 
chapters seem to suggest that Webern was working with a formal concept 
that has precise analogies in traditional tonal music . Row organization, 
pitch shape, rhythmic relat ionships, phrase s t ruc ture , dynamics, and 
inst rumental color were all found to be arranged so as to rea l ize this formal 
end. These mat te r s will be commented upon in the following sections. 
Formal Design 
The recapitulation in the t r ipar t i te form serves to give recongition to 
the A section as a relat ively independent unit, and at the same time to create 
form through the complementary relationship achieved by the repetit ion. 
Movements from Webern 's works were chosen for analysis in this paper 
where in the repetition was relatively l i t e ra l . In general, the l i te ra lness of 
the recapitulations was found in the rhythm, the procedures of row seg-
mentation, and the s t ructure and functions of ph ra se s . F r e e r depar tures 
appeared in the detail of row arrangements and in pitch dispositioning. 
Section A' of the first movement of Opus 22 is the most l i tera l of the 
recapitulations. Reflecting the circular ar rangement of rows in section A, 
section A' uses the same rows in the same order . This section, however, 
also shows perhaps the most radical changes in pitch disposition, especially 
W e b e r n admits that in at least two instances, in the second movement • 
of the Quartet, Opus 22, and in the Variations for Orchestra , Opus 30 (1940), 
he thought in t e rms of formal analogue s. See Anton Webern, P e r Weg zur 
Neuen Musik, ed. Willi Reich (Wien: Universal Edition, I960), pp. 63 and 67. 
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in the theme whose contour is almost completely reshaped. Next to this 
the most l i teral recapitulation is the one found in section A' of the second 
movement of Opus 28. Again reflecting the circular ar rangement of the 
rows in its A section, section A' uses the same rows but introduced in a 
different order of polyphonic entry. This resu l t s in a m i r r o r inversion of 
the theme of section A. Yet the pitches of the theme in section A' a r e placed 
so that their contour approximates that of the theme in section A. The least 
l i teral recapitulation occurs in the first movement of Opus 27, Different 
row forms a r e used in section A', but in an analogous fashion so as to 
complement the open arrangement of the row forms in section A by producing 
a close. This arrangement found a paral le l in the pitch dispositions. Section 
A contained a shift in pitch emphasis which was counterbalanced in section A ' . 
Thus, the initial A sections of the movements from Opuses 22 and 28 a r e 
analogous to non-modulating f irs t sections in traditional tonal music , where -
as the initial A section of the movement from Opus 27 is analogous to modulat-
ing first sections in traditional tonal music . 
The function of the insertion of a section between section A and i ts 
subsequent repetition is to build up tension and thereby enhance the effective-
ness of the recapitulation. Section B in the first movement of Opus 22 most 
closely resembles traditional models since it develops motives from its A 
section. Section B in the f i rs t movement of Opus 27 simulates a florid 
variation on its A section. Making use of relationships setup in their 
respective row ar rangements both of these B sections are quasi-sequential . 
The B section of the second movement of Opus 28 is most radically different 
from traditional models . It begins with a contrapuntal rear rangement of 
the mater ia l from the A section of the movement and at f irst seems as though 
it will be an independent unit. Only in its second half does it give indication's-
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of organic integration into the over-al l form. 
The dependent status of the B sections is most clearly evident by 
the manner in which they link with their respect ive A1 sect ions. In the cases 
of the movements from Opuses 27 and 28 pitches r ecu r at the beginning of 
their respective A' sections in identical octave regis ters held at the end of 
their respective B sections, thus forming a kind of "harmonic" bond. By 
contrast, in tonal music dependent middle sections often end on a tonally 
unstable chord, usually the dominant, which " reso lves" in the subsequent 
tonic of the recapitulation. In section B of the first movement of Opus 22 
the link with section A' occurs through the appearance of the ri tornello in 
r e t rog rade at the end of section B. Although there is a common tone connection 
between sections, it is ra ther the repetition of mater ia l that originally 
introduced section A that signals the recapitulat ion. This difference from 
the type of linkage found in Opuses 27 and 28 seems to be a direct resul t of 
the use of r i tornello procedure. 
Two features of the over-a l l formal designs of these movements deserve 
part icular mention. One concerns the fact that all three tr ipart i te forms 
a re compounded with procedures which a r e usually connected with other 
formal organizations than the te rnary form as such. In Opus 22 the com-
pounding was found to be with r i tornello procedure , in Opus 27, with variation 
procedure, and in Opus 28, with a conceptual contrapuntal ideal. Webern 
has achieved a mutual adjustment of these procedures with the forms in 
question. This compounding not only contributes to the uniqueness of these 
movements, but, more importantly, to their unity, perhaps in compensation 
for the loss of unity felt to be due to the abandonment of traditional tonal 
For Webern's own description of compounding in connection with his 
Cantata, Opus 29 (1939), see ibid. , p. 66. 
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procedures . 
A second feature concerns what may be called phrase proportioning. 
Section B of the movements from Opuses 27 and 28 were found to be, by 
measure count, of the same lengths as their respect ive A sections and to 
have approximately s imilar internal phrase subdivisions. In the first move-
ment of Opus 22 phrase and sectional relat ionships were found to follow a 
3:2 rat io . Again, the s t r ic t adherence to this feature, which in itself i s , 
of course, not foreign to tonal music, m a y b e considered necessary in the 
face of the absence in these movements of tradit ional harmonic devices for 
shaping up of broad rhythmic relat ionships. 
The phrase subdivisions of the sections of these movements were 
found to follow traditional pat terns. In the A sections from the movements 
of Opuses 27 and 28 the first phrases were found to be four measures long 
and to be followed by a varied repetit ion. This type of repetition in tonal 
music somet imes employs complementary harmonic relat ionships. For 
example, if the first phrase moves from the tonic to the dominant the varied 
repetition will often move from the dominant back to the tonic. In Webern 
the complementary relationships a re achieved through twelve-tone mani -
pulations, i . e . , through retrograde and re t rograde- invers ion relat ionships. 
This type of beginning is in any style typically followed by one or more 
phrases to round out a section, and this was also found to be the case in the 
Webern examples . The opening.ritornello in the first movement of Opus 22 
was found to be constituted of two contrast ing phrases which combined into 
a single integrated unit, i . e . , a type of period form. The theme in section A 
^This is the beginning of the so-called "sentence" form. See, for 
example, Arnold Schoenberg, Models for Beginners in Composition (New 
York: G. Schirmer, Inc . , 1943), Text, pp. 6-7 and 16. 
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in this same movement likewise was found to consist of two contrasting 
phrases perhaps forming more of a lyr ical spinning out of motives than a 
highly integrated unit. 
One special character is t ic of the phrase subdivisions in the middle 
sections of the movements from Opuses 22 and 27 is the way in which 
continuity was achieved by certain techniques of overlapping. In t e rms of 
decisive phrase separations these techniques resul ted in aural ambiguities. 
This character is t ic appears to be another instance of compensating for the 
loss of traditional tonal devices for maintaing continuity where, for example, 
one of the many ways by which harmonic phrase articulations can be p r e -
vented from stopping the flow of the music is to employ chord inversions 
to "weaken" a cadential caesura . 
Row Application and Rhythm 
In all three movements the row is , for the most part , presented 
horizontally, i . e. , in a thematically relevant manner . The row forms 
generally were found to be divided into "natural" units, hexachords and 
te t rachords, and further subdivided into two- and three-note groups. These 
groupings were found to be articulated by durational motives. Different 
durational motives within each movement seemed to have a common b a s i s . 
These durational motives were found to be independent of meter and to be 
separated from one another, singly or in groups, by r e s t s of related 
durational values, Thematically, then, a phrase was found to consist of a 
4In the second movement of Opus 28 the generating durational unit 
was found to be the quarter note which in section B was both halved and aug-
mented. Durational motives were not derived from subdividing this unit; 
ra ther , this unit was assigned to each pitch of the row forms and segmentation 
occurred through r e s t s . The end resul t of this procedure, however, is 
similar to the above description. 
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row or a "natural" portion of a row art iculated rhythmically by a succession 
of durational motives placed, in varying relationships to an underlying metr ic 
pulse. Through "shifting the accen t s " 5 of these motives each phrase was 
given a distinct rhythmic shape and successive "phrases were related in 
t e r m s of "up-beat" and "down-beat" ph rases . By contrast, in tonal music 
harmony would seem to be an important element in this sort of phrase relat ion-
ship. 
The above described row articulation applies not only to thematic 
mater ia l but to accompanying mater ia l as well," The texture of these move-
ments is generally'polyphonic but not necessar i ly imitat ive. In the first 
movement of Opus 22 s t r ic t imitation was found; in the second movement of 
Opus 28 imitation did not always extend to pitch contours; and in the first 
movement of Opus 27 imitation r a r e l y appeared. In discussing the possibilit ies 
of imitation with twelve-tone procedures Schoenberg was careful to note 
that 
"the meaning of composing in imitative style here is not the 
same as it is in counterpoint. It is only one of the ways of 
adding a coherent accompaniment, or subordinate voices, to 
the main theme, whose character it thus helps to express 
more intensively. "° 
In these movements of Webern, however, all the voices so interweave with 
one another rhythmically and pitch-wise that functional separation becomes 
difficult. In fact, it is not that all the voices claim an equal melodic rank, 
This phrase is from Leibowitz who noted the use of this device in 
Webern as early as the Five Movements for s tr ing quartet, Opus 5 (1909). 
(Op, cit . , p. 196. ) This is a typically contrapuntal device and may be found 
in the works of J. S. Bach. See, for example, the beginning of the first move-
ment of the sixth Brandenburg Concerto. 
Schoenberg, Style and Idea, p. 130. 
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but ra ther that they al l a re subservient to a given phrase . In this connection, 
the use of dynamics and instrumental color becomes an important support 
for the phrase s t ruc tures . 
Pitch Shape 
In these movements Webern was found to organize the octave place-
ment of pitches to yield typical chordal formations (Opuses 22 and 27) or 
desirable sonorities (Opus 28). Most important, however, were (1) his 
repeti t ion of identical pitches from different row forms in identical octaves 
both to connect certain phrases or sections in all movements as well a s , 
more specifically, to give an inner articulation to the phrases of the A 
sect ions of the second movement of Opus 28, (2) his use of stepwise and 
neighbor movements which established a kind of over -a l l pitch continuity 
and direction, and (3) his use of high and low pitches in the B sections. The 
over-a l l pitch shape of the movements generally showed an expansion of 
pitch space with a consequent contraction of pitch space such that an end or 
Q 
final goal is pointed up. The maximum tension achieved in the B sections 
through the use of high and low pitches coincident with loud dynamics seems 
to be analogous to the use of dominant harmony in traditional tonal mus ic . ' ' 
Spinner believes that Webern has attained a synthesis of horizontal 
organization ("horizontale Darstellung"), i. e. , motivic development of 
hornophonically conceived phrases , .and vert ical organization, i. e . , the 
various types of contrapuntal combination. See Leopold Spinner, "Anton 
Weberns Kantate Nr. 2, Opus 31; Die Formprinzipien der Kanonischen 
Darstellung (Analyse des Vierten Satzes), " Schweizerische Musikzeitung, 
CI, No. 5 (September/Oktober, 1961), p. 304. 
8 
A part ial exception was found in the final phrase of the first move-
ment of Opus 27. 
Q 
Leibowitz finds this special use of spatial "ex t remes" as ear ly as 
the Passacagl ia for orches t ra , Opus I (1908), (in the theme) and the a cappella 
chorus Entflieht auf leichten Ka!hnen, Opus 2 (1908), (in the recapitulation). 
See op_'. c i t . , pp. 192 and 195. 
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In summary, this analysis of three Webern movements seems to 
indicate that twelve-tone techniques gave Webern an al ternat ive method for 
proceeding in building formal constructions which in themselves a r e tonal 
in origin. Therefore, traditional formal analogues would seem to provide 
relevant models for an understanding of Webern 's manipulation of twelve-
tone pitch mater ia l . 
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A PPENDIX A 
In the two examples below the pitches in sections A and A* of the 
second movement of the String Quartet, Opus 28, are ar ranged in a s t r ic t ly 
imitative fashion. (See Chapter four, pp. 135-150. ) 
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A PPENDIX B 
The following describes the procedure used in finding the nine types 
of chordal formations in sections A and A* in the second movement of the 
String Quartet, Opus 28. (See Chapter four, pp. 159-162). 
• (1) The C* in measure 1, section A, was deemed to be part of a th ree-
note chord (C*-E-B b ) which, in fact, it is upon repetition of the first phrase 
(see the second beat of measure 15). (2) The two-note chord on the first 
beat of measure 2 was deemed to be part of the three-note chord which also 
occurs upon repetition of the first phrase (see the first beat of measure 16). 
(3) The two-note chord and single note in measure 18 were deemed parts 
of the three-note chords in measure 4 which, in fact, they are until the 
canonic voices gradually drop out. (4) Likewise; in section A*, the single 
notes and two-note chords in measu re s 36-37 and 53 were deemed par ts of 
the three-note chords in measures 50-51 and 39 respect ively. (5) All th ree -
note chords in the music were examined. Pa i r s of chords were found that 
related by m i r r o r inversion. When it was discovered that many of these 
coupled chords were symmetr ical ly related above and below an axis midway 
between A and B all pairs were grouped in this manner . Thus in trying to 
decide whether the D major or the F* major triad should be related to the G* 
minor tr iad, it was taken into consideration that only the F" major triad 
related to the G™ minor triad about the ruling axis . The same consideration 
applies to the D major and C minor t r i ads , A similar problem of pairing 
exists with the four three-note chords containing two whole-steps, any one 
of which could be regarded the inversion of any other one. These chords 
were also paired in relation to the A*-B axis . The first chord in each pair 
of symmetr ical ly related three-note chords is placed above the second chord 
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in staves (a) and (d) of Example 69. (6) Four-note chords were next 
examined. Each was divided into the four possible combinations of three 
notes plus one note . (7) In each of four of these four-note chords one and 
£ A ample 6 1 
*. i m=m M ft V c4* sb * L* hk 1 ify |^ fa |fr i 1 ^ 
Ij.'fol'fti I $* I % mi 4 
1 
C, j -B i 
<w _ k. _ c,'_ <£J> i« „e* _> > 
4p '£ %'KV1^'ft'^'^'iiWP 
tyfo-'^J fM- ' fc> ^P i W m i 
only one of the ppssible three-note combinations duplicated pitches of an 
existing three-note chord. The corresponding three-note chords (chords A, 
B, a, and b, staves | a j and t d j ) were deemed to be based on the correlated 
four-note chords . These four-note chords are placed under the corresponding 
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three-note chords on staves (b) and (e). It m a y b e noted that symmetr ica l 
relat ionships are maintained within the four-note chord pai rs A-a and B-b . 
(8) Two or three of the possible three-note combinations within four other 
four-note chords were found to duplicate pitches respect ively of two or three 
of existing three-note chords . Each such corresponding group of three-note 
chords (Da , D b , and D c ; E a and E b ; da , db , and dc ; and e a and e b ) was deemed 
to be based on a single four-note chord. These four-note chords are placed 
under the groups of corresponding three-note chords on staves (b) and (e). 
Again, i t j nay be noted that symmet r ica l relat ionships a re maintained within 
the four-note chord pairs D-d and E - e , (9) None of the possible three-note 
combinations within the final four-note chord was found to correspond to an 
existing three-note chord. It was found that (a) this chord contained a 
symmetr ical pat tern within itself and that (b) its pitches could be grouped in 
two ar rangements so that the chord would be symmet r i ca l with itself above 
and below the given axis . These two a r rangements (I and i) a re placed on 
staves (b) and (e), (10) Two two-note chords r ema in . Each could be part 
of one of two four-note (or three-note) chords (B or G, b or g) and a r e placed 
on staves (c) and (f) under the corresponding four-note chords . Symmetr ical 
relationships exist within each pair of two-note chords (B-b and G-g). The 
two-note chords were finally deemed to be par t of the B-b four-note chord 
pair alone since this designation was found to be in accord with the ove r -a l l 
patterns of chord succession as explained in Chapter four. 
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